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SUMMARY
A flight investigation has obtained performance and rotor-loads data for a
teetering-rotor, AH-1G helicopter flown with the RC-SC2 airfoil as the main-
rotor blade section. Data for each test point describe flight~state parameters,
control positions, rotor loads, power required, and blade motion. The flight
program included forward flight up to 74 m/sec (144 knots), hover, linear
climb and descent, descending turns, and symmetrical pull-ups.
Rotor loads are reviewed in terms of peak-to-peak values ~nd harmonic con-
tent. Increased airspeed produced increased peak-to-peak loads for all data
channels at tip-speed ratios above 0.24. Unsteady loads exhibited basic trends
for increased maneuver load factor: inboard chordwise loads i~creased signi-
ficantly, torsional loads decreased slightly, and beamwise loads remained
virtually unchanged.
INTRODUCTION
Studies have indicated that improvements in rotorcraft airfoil character-
istics can contribute significantly to improvements in the performance and
loads characteristics of helicopter rotors. The aerodynamic design of these
airfoils is still accomplished with design methods constrained to two-dimen-
sional, steady flow (ref. 1). Efforts to relate airfoil design methods to the
complex flow environment of the helicopter rotor led to full-~cale tests.
Flight tests have been conducted for this purpose; they were accomplished with
three sets of dynamically similar blades with the same twist and planform.
Each of the three sets of blades was built with a different airfoil, each of
which was designed by a significantly different method. The tests and some
of the results have been documented in references 2, 3, 4, and 5. Flight
tests with the standard production main-rotor blades are described in reference
6.
This report presents flight data on loads and performance for one blade
set of the investigation of reference 2. The data were obtained with instru-
mented main-rotor blades having the RC-SC2 airfoil (ref. 2). The data system
(described in refs. 3, 4, 6, and 7) produced records of flight-state parameters~
control positiqns, engine performance, rotor loads, blade angles, blade pressure
distributions, and other data. Test conditions included steady, level flight
up to 74 m/sec (144 knots) and collective-fixed turns, pull-ups, climbs, and
descents at a tip-speed ratio of approximately 0.25.
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Numeroussets of reduceddata are presentedwith minimalanalysis. Each
set containsconcurrentlymeasuredvalues of all of the performanceand loads
parameters. Figuresillustratingtrendsor typicalparameterhistoriesare
given to assist in the interpretationand utilizationof the data listings.
SYMBOLS
Positivesensesof some axes, angles and accelerationsare presentedin
figure 1.
Aof main-rotorcollectivepitch angle at 0.75R, commandedat swashplate,
deg
Aos main-rotorcollectivepitch angle at 0.75R,measuredat blade grips,
deg
Ao,tr tail-rotorcollectivepitch angle,deg
All main-rotorlateral-cyclicpitch angle, commandedat swashplate,deg
Als main-rotorlateral-cyclicpitch angle,measuredat blade grip, deg
a speed of sound,m/sec
als first harmonicof main-rotorlongitudinalflappingwith respectto
the rotor mast, deg
Blf main-rotorlongitudinal-cyclicpitch angle, commandedat swashplate,
deg
Bls main-rotorlongitudinal-cyclicpitch angle,measuredat blade grip,
deg
bls first harmonicof main-rotorlateralflappingwith respectto the
rotor mast, deg
CL' vehicleload coefficient, Wnz
CQ main-rotor-masttorque (power)coefficient, Q /_
p_R3(_R)2
c airfoilchord,m
Fdb drag-braceforce, positivefor tension,N
Fpl pitch-linkload, positivefor compression,N
g accelerationdue to gravity,9.81 m/sec2
h climb rate,m/sec
ih horizontal-tailincidenceangle, deg
Mbp blade beamwise (flapwise)bendingmoment at "p" percentblade radius,
_ positivefor load appliedupward,N-m
\
blade chordwise(inplane)bendingmoment at "p" percentblade radius,
Mcp positive for load applied rearward toward blade trailing edge, N-m
Mh reference blade-tip Mach number, _R
a
/
blade torsional moment at "p" percent blade radius, positive for load
Mtp applied upward at blade leading edge, N-m
mI data channel sensitivity, measured units/mV
nx, ny, nz orthogonal set of load factors for aircraft center of gravity,g units
pf, qf, rf orthogonal set of fuselage angular rates, rad/sec
Q main-rotor mast torque, N-m
r radial distance to blade element, m
R main-rotor radius, m
Tb blade temperature, oC
Tce canister electronics temperature, oC
t time, seconds
V aircraft true airspeed or velocity, m/sec (knots)
W aircraft gross weight, N
X, Y, Z orthogonal set of aircraft body axes (see fig. I)
x airfoil abscissa, positive rearward from leading edge, m
y airfoil ordinate, positive upward, m
_f fuselage angle of attack, deg
_f fuselage angle of side-slip, deg
_s main-rotor, shaft-axis teeter angle, (where _s = ao - als cos_
bls sin_ . . .) positive upward, deg
3
Af change in data measurement due to temperature (see Table IV)
8m2 sensitivity of digitizing electronics, mV/counts - oc
APo data increment due to sensor temperature, data units/OC
AVo adjustment to data_channel sensitivity for electronics temperature, _I_
mV/OC
6 digital data-system measurements, counts -
ef fuselage pitch attitude, deg
es main-rotor shaft-axis blade pitch at 0.75R, (where es = A0 - Als cos_-
- Bls sin_- . . .), measured at blade grip, deg
tip-speedratio,V/(_R)
p mass densityof air, kg/m3
@f fuselage roll attitude, deg
main-rotor blade azimuth angle, measured from downwind position in
direction of rotor rotation, deg





Bars over symbols denote mean values; circumflex marks (^) over symbols
denote peak-to-peak amplitudes of oscillations for one rotor revolution.
EQUIPMENTANDPROCEDURES
Test Vehicle
The test vehicle was the modified AH-IG attack helicopter described in
the drawings of figure 2, the photograph of figure 3, and the tabulated charac-
teristics of 'Table I. The salient features of this helicopter are the teetering_
hub main rotor, the narrow fuselage, and the stub wings. This vehicle had the
same basic configuration as described in reference 3 except for the main-rotor
blades and a hub-assembly modification. Each Ditch horn was modified by the
addition of a counterweight, as shown in figure 3(b). (These weights
decreased the "tennis racket" moment, the inertial moment tending to restore
flatpitch(ref.8). Thisdecreasein inertialmomentcompensatedfor an increase
in aerodynamicmomentdue to the larger-than-anticipatedm an va]ueof nose-down
momentfor the RC-SC2bladesin hover.
.., The RC-SC2bladeset had the samestructuraldesignas the NLR-ITblades
(describedin ref.3). The most significantchangefromthe NLR-ITbladeswas




" The RC-SC2airfoilis a 10 percentthick,camberedderivedfroman early
s_percriticalairfoil. Thisairfoilis essentiallythe camberedsupercritical
shapeof reference9 withslightmodificationto the upper-surfacetrailing
edgeto reducesubcriticalpitchingmoment. Airfoilcoordinatesare givenin
TableII,and geometricdataare presentedin figure4. Maximumthicknessis
locatedat 40-percentchord. As shownin figure4, the pointof maximumcamber
is locatedfar to the rear,fairlycloseto themoderatetrailing-edgereflex.
Aerodynamicharacteristicsof the RC-SC2reflectthedbsignemphasison
highspeed. Unpublishedatafromthe Langley6- by 28-inchtransonictunnel
were takenfor thisairfoilat Reynoldsnumbersnearto thoseencounteredin
flight. The maximumnormal-forcecoefficientreachedabout1.1at 0.4Mach
number. Drag-divergenceMachnumberfor zeroliftwas approximately0.83,and
pitching-momentcoefficientaboutthe aerodynamicenter(atzero lift)was
about-0.02at subcriticalMachnumbers. The resultingmeanvalueof blade
pitchingmomentwas negativeand sufficientlylargein hoveras to requirethepreviouslycitedmodificationto the rotor.
Datasystem
The PilotedAircraftDataSystem(PADS)acquireddatafrom fuselage-mounted
sensors.The listof PADSchannelsand theircharacteristicsi givenin Table
Ill. The PADSusedpulse-codemodulation(PCM)in themultiplexer-digitizer
system;it had a lO-bitword,parityincluded,and a samplingrateof 80 times
per channelper second. Otherdetailsof the systemare givenin AppendixA of
reference6.
Rotordatawere processedonboardby theSpecialRotorBladeInstrumentation
(SRBI)systemof reference7. The listof measuredloads,temperaturesand
I . anglesis givenin TableIV. The SRBIsystemusedPCMwithan 8,bitword,
_ whichhadno parity;it sampledeachchannel1000timesper second. All ofthe
channelsfor loadsandangleshad a single-pole,constant-delayfilterwith
3-decibelattenuationfrequencyat 90 Hz. Reference7 andAppendixB of
reference3 containfurtherinformationon thissystem. The on,iydifferencein
the setof sensorsused,comparedto thoseof reference4, was the use of a
linearslide-typepotentiometerto measurehub teeterangle.
DataReduction
Datareductionwas conductedto producecompletesetsof concurrentvalues
of all performanceand loadparametersfor eachtestpoint. MeasuredPADSdata
werecorrectedand reducedto finalformas describedin reference6. PADS
parameterschangemore slowlythanSRBIparameters,whichallowsone set of
reducedPADSdatato remainvalidfor eachcompleterevolutiondescribedby
SRBIdata. Someof the PADSparameterswereusedto reduceeachset of SRBI
data (fora completerotorrevolutioninclusiveof eachPADStest-pointime).
Mostof the reducedSRBIdata aredescribedby theirharmoniccontent. All





fromabout33 to 74 m/sec(65to 144knots)inapproximately5 m/sec(10knot)
increments;eachpointwas heldfor severalseconds.Manueverswere flownwith
a targettip-speedratioof 0.25(approximately108 knots)and collectivepitch
set for steady,levelflightat thatspeed. Thesemaneuverswere symmetrical
pull-ups and constant-airspeeddescendingturns.Linearclimbsand descents
were alsoflownwith the sameairspeedtarget. Emphasiswas placedon obtaining
a dataset thatwouldbe usefulforcomparisonwithdata for theotherblade
setsflownwith thissamevehicle(refs.2 to 6). This requiredstrictlycon-
trolledand standardizedtestprocedures,closeattentionto rotorspeed,and
controlof configurationparameters(suchas centerof gravity).
PRESENTATIONOF RESULTS
Dataon performance,rotorloads,flightstate,and controlpositionsare
presentedin figures5 through18 and in the listingsof AppendixA. TableV
is a guideto the listings.Flightnumbersand run numbersare usedto identi-
fy the testpointsfor all listingsand somefigures.The datafiguresare
presentedas follows:
Levelflight Figures
Power-requireddata .... ............ 5
Three-speedsweeps ................ 6
Typicaldatahistories. . ............ 7
Loads: harmoniccontentandairspeed ...... 8, 9
Climband descent ................... 10
Figures
Maneuvering flight
Descending turns .............. 11 to 14
i
, Symmetrical pull-ups .............. 15 to 17
• Maneuver data trends, peak-to-peak ........ 18
DISCUSSION
The discussion of data for the RC-SC2blades is consistent with the
approach taken in reference 3 with the NLR-IT data. Vehicle load level is
described in terms of vertical load factor or vehicle load coefficient CL'
Although CL' approximates rotor-lift coefficient, it is actually a measure of
the normal component of inertial load reacted by the rotor, stub wings, and
other aerodynamic surfaces. As in reference 3, rotor loads are discussed in
terms of three components: beamwise (flapwise), chordwise (inplane), and
torsional (including pitch-link loads).
As in references 3 and 5, test-point times for data reduction were chosen
after records of flight-state parameters, control position, rotor motion, and
blade loads were reviewed. For level flight or steady maneuvers, test-point
criteria required a trimmed condition; for symmetrical pull-ups (transient
maneuvers) the criteria required that the body attitude match that of the
vehicle in level flight at the same airspeed.
The direct comparability of blade torsional-load data for the RC-SC2
blades and blades of references 3 and 5 is affected by the pitch-horn counter-
weights. The mean value of pitch-link load is affected by the reduced "tennis-
racket" moment; the lower-harmonic unsteady components are affected by the
increased blade inertia. However, torsional loads measured at 45-percent
blade radius are virtually free from counterweight effects.
Level-flight data are presented in figures 5 to 9. Ten sets of data are
given for the variation of power required (i.e., torque required) with tip-
speed ratio. As in all the RC-SC2flights, tip-speed ratio did not exceed
0.35 due to limitations on allowable peak-to-peak pitch-link loads. Speed-
sweep data trends are shown in figure 6 for variations in flight-state
parameters, control positions, and loads with tip-speed ratio or airpseed.
Peak-to-peak loads increase significantly with increased tip-speed ratio:
above _ = 0.16 for torsion, above _ : 0.20 for beamwise, above _ = 0.24 for
chordwise. Rotor-load histories for a typical test condition are shown in
figure 7; sets of data on the harmonic content of level-flight rotor loads are
given in figure 8. Trends of harmonic loads with increasing tip-speed ratio
are presented in figure 9 for 45 percent blade radius. The beamwise and tor-
sional data show first and second harmonic components increasing with tip-speed
ratio; chordwise trends are less well defined.
The climb and descentdata of figure 10 show consistenttrends. As in
reference5, increasingclimb rate requiresincreasedcollectiveblade pitch,
more forwardtilt of the disk and more torque (and power). Data trendsfor
both torsionalload channelsare highly similar.
Characteristicsof unsteadyloads for maneuversare shown in figures 11 .o
to 18. Figures11 and 15 providerepresentativehistoriesof rotor loads;
figures12, 13 and 16 presentharmonicload data for left turns, right turns, j'
and pull ups. Figures14 and 17 presenttrendsof some of the harmonicloads
for variationsin vehicleload. The basic trends,summarizedin f_gure 18, are _,/
similarto the basic trends in unsteadyloads cited in references3 and 5: /




A flight investigationhas been conductedto acquiredata on the perfor-
mance, loads,and airfoilaerodynamicsof a teetering-rotorhelicopterhaving
the RC-SC2 airfoilas the blade-sectioncontourfor the main rotor. Data are
presentedon the variationof flight-stateparameters,controlpos:itions,rotor
loads,power required,and blade motion duringlevel-flightspeed sweeps,as well
as maneuversat approximately0.25 tip-speedratio.
Severaltrendsare evidentin the data. Above tip-speedratiosof 0.24, all
peak-to-peakloads increasewith increasedairspeed. Peak-to-peakloads also
displaybasic trendswith increasesin normal load factor (i.e.,vehicleload
coefficient)for maneuvers: inboardchordwiseloads increasesignificantly,





The upper part of the page for each test point containsPADSwPCMdata from
fuselage-mountedsensors. The informationon test-pointidentificationand data
on flight state, controlposition,and other parametersare presentedin the man-
_ ner explainedin reference6.
The lower part of each page containsSRBl,systemdata on the rotor. Test-
point identificationis printednext to flight-conditionparameters. Three
temperaturesare given: the value computedfor ambientatmosphericconditions
(AMB TEMP); blade temperatureat 90-percentradius,upper surface,60-percent
chord (TEMP 60); and the temperatureof the blade electronicsin the canister
(CANTEMP). (The latter two quantitiesare listed in both Table IV and reference
7 as Tb and Tce, respectively.) These two temperatureswere used in SRBI data
reduction. The mast-torquecoefficientprinted is the averagevalue For the
revolution. The total torque coefficientis the value obtainedfor engine
power at equivalentmain-rotorrotationalspeed. Both blade pitch (at 75-percent
radius)and teeter angle of the instrumentedblade are describedby conventional
mean and cyclic componentsbased on harmonicanalysis. Peak-to:peakvalues are
added since,as noted in reference6, data tracesmay be much more complexthan
a simple first-harmonicpattern.
Rotor loads are presentedin terms of mean values,peak-.tompeakvalues,
and the harmoniccontentfor the first 12 harmonicsof actual rotor rotational
frequency. (Themeasuredvalue of this frequencyis also listedL) The harmonic
representationuses a seriesof cosine terms,each with a phase delay. Using
labelsfrom the listing,each loadmay be describedas:
F(t) = (MEAN)+ Z (AMP)n cos (t-(PHASE) n)
n=1
where F is the load (a function of time), MEANis the mean amplitude, n is
number of the harmonic, AMPis the vector amplitude, and PHASEis the phase
angle in degrees for that harmonic.
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-ZG .... PADS PCM DAT_
FLIGHT NO. 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 36602. N LOADED CG X= 5.04 M - 198.4 IN
RUN NO. 2 8229. LB Y• -.00 • -.0
TIME 42142.20 (SEC) Z= 1,83 • 72,1
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 0.00 KPA • 0.0 PSF
STATIC PRES= 101.4 KPA " 2117. PSF
T. AIRSPEED= O.O KT TOTAL TEMP• 296.1 DEG K • 532.q DEG R
AIC MACH NO• 0.000 STATIC TEMP= 296.1 DEG K • 532.9 DEG R
BODY ALPHA• 11.9 DEG DENSITY= 1.19 KGIM3 • °00232 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA= -47.i DIG DENSITY ALT= 277. N • 908. FT
SONIC SPEED- 345.5 M/SEC • 1134, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB• O. MIMIN • O. FPH
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(HIS) (FPS} (G) (HIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RADISEC2)
X O,D0 O,O ,012 O.OO O,O ,012 ROLL -2.1 -.017 -.088
Y O.OO O.O .031 0.00 0.0 .013 P(TCH o2 .014 -.001 /
Z O.OO 0.0 -1,047 0.00 O.O -1,047 YAW 198.6 *006 .026 '
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLl.= 11.5 DEG HDRIZ FIN= 6.7 DIG
AI= -2,3 DEG T,R, CDLL- 8,2 DEG /
BI" ,5 DEG PEDAL POS= 8.6 D_G j
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 0.0 DEG HUB HEIGHT = 3.2 RHOVER TIP MACH= .65 CONTROL ALPHA- -.5 D_G
TIP MAX-MACH= .65 DELTA PSI, 0.0 D_G
TIP MIN-MACH= .65
.gR MAX-MACH= .59
•gR MIN-MACH= .59 THRUST FACTOR= o85q_+07 N - .1933+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 92 MU=O,OOO TOTAL CO= ,000306 AHB TEMP- 22,9 C - 73,23 F
V• O,O _T MAST CO= ,000270 TEMP U6O= 26,9 C • 80°47 F
RUN NO, 2 CAN TEMP= 35,4 C • 95.72 F
NZ=-I.047 G OMEGA= 33.634 RADISEC
TIME 42142°13 CLP= .00426 RPMI324= ,991
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO= I0°3 AI= -1,6 BI= .7 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 3,5
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= ,3 AZ= -.6 BI= -.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 1,4
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD °449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSIO_ ,449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 36138, -2400, -6439° -2543° -672°
HARMONIC-1 4024,1 22,5 1245,/ 19.6 427,/ 11.1 1000,1 70,1 23./ -51,6
2 332,/ -10,1 74,1 14,1 108,1 37,5 362.1 -40,0 33,1 -37,6
3 560,1 35°4 lOl,/ 33.7 1B,/ 85,9 247,/ -20.4 54.1 34.6
68,1 53.5 103./ 28,5 70o1 40,7 51,1 48,5 11,/ 64,5
5 330,/ 40.5 76,1 45,5 52°1 44,2 141,/ -63,2 32,/ -78,5
6 253°/ 56,1 83,1 41,2 25,1 57°9 56./ 12,4 5,1 -10,9
7 208o1 -B6.7 79.1 52,2 15,/ 37.2 35,1 52,3 7,/ -56.9
8 84,t 34,0 56,1 -°7 33,1 -28,0 34.1 72,0 3,/ -78,5
9 46.1 -41.6 86.1 16,4 46,1 26,8 59,1 -44.9 3,1 -17,3
lO 21,1 30,1 32°1 4,1 18°/ 17,0 66,/ -56,4 6,1 76,9
11 62.1 -75.1 13,1 24,6 21°1 -.10,8 12./ 65,0 4,1 76,7
12 61./ 66,4 10o1 65,1 1B,/ -21,7 15,1 65.5 1.1 -56.0
PEAK-TO-PEAK 9490, 2857, 1064. 2406, 189.
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM .4_q BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) " (N-M/DIG) (N-MIDEG| (N-M/DEG)
HEAN 132. 258, 194, 14, 168,
HARMONIC-Z 283,/ 19.4 59.1 49,1 114,1 34,1 222,1 21,1 177,1 7,4
2 86.1 -12,6 56,1 11.1 66ol 15,6 115./ 24°0 194,/ 27.1 .,
B 24,1 46,7 20,1 67,9 20,1 83,2 20,1 -52.4 44,/ 2,4
4 78,/ 65,8 30./ 54°6 16,1 55,8 18,1 82,8 44,1 69,5
5 37,1 22,0 lO,I 49,6 5,1 "-19,6 14,1 37,7 9,1 60°4
6 51,'1 -20.8 11,/ 80,5 16,1 -3,6 14,1 -64,1 24,1 14.4
7 32,1 63,2 5,1 -85,2 17,1 86°7 6°1 48,1 20,/ 67,6
8 24,1 85,2 3,/ 37,0 6.1 51,6 4,/ 6.7 5.1 63.3
9 22,1 -71,3 15_/ -82°5 8,1 76,0 13,/ -65,6 14.1 -58.6
i0 29,1 -62°6 12,1 -36,6 10,1 -79,3 12°1 -24,7 13*/ -15,6
11 6.1 5.3 5.1 23,4 2,/ 3,3 2.1 75,9 3,/ -73.8
12 1./ =65.5 fi,I 78.2 1.1 -28.8 3,/ -82.8 1,1 -37.6
PEAK_TO-.PEAK 842, 292, 357. 553, 645,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... PADS PCM DATA
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 35459. N LOADED CG X= 5,05 M = 198.9 IN
7972, LB Y= -,OO = -.0
(SEC) Z= 1.84 - 72.3
FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES_ 1,64 KPA = 34.3 PSF
STATIC PRES= ql,6 KPA 8 1913o PSF
i06,9 KT TOTAL TEMP. 296,7 DEG K = 534.0 DEG R
olSq STATIC TEMP- 29502 DEG K = 531,3 DEG R
-,9 DEG DENSITY= l,OB KGIM3 = ,O021O SLUGIFT3
-i,i DEG DENSITY ALT= 1280o M • 4201o FT
SONIC SPEED= 345,0 MISEC = I132. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -215, MIMIN - -706, FPM
STATE
VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(FPS) (G) (M#S) (FPS) (G) {DEG} (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
180.8 -,053 54,82 179,8 -.053 ROLL -37,5 _OOb ,038
-3=3 ,013 -,99 -8,3 ,022 PITCH -3o8 ,072 ,002
-2,8 -I,178 -.86 -2.8 -i,177 YAW 160,9 -,[03 -.006
M.R, COLL- 10o8 bEG HORIZ FIN- 7,9 DIG
AI= oi DEG T,R° COLL= 2°3 DEG
BI- 3,2 DEG PEDAL POS- 3,2 DEG
SHAFT ALPHA= -.g DEG
HOVER TIP MACH= ,66 CONTROL ALPHA= -4,I DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= ,82 DELTA PSI_ 1.0 DEG
TIP HIN-MACH= ,50
,QR MAX-MACH. ,75 ENGINE POWER= 416. KW = 557. HP
.9R MIN-MACH= ,43 THRUST FACTOR_ ,784E+07 N - o176E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
g2 MU = ,242 TOTAL CQ= _000233 AMB TEMP= 22o0 C = 71,63 F
V- 106.9 KT MAST C0_ .000212 TEMP U6O_ 82°8 C = 91,11 F
13 CAN TEMP- 30.0 C = 86.00 F
NZ= 10177 G OMEGA= 33,B42 RADISEC
43869,22 CLP- o00531 RPM/324= oQg7
THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 9.7 AI= -.5 BI= 406 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 9,4
TEETER ANG (DIG} AO= .3 AI= -I,3 BI= °2 PEAK-TO-PEAK, 2,5
(AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD =449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION o44g
(N/DEG) (N-M/DEG} (N'-M/DEG) (N/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
41414° -2931o -7722° -2415o -6_0,
HARMDNIC-I 4013.1 -9.0 838.1 -12,2 228o/ -20.2 2632o1 -46°6 443oi -59oI
2 1060,1 21,3 317°I -7,4 40,1 -78,6 2074,/ -39,7 200°I -28,1
3 2500o/ 40,3 587,/ 40,4 154,/ 48o3 378,/ 4.9 72,/ 17,5
4 612oi 48,6 324.1 46,7 206=I 36.6 537.1 -78,7 95,/ 71°I
5 430.1 -21,0 21=1 -38,8 42.1 -89o0 179,1 25.8 30,1 78.1
6 llOlol -37,3 631.I -40,2 272.1 -45,1 62ol -53o2 15,/ 71°2
7 258oi -53°2 III,I -52,8 37=I -72o6 29,I -12,8 10/ 59,3
8 52,1 -66o7 51,1 -70,2 32,1 81,3 53,1 -19,i 6,1 -63,2
9 50,1 47.0 58°1 74o0 32,/ 53,q 73,/ 85°8 1,/ 13o2
10 112°/ 29,5 78ol 7409 83,1 69.7 50,1 76.1 9o1 -5903
11 95.1 -Ig,O 29,I =52,1 31.1 -62°8 25,1 -6g,3 5,1 12.1
12 84,1 75.9 36_I 57:0 13oi 68.2 45,/ 27,4 1,I 37.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11666, 3522o 1570_ 8829, 1179.
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) {N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG)
-130o 73_ "-21, -307° 159.
HARMDNIC-I 696ol -47.g 431_1 -66_I 44801 -67,3 443o1 -68,8 210.I -82o8
2 402,I --54,4 280.1 -70_5 312,1 -68,2 264o1 -68.2 87,1 -75,0
3 75ol -77o5 55°1 8°5 63o/ 47,5 8301 79,6 101,/ 78°4
4 397,/ 76,4 115,/ 56.7 58,1 37,3 92°1 75,1 135,1 53°1
5 120,1 -26,1 18ol -SgoO 22,1 64,8 24,1 -31,7 55,1 83,6
6 69,1 -69,9 5ol 73.1 4°1 -34°9 8ol 26.7 37.1 -27,7
7 47,/ 88,7 20,/ 85,0 33o/ 88,5 12,1 -17,8 51o1 -50,1
B 18,1 -1707 10oi 65.1 lloJ -26,5 idol -6608 24,1 -28,5
9 33,/ 86,5 26,/ 87,g 11°1 68°7 28,/ -81.3 27./ -58,6
I0 30,1 -11°7 14.I 14,2 II,I -21.5 16.$ 20,0 ' 16,1 20.4
11 3°1 7B_2 2,1 -58,1 8,1 15°l 4,1 67,4 5,1 2o8
12 23,1 -33.7 8,1 -19.0 9.I -62°8 7,I -22.7 i,I -57o4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2448, 1369, 1401. 1413, 872,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 35459. N LOADED CG X= 5,05 H • 198,9 IN
RUN NO. lq 7972, L8 Y" -,OO = -,0
TIME 63875,70 (SEC| Z- 1,84 = 72.3
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1.67 KPA - 35,0 PSF
STATIC PRES• 91,9 KPA i 1919, PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 107.8 KT TOTAL TEMP- 296.9 DEG K 534,4 OEG R
AIC MACH NO- ,161 STATIC TEMP= 295,4 DEG K 531.6 DEG R
BODY ALPHA= 1,1 DEG DENSITY= 1,08 KGIM3 ,00210 SLUGIFT3
800Y BETA- -1.2 DEG DENSITY ALT= 1255. _ 4118, FT
SONIC SPEED• 345.1 MISEC 1132, FPS r_
RATE OF CLIMB- -187. _IMIN -613, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG tIN VEt CG tIN ACC HUB tIN VEL HUB tIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (HIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) [RADISEC} (RADISEC2)
X 55.63 181.9 -,054 55.25 181.3 -,055 ROLL -36,5 -,005 -,002
Y -1.17 -3.8 .007 -1.1B -3.9 ,008 PITCH -1,6 .090 ,003
Z 1,07 3,5 -1.330 1,08 3.5 -1,328 YAW 118.8 -.104 .021
CONTROL ANGLES M.R, COLt= 10,8 DEG HORIZ FIN• 7,5 DEG
AI= ,1 DEG T,R, COLt= 2.0 DEG
81• 3,1 DEG PEDAL POS= 3,1 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 1.1DEG
HOVER TIP MACH= .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -1.9 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,82 DELTA PSI" 1,2 DEG
TI ° MIN-MACH- ,50
,gR MAX-MACH= .75 ENGINE POWER- 371, KW = 497. HP
• qR MIN-MACH- ,43 THRUST FACTOR• ,791E.07 N • .1782+07 L8
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 92 MU= ,244 TOTAL C0= .000206 AMB TEMP- 22.2 C - 71.96 F
V" 107.8 KT MAST C0" ,000187 TEMP U60= 32,8 C • 91.11 F
RUN NO, 14 CAN TEMP- 30.0 C • 86.00 F
NZ" 1.328 G OMEGA= 33.942 RADISEC
TIME 43875,55 CLP- ,00594 RPMI324- 1,000
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 9.6 AI" -,6 81= 4,4 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 9.2
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= .3 A1- -1,1 81= .3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2,2
ROTOR LDADS (AMPIPHASE} DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N/DEG) (N-MIOEG)
MEAN 42728. -3095, -7732. -2244. -681.
HARMONIC-1 4839,1 .7 997.1 -1.0 295.1 -10,3 2537.1 -44,6 435,1 -58,4
2 952.1 5,6 354,1 -24,8 97,/ 88.6 1981,1 -30,3 197,1 -14,4
3 2863.1 45,2 725,1 47,4 170,1 55.8 373./ 19,1 67,1 28,3
4 656,1 47,3 413.1 48,9 292,1 34.3 621.1 -72.3 99.1 70.9
5 778.1 -17,9 162,1 122,9 50,1 47.4 240.1 36,8 47,1 -77.2
6 886ol -30,5 557,1 -42.3 222,1 -48,0 96.1 60,6 25.1 60,7
7 276,1 -62°0 73.1 -54.3 35./ -40,3 112.1 8,9 9.1 48,1
8 106,1 -69.1 33,1 72,1 28./ 67.0 49./ 10.8 7,1 85.9
9 46.1 46.9 119,1 -87.1 67.t 63.2 98.1 -71,7 7,1 5,7
10 41.1 46.5 195.1 -38.2 134.1 -54.0 59.1 58.5 6.1 47.5
11 116,1 -74,1 63./ 86.2 32,1 83.5 18./ -23,5 3./ 62.6
12 143.1 -78.1 26.1 -40.5 47.1 -84.7 43.1 47.9 6,/ -36.8
PEAK-TO-PEAK 13333, 6335. 1758. 9030, 1131,
BEAM .174 BEAM ,3riO BEAM ,%49 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN -B,' 85, -26, -337. 109.
HARMONIC-1 692.1 -38,6 450,t -63,6 466.1 -66.2 454.1 -69.3 236.1 -85.6
2 366,1 143,0 280.1 -66,8 321,1 -65.0 286,1 -66,1 99,1 -75,6
3 119./ -70.6 64.1 .1 67,/ 45,0 94,1 77.fi 108,1 83,9
4 472;1 77.0 141.1 54.7 66.1 38.3 107./ 74.3 165.1 50,7
5 174.1 -13.1 27.1 -43.0 26.1 57.7 42.1 -16.8 53.1 -89.0
5 93,1 -56,9 9.I 82.0 5.1 -25_T 9,1 80,4 6B.l -34,3
7 63.1 41.9 21.1 57,9 32.1 71,1 9,1 -29.6 54.1-59.9
8 24,1 61.3 11.1 -83.3 12.1 32.7 10.1 -28.8 28.11-14.2
9 49./ 83.1 37,1 -80.9 20.1 63.2 36,1 -68.1 31.1 -40.8
10 19.1 -7.2 11.1 27.8 3.1 -71.9 17.1 33.9 20.1 36.5
11 16,1 21.1 2,1 2,0 8,1 16,3 5.1 10.8 12,1 -18,4
12 67.1 -46.3 16.1 -28.9 17.1 -73.6 12.1 -38.3 3.1 -64.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2770. 1469, 1508. 1496. 1001,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 35262. N LOADED CG X= 5,05 M = 198.9 IN
RUN NO, 17 79'28, LB Y- -,00 , -,O
TIME. 441.78,20 (SEC) Z= I,84 • 72,4
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1,64 KPA = 34.3 PSF
STATIC PRES= 92.3 KPA = 1929, PSF
T. AIRSPEED= 106,6 KT TOTAL TEMP" 297,4 DEG K • 535.2 DEG Q
A/C MACH NO= .159 STATIC TEMP- 295,9 DEG K • 532,6 DEG R
BODY ALPHA= 5.6 DEG DENSITY= 1,09 KGIM3 " ,OO211 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA• 2,7 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1223. M - 4014. FT
SONIC SPEED- 345,4 MISEC • 1133o FPS
-_ RATE OF CLIMB- -400. MIMIN • -1313. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PDS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MRS) (FPS) (G) (M/S) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
X 54.53 178.9 -,074 54,10 177.5 -,062 ROLL -46.4 -,016 .029
Y 2,54 8.3 -.035 2,51 8,2 -,024 PITCH -5.1 ,208 -,058
Z 5,33 17,5 -1.818 5,33 17,5 -l,8Oq YAW 331.3 -,136 ,OSl
CONTROL ANGLES NoR. COLL= 11,5 DEG HORIZ FEN• 7,2 DEG
AI= ,6 DEG T,R, COLL- B,O DEG
B1= 2.5 DEG PEDAL POS- 4.1 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 5.6 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH" ,66 CONTROL ALPHA, 3,1 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,82 DELTA PSI- -2o7 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- ,50
•9R MAX-MACH, ,75 ENGINE POWER• 367° KW • 492, HP
,9R MIN-MACH- ,44 THRUST FACTOR= ,802E+07 N = ,180E.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 92 MU= ,240 TOTAL CQ= .000200 AMB TEMP= 22,7 C - 72,8q F
V- 106,6 KT MAST CO- ,000179 TEMP UEO- 33.9 C - 93,06 F
RUN NO, 17 CAN TEMP- 30.8 C - 87,39 F
NZ- 1,809 G OMEGA- 34,131 RADISEC
TIME 44178,05 CLP= .00796 RPMIB24• 1,006
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- 9.9 A1- -,1 B1- 3,4 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 7.5
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= .2 AI= -.I 81= ,9 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 1.8
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,44q CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(N/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 44504. -BBBB, -7616, -1754. -615,
HARMONIC-1 8212.I -20.2 1898,I -12,4 519.1 -7°0 2695.1 -20.7 374,1 -42,7
2 879.1 66.2 633./ -79,0 203ol -60.7 1217,1 88°4 137.1 85°4
3 3207.1 17,4 821.1 16.6 185.1 33,8 428.1 -2°6 53.1 14.4
4 q73.1 36.2 484.1 14.9 285,1 3,6 322,1 54.4 101,1 ,2
5 1003.1 -60,9 258,1 -59,4 57,1 -25.B 267.1 9,5 101, II 71. 0
6 1184,1 86.5 704.1 83,7 284°/ 81.4 46q. I 38,6 B8./ 50°7
7 589,1 4,2 537ol 17.0 329,/ 11,9 290,I 24,8 Bl.l 88°6
8 155ol -88°3 101,1 59.0 55ol 6.7 102°1 80,2 23,1 -84°8
9 64,1 -12.1 122,1 81,4 95,1 78,9 55.1 2,9 12,1 -62,7
10 45,1 -35,8 189,1 -32,0 153.1 -40.2 22,1 -40.8 2.1 -44,8
11 81,1 12,4 114oi 68.2 q6°/ 78,0 45.1 -65,1 4,1 -34°6
12 23°/ -88,2 48./ 22.0 27°1 23.0 66°1 20.2 q,/ -34.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 20013. 75q2. 2889. 8203. 1007.
_ BEAM °174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIOEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 568, 168. 22, -337o 3.
HARMONIC-Z 927,I -26,1 452,I -63.9 479.I -70.4 50q.l -73,8 334./ 87,7
2 241°1 -72.6 259,/ -80,7 314,1 -72,7 308o/ -63,9 155,1 -50,3
\_ 3 lq9°/ -30*0 111.1 -8,4 90,/ 17.3 7qo/ 55.7 91.1 79.4
4 413,/ 12,0 127./ 3.5 53,/ I0,4 8g.1 9,2 181.I 3.2
5 179.1 -77,4 3q.I -85,1 12,1 -84.9 56,1 -72.4 71.1 81,1
6 181.1 88°3 34_/ 38,B 7,1 43°8 87°/ 61.9 53,1 -31,6
7 245,1 25,6 58,1 25,4 105,1 33.5 9,1 48,4 q6.1 63,6
8 48./ 7,1 7,/ 42,7 21,1 35,5 10,/ 73,3 9,/ -69.1
9 lq,/ -32.8 21,1 -,4 i,I -43,9 24,1 19,6 24.1 13.0
iO 27,I -4,7 4,1 75°5 " 7°/ 26,6 2.I -74,4 11,1 79,4
11 24,1 60,9 16,1 -33.9 15.1 42.6 10,1 -12,5 17,1 50,3
12 63.1 -52,0 24,1 -36,7 29.1 -86,8 24,1 -35,2 16,1 3,2
PEAK-TO-PEAK 3142, 1493. 1644, 1342, 1206.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA _H-1G PADS PeR DATA
FLIGHT NO, 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 84909. N LOADED CG X- 8,05 M • 198,8 IN
NO, 22 7848, L8 Y- -,00 - -,0
44779.10 (_C) Z- 1.84 - 72.5
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1.81 KPA • 37.8 PSF
STATIC PRES- 91,5 KPA • 1912. PSF
AIRSPEED- 112.0 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295,8 DEG K I 532,4 DEG R
MACH NO- .167 STATIC TEMP" 294.1 DEG K • 529.6 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- 2.6 DEG DENSITY• 1,09 KG/M3 = .00211 SLUGIFTB
BODY BETA= -3,0 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1250. M - 4102, FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.4 MISEC • 1130, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -358. MIMIN • -1175. FPM J
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXES CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) (G) (M/S) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RADISEC2)
57.47 188.6 -.058 57.35 188.2 -.042 ROLL -3.1 .006 -.019
-2,97 -9.7 ,034 -2.96 -9.7 .031 PITCH -3.2 .060 -,076
2.5q 8.5 -1,403 2.59 8.5 -1.403 YAW 214.5 -.017 -,057
CONTROL ANGLES M.R, COLL- 10.5 DEG HDR[Z FIN1 7.7 DEG
AI= .3 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.3 DEG
BI- 3°5 DEG PEDAL POS" 2,3 DEG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 2,6 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH, ,66 CONTROL ALPHA" -,9 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .83 DELTA PSI" 3,0 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= .50
,9R MAX-MACH- .77 ENGINE POWER- 348, KW = 467. HP
,9R MIN-MACH- .43 THRUST FACTOR- .80IE.O? N • .180E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 92 MU- .252 TOTAL C0- .000190 AMB TEMP- 21.0 C - 69.72 F
V- 112,0 KT MAST C0- .000167 TEMP UbO- 32.8 C • 91,09 F
RUN NO, 22 CAN TEMP= 30,0 C • 86,00 F
NZ- 1,403 G OMEGA- 34.123 RADISEC
TIME 44778,99 CLP- •00610 RPMI324, 1,006
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 9.3 A1- -.7 Bl- 4.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 9.9
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= ,2 A1- -1.2 BI- .4 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2,5
LOADS (AMP/PHASED DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(N10EG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 43847. -3360. -7940. -2180. -675,
HARMONIC-1 4785,1 -.7 1016.1 1.5 316,/ -12.2 2868.1 -41.9 474./ -54.4
2 1428./ 28.4 418.1 -1.8 89,1 -63.8 2091.1 -26,4 206,1 -7,5
3 2711,1 40,8 662,1 47,8 156,/ 55,4 263,1 27,1 60,1 31,6
4 740,1 64,0 436,1 56,2 304,1 42,6 582,1 -63,6 100.1 81,8
5 895.1 39.3 131,1 51.2 92,1 86.5 343.1 -87.0 79,1 -34.7
6 891,1 9,2 698,1 4.5 193,1 -5,8 183,1 -47.7 21.1 -69.7
7 233.1 16,q 86,1 63,6 66,1 75,6 152.1 72,7 8.1 -68,0
8 164.1 -79,7 126,1 -80,6 71,1 80,6 64./ -31.0 11,1 -35,0
9 55.1 -37,7 32,1 -7,6 29,1 74,5 84,1 2,1 7.1 -86,8
10 153.1 -63,8 173,1 29.6 137.1 -4,2 99.1 -77.8 21.1 -74.4
11 82,1 14,6 25,1 -29.4 10,/ 47,4 47.1 66.6 7,1 4,7
12 153,1 -1,2 2./ 19.6 18.1 -67,6 12.1 -80.1 1.1 -89,4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 13107. 4187. 1768. 10090. 1210.
BEAM ,174 BEAM .350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIOEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -34, 73, -62, -369, B6,
HARMONIC-1 74g,I -38.6 690,1 -60,5 507,1 -63.1 464.1 -68.2 237.1 -85.1
2 415,1 -41,1 309,1 -62.3 358.1 -60,3 346,1 -59.9 127,1 -63,4
B 198.1 -76.1 68./ -22.2 55.1 36.0 108./ 79,0 117./ 83.1
4 501./ 82.0 150.1 60,3 67.1 67.7 115.1 77.0 200.1 59.5
5 227,/ 33.2 26.1 -2,3 50./ 71.8 57,1 18.6 60.t 87.9
6 84,1 15.1 16,1 -19.6 20,1 -81.8 18.1 10.9 62.1 -39.4
7 104,1 87,6 28,1 -86.8 55,1 -73,9 12,1 -28,6 79.1 138.8
8 33,1 57,9 9,1 26,2 13,1 -76,7 17./ 3.5 42.1 -6,6
q 46,1 -25,8 37.1 -16,9 13./ -59.7 42,1 .9 43.1 11.2
10 22,1 -°6 14,1 50,3 12,1 -62,6 17,1 80,0 20,/ 89,3
11 22,/ 37.1 9,1 29,5 9./ -20.0 12,1 27,6 15,1 51,4
12 21.1 28.6 9.1 53.2 11./ 12.9 7,t 67.7 3,1 10.6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2938. 1632, 1613. 1996. 1076.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. oq2 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 34910. N LOADED CG X= 5.05 M • 198.8 IN
RUN NO, 23 7849. LB Y= -,DO • -,O
.TIME 44805.10 (SEC) Z= 1.84 • 72.5
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT 'STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1,74 KPA • 36,4 PSF
STATIC PRES- 9I,i KPA • 1903, PSF
T. AIRSPEED, 110.2 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295,7 DEG K • 532,2 DEG R
AIC MACH NO= ,165 STATIC TEMP- 294,0 DEG K • 529,3 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- 3,1 DEG DENSITY- 1.08 KGIM3 • .00210 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- .2 DEG DENSITY ALT= 1299. M • 4260, FT
SONIC SPEED= 344.3 M/SEC • 1130. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB" -354, MIMIN • -1161, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
. AXIS .CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
- (M/S) {FPS) fG) (MISI (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RAD/SEC2)
X 56,63 185,8 -.068 56,44 185,2 -.066 ROLL -1.7 .006 -.114
Y .16 .B -.003 ,17 ,6 -.027 PITCH -2,9 .094 -.OOB
Z 3,06 10,1 -1o480 3,07 10ol -1,478 YAW 214,7 -,017 -,017
\.
. CONTROL ANGLES M.R, CDLL- 10,6 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.4 DEG
" A1- .6 DEG T,R. COLL- 1,4 DEG
81, 3,0 DEG PEDAL POS- 2,3 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= 3.1DEG
HOVER TIP MACH" ,66 CONTROL ALPHA" .1 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,83 DELTA PSI= -,2 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= ,50
•9R MAX-MACH- ,76 ENGINE POWER= 334, KW - 448. HP
,OR _IN-MACH- ,43 THRUST FACTOR- .796E+07 N = ,179E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 92 MU- .247 TOTAL CO" ,OOOl8? AMB TEMP- 20,9 C • 69,62 F
V- 110,2 KT MAST CO" ,000156 TEMP U6O- 33.1 C • 91.58 F
RUN NO. 23 CAN TEMP- 30.0 C • B6,0O F
NZ= 1.478 G OMEGA- 34.175 RADISEC
TIME 44804,99 CLP" ,00645 RPMI324= 1,007
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- 9.4 A1- -,1 31- 4.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 9.6
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO- .3 A1- -.9 81- .6 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.0
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,BO3 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG) {N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 44661, -3507, -7964, -2058, -655,
HARMONIC-1 4972ol -17,6 lOO8.1 -18,9 338,1 -3%,8 3055.1 -48,6 5OO.I -57,6
2 1202./ 19.2 425,1 -14.9 88o/ -55,9 1059,1 -43.1 193,1 -21.8
3 2422,/ 30,1 584.1 39.5 138,/ 51.3 313,/ 20.7 74,/ 15.0
4 1021./ 58.3 517,/ 45,7 32q. I 31.0 687,/ -79.8 90,1 68,3
5 1025.1 14,6 lqO,I 22,1 89,1 57,2 442./ 70,2 108,1 -68,2
6 881./ -45.1 537.1 -48,8 216.1 -55,4 197,1 -70.3 31,1 -71.1
7 129,! -67,6 28,1 26,0 40.1 54,1 120,1 8,3 8,1 -61,6
B 155.1 49,6 152,1 42,7 84,/ 39.3 43.1 53,9 16.1 -81,5
9 115,1 -83,2 74.1 -35,7 32.1 165.1 82,/ -25.6 9,/ -82.3
10 53,/ 62,7 80,1 27.1 52,1 -40.2 8q.I 81,0 15,1 -85.5
11 q5,1 22.5 B1./ -71.8 54,1 -70.1 7,1 12.5 7.1 -23,3
12 60.1 -21,7 36,1 83.0 19.1 58.0 22.1 -85,7 6.1 -2.1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 13888. 3793. 1661. 1046q, 1257,
BEAM ,174 BEAM .350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM .803
(N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG| (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 21o 82, -38. -372, 74.
HARMONIC-1 783ol -BO,q 492.1 -67.1 508,1 -69=0 471,1 -72,4 234,1 -86.8
_ 2 430ol -56,7 319.1 -73,4 366_I -70,4 350.1 -69,8 143,/ -67.6
3 142,1 -81,1 58,1 -Z0.2 59,1 31.7 107,/ 62,4 116,1 66,9
4 566,1 66,0 167.1 45,6 72,1 36.5 126,1 60,8 206,1 46.5
5 257,1 3,4 31,1 -26,8 50,1 43,5 64,1 -7,3 56,1 77.4
6 86,1 -31,7 20,1 -59.3 16,1 67.2 18.1 -35,5 36.1 -50,9
7 113,1 40,0 34,1 42,q 59,1 57.6 10.1 -46,3 72,1 -84,1
B 59./ -3,8 17.1 -11.8 20,1 28,7 14,/ -38,3 31,/ -70.8
9 43,1 -42,0 34,1 -39,8 11./ -64,3 40,1 -31,1 37,1 -25,6
10 20,1 10,8 21.1 17,3 1,1 75°7 23ol 33,5 21,1 3q,5
11 18,1 22,1 7.1 -11,4 7.1 60.1 10ol -3,6 14.1 -5,2
12 22,1 -14,8 8.1 23,9 13,1 -50,1 9,1 ,B 7*I 67.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 3171, 1656, 1589, 1638, 1141,
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 34796. N LOADED CG X= 5.05 M • 198.8 IN
NO. 25 7823. LB Y= -,00 • -,O
44973.30 (SEC) Z= 1.84 • 72.5
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1.71KPA • 35,8 PSF
STATIC PRES- 91,8 KPA = 1917. PSF
AIRSPEED= 108,9 KT TOTAL TEMP= 295.7 DIG K = 532,2 DIG R
MACH NO= ,163 STATIC TEMP = 294.1 DIG K • 529,4 DEG R
BODY ALPHA= 1.2 DIG DENSITY= 1,09 KGIM3 = .OO211 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA= 1,6 DEG DENSITY ALT= I227, M • 4024, FT
SONIC SPEED• 344.4 MISEC • 1130. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -254, MIMIN • -B34, FPM "_
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEt HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) IG) (M/S) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
55.9B 183.7 -,059 55.86 183.3 -0058 ROLL .2 .002 ,020
1.59 5,2 -,OZO 1.59 5,Z -.015 PITCH -3.1 .057 -.005
1.21 4,0 -1,296 1.22 4,0 -1.295 YAW 23.0 -,008 .007
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 10.4 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.5 DIG
AI= ,4 DIG T.R, COLL= 2.1 DIG
BI= 3,2 DIG PEDAL POSm 2,8 DIG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= 1.2 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH• .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -2.0 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= .B2 DELTA PSI• -1.6 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- ,50
• gR MAX-MACH= .76 ENGINE POWER= 374, KW • 502. HP
•9R MIN-MACH- ,43 THRUST FACTOR- ,794E+07 N • ,178E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 92 MU= .246 TOTAL CO• .000206 AMB TEMP= 21.0 C = 69.73 F
V- 108,9 KT MAST CQ= ,OOOiB4 TEMP U6O= 32.8 C • 91;01 F
RUN NO. 25 CAN TEMP= 30,0 C • B6.O0 F
NZ= 1,295 G OMEGA• 33,976 RAD/SEC
TIME 44973,15 CLP= ,00565 RPMI324- 1.001
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 9.3 A1= -.I BI= 4,6 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 9.6
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= .3 AI- -1.2 BI= .3 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 2.3
LOADS [AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG) (N'MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG| (N-MIDEG]
MEAN 42680. -3226, -7905. -2206. -6BO,
HARMONIC-1 4008.1 -0.3 810.1 -9,5 244.1 -25.2 2793,1 -52.1 469.! -64.2
2 51i.1 24,7 240.1 -37,1 83./ 59,9 2052,1 -47,8 195,/ -33,5
3 2830,1 22.7 714.1 27,5 178.1 31.5 333.1 -10.8 70.I 4.5
4 687.1 27.0 417.1 23,D 282./ 12.1 643.1 83.3 107.1 47.5
5 660.1 -18,0 83.1 7.8 90ol 53.1 334.1 27.5 64.1 75.2
6 871.1 -70.2 533.1 -71.2 229.1 -81.5 95.1 64.2 19.1 38.4
7 225.1 -64.4 77.1 -42.3 45.1 -2308 83.1 -25.0 6.1 30,6
8 45.1 88.1 76,1 ,8 45.1 -19,0 35,/ -80,3 10,1 54,1
9 58.1 -75.4 57.1 41,8 38./ 7,6 77,/ 68.1 4.1 8.3
IO 87,I 29.6 I19,1 -8B,8 98.1 75,9 62.1 12,8 12.1 8.7
11 57.1 72.7 15.1 52.7 13.1 -23,5 18,1 6.5 3,1 2.5
12 96.1 58.8 32,1 22.2 45.1 37.6 48.1 -13.8 4,1 -49,8
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11666. 39150 1698. 9712, I179.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) [N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG| (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -123, 58. -49. -352. 117.
HARMONIC-E 713.1 -54.1 469,1 -71.2 486,1 -72°9 456.1 -75,4 218,1 -88.0
2 427.1 -57.9 303.1 -80.6 345.1 -78.8 311.1 -77.9 110.1 -83.7
3 151,1 81.2 62./ -29,9 64,1 19o6 96.1 55.8 112.1 58.2
4 510./ 51.9 153.1 30.3 72.1 14.7 119.1 47.7 183.1 28.5
fi 192.1 -22.2 22.1 -67.5 42,1 23.5 43.1 -34.8 58.1 48.1
6 62;1 -61.3 7.1 -79.2 11.1 57.6 2.1 -83,9 46.1 -76.8
7 63.1 11.8 22.1 18.1 35,1 35.1 15.1 -57.6 59.1 86.8
8 15./ -53.4 8.1 -55.9 4.1 72.0 13.1 -51.8 30.1 -61.7
9 34.1 48,8 29.1 63.9 12.1 14.3 30.1 86.3 29.1 -70.5
10 9.1 -83.2 16.1 -35.3 6ol 36,0 18.1 -16.4 20.1 -4.7
11 13.1 131.2 2.1 -63.4 6.1 -61.3 6.1 146,8 11.1 -51.2
12 49.1 89.1 16.1 -78.2 21.1 61.5 12.1 83.8 3.1 64.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2878. 1527. 1559. 1536. 983.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 34752. N LOADED CG X" 5.05 M • 198.8 IN
RUN NO, 27 7813. LB YI -.00 " -,0
TIME 45028.00 (SEC) Z- 1.84 • 72.6
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES1 1.70 KPA • 35,5 PSF
STATIC PRES- 91.4 KPA = 1910, PSF
T, AIRSPEED• 108,7 KT TOTAL TEMPI 295.7 DEG K • 532.3 DEG R
AIC MACH NOl ,162 STATIC TEMP1 294.2 DEG K • 529,5 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- 4,6 DEG DENSITY" 1.08 KGIM3 • ,OO210 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA- 1,5 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1265. M - 4151, FT
SONIC SPEED" 344,4 MISEC • 1130, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB" -432, MIMIN • -1416, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RAD/SEC2)
X 55,70 182.7 -,074 55.43 181.9 -,069 ROLL .9 .014 -.059
Y 1,50 4,9 -,023 1.53 5,0 -,084 PITCH -2.8 ,131 -.022
Z 4.48 14,7 -1.639 4.48 14,7 -1.635 YAW 38.5 -.026 -,008
CONTROL ANGLES M,R. COLL= 10,4 DEG HORIZ FIN" 7.1 DEG
AI• ,7 DEG T.R, CDLL- 1.3 DEG
". B1" 2,2 DEG PEDAL POS" 2,5 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 4.6 DEG
HOVER TIP MACHI ,_7 CONTROL ALPHA" 2.4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .83 DELTA PSI" -1,6 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .50
,9R MAX-MACHI ,76 ENGINE POWER- 298, KW - 399, HP
,9R MIN-MACH- .44 THRUST FACTOR- .804E+07 N - .181E.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 92 MU- ,243 TOTAL C0= °000160 AMB TEMP- 21,0 C • 69,83 F
VI 108,7 KT MAST CO- ,000133 TEMP UBO l 3211 C I 89,72 F
RUN NO. 27 CAN TEMP- 29.6 C l 85"30 F
NZ" 1,635 G DMEGA" 34.322 RADISEC
TIME 45027.92 CLP" ,00703 RPMI324" 1.012
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- 9.0 AZ- -.0 81• 3,4 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 7.4
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO" ,3 AI= --.6 81- ,8 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.0
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 45999. -367q. -8070, 11610. -613,
HARMONIC-1 6172.1 -6,2 1222,1 -8,1 341,1 -11,6 2546,1 -47,4 481,1 -61,4
2 961.I -17,3 506.1 -35.5 143,1 -74.5 1067,1 -42,5 118.1 -5,5
3 2754.1 26,3 711.1 32,3 167./ 48.4 363.1 39.1 64.1 21.0
4 739,1 34.9 492./ 26,3 342.1 16.3 553.1 86.4 74.! 48.3
5 736,1 -12.8 103,1 -11.5 53.1 66,3 364.1 56,4 89.1 -81.3
6 814.1 -70.6 520.1 -73.8 228,1 -78.0 278ol 78.3 44.1 75,7
7 228.1 -87.5 47,1 44,7 66.1 21.2 156.1 13,7 20,1 -70.7
8 145,1 56.0 137.1 31.0 49.1 39.7 49.1 71,8 18.1 -85,2
9 60./ -37.0 49,/ -88,9 33,/ 75.5 79,/ -27.0 5,/ 86.8
10 24.1 68.2 177.1 -19.9 150.1 -42.9 77,1 75.2 7.1 77.3
11 48,I 11,5 74.1 76,2 57.1 81,3 30.I -63.7 2,1 45.2
12 65,1 87.6 7.1 57,4 18.1 13.0 30,1 33.9 6.1 .6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 14439, 4946. 2091. 7769. 935.
"" BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM ,606 BEAM .803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 204_ 98, -36. -388, -18.
HARMONIC-_ 653ol -37.8 456.1 -67.3 484.1 -70.1 473.1 -72.6 269.1 -87.9
_ 2 232.1 -61.5 250.1 -78.3 301./ -72.5 302,/ -71.7 147.1 -79,9
3 163./ -42.1 81.1 114.0 67,/ 22.0 80./ 53.5 94,/ 67.8
4 538.1 46.0 165.1 30.7 68.1 32.4 126.1 42.8 208.1 35.6
5 184.1 -12.8 85.1 -47.2 36.1 53.1 47.1 -28.1 67./ -88,7
6 51,1 -80.9 19.1 -81.6 20.1 -60.3 13.1 68.2 61.1 -44.1
7 132.1 23.0 40.1 26.1 57.1 35.1 6.1 -31.7 52.1 74.8
8 65o1 1.2 11,/ ,9 21,1 23,3 6,1 -26,7 16,1 87,7
9 36.11 --37.5 84.1 --42,1 6,1 --87.1 32.1 --34,4 32.1 --33.9
10 46.t 25.7 20.1 28.3 10.1 43.1 21.1 36.5 16.1 20.7
11 13.1 59.7 4,1 23.7 11,1 68.2 8,1 49,6 4.1 -78.9
12 38./ -34.3 15.1 -11.1 17,/ -70.1 14.t -5.2 12.1 20.2
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2937. 1514. 1508. 1497. 1257.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
NO, 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 34676, N LOADED CG X= 5.05 M = 198.8 IN
NO. 28 7795, LB Y= -,DO • -.0
45177,20 (S_C) Z• 1.8_ = 72,6
A_RODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATff DYNAMIC PRES= 1,69 KPA - 35,3 PSF
STATIC PRES= 90,6 KPA " 1892, PSF
AIRSPEED- 108.9 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295,4 DEG K = 531.8 DEG R
MACH NO= ,163 STATIC TEMP• 293,9 DEGK • 529,0 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- -.4 DEG DENSITY= 1.07 KGIM3 • ,00208 sLuGIFT3
BODY BETA• 3,8 DEG DENSITY ALT • 1353, M = _438, FT
SONIC SPEED= 344,2 M/SEC • 1129, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -316, MIMIN = -1038, FPM i
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE /
/
CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S| (FPS) (G) (M/S| (FPS) (G} (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAO/SEC2) w
55,88 183,3 -,056 55,67 182,7 -,058 ROLL 39,3 .Ol9 -,011 /
3,69 12,1 -,035 3,72 12.2 -.040 PITCH -3,3 .100 ,007 /"v
-.39 -1,3 -L,286 -,39 -i,3 -1,182 YAW 34.8 ,091 ,016 .....
/
CONTROL ANGLES M,R. COLL- 10,6 DEG HORIZ FIN• 7,6 DEG ;/
A1- ,6 DEG T,R, COLt= 1.80EG //
81= 3,1 DEG PEDAL POS= 1.9 DEG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -,4 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH" ,66 CONTROL ALPHA- -3.5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= .82 DELTA PSI" -3.8 DEG
TIP M_N-MACH= ,50
,gR MAX-MACH" ,76 ENGINE POWER" 378, KW • 507, HP
•9R MIN-MACH= ,43 THRUST FACTOR- ,7831+07 N • ,1761+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 92 MU= .246 TOTAL CO= .000212 AMB TEMP• 20,7 C • 69.32 F
V" 108,9 KT MAST CO= ,000190 TEMP U60= 32,0 C • 89.56 F
RUN NO, 28 CAN TEMP= 29,6 C • 85,30 F
NZ• 1,282 G OMEGA= 33,938 RADISEC
TIME 45177,05 CLP= ,00567 RPMI326 • 1,000
ANGLES THETA 314 (OEG} AO- 9,5 AI- ,2 B1 = 4,5 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 9,2
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= ,3 AE- -1.i 81- .4 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2,2
LOADS (AMP/PHASE} DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,BO3 PITCH LINK . TORSION ,449
(N/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 42099, -3172, -7878, -2271. -676,
HARMONIC-1 365q,1 -17,3 705,1 -16,5 192,/ -EB,Z 2650,! -58,5 451,1 -68,7
2 1022,1 24.4 267,1 -13,3 59.1 70,7 1914,1 -52=1 183,1 -36.6
3 2773,1 16,1 701./ 19.3 173,1 28.2 340,1 -7,4 74.1 -1#4
4 506./ 22.4 307,/ 20,_ 234,1 9,9 585./ 77,4 92,1 44.8
5 530ol -63,1 62.1 -55,8 52,1 _7,5 209o1 11.6 34,1 65.9
6 I049,I -75,9 588,1 -80,4 257,I -89.2 82,1 40,6 21,{ 18,3
7 152,1 -59,6 47.1 26,0 40,1 36,7 65,1 135o2 6.1 2,1
8 13,/ -fi.6 56,1 -32,3 41.1 -24,3 45o/ -63.1 8,/ 53,7
9 41,/ -7,5 57,1 48,9 22,1 29.4 108,/ 34.3 2.( -69,6
10 129,1 -23.8 37,1 15,3 63,1 10,8 66,1 -16,9 15,_ 5,4
11 59.1 T8,6 24e/ 129,0 20,1 -14,7 35,1 -17,6 3,1 2,6
12 125,/ 67,5 27.1 2,1 30,1 4O,B 48,/ -21,3 3,1 -72,6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11662, 3386, 1685. 8953, 1163,
_J
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM .803
(N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG} (N-M/DEG} (N-M/DEG}
MEAN -107, 56, -50, -345, 99,
HARMONIC-I 636,1 -60.8 455,1 -75,6 470,I -77,1 453,I -78,1 235.1 -87.9
2 397,1 -67,9 289.1 -87,1 335,1 -84.4 306,1 -84,5 121,1 84.0 '/
3 112,/ 82,9 58,1 -27,0 63,1 19.6 91,1 5_,2 107o/ 56,2
6 _ 646,1 69,7 134,/ 28,2 65,1 10.2 107,1 _5,7 160,I 2_,9
5 126,/ -65,1 lq,I -75,1 33,1 22,6 28./ -47,7 56,1 32,6
6 81,1 81,8 q,/ 63,3 5°1 36,1 4.1 -5,6 35,1 89.8
7 53,1 25,3 24,1 25,5 39.1 34,2 14,1 -83,6 61,1 71,0
8 8,1 -24,7 8,I 17,4 5,1 -87,0 12,I 73,7 25,1 81,2
9 46,1 1B,8 37,1 28,7 15,1 5,5 38,1 36.3 34,1 53,4
10 27,1 58.0 13,/ -69,3 9,1 32,3 15,1 -6_,0 15,1 -55,2
11 13,1 -43,6 4,1 -63,6 g,I -73,9 8,1 -65,0 10,1 -65,9
12 28,1 81.0 8,1 89,6 8,1 29.9 6,1 -86,1 1,1 -36,6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2399. 1657, 1511, 1535, 964,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PDM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 34654, N LOADED CG X= 5.05 M • 198.8 IN
RUN NO. 29 7791. LB YI -,OO • -,0
TIME 45181.20 (SEC) ZI 1.84 • 72.6
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1,66 KPA • 34,8 PSF
STATIC PRES- 90,8 KPA - 1896. PSF
T. AIRSPEED• 107.9 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295,6 DEG K = 532,0 DEG R
AID MACH NO• ,161 STATIC TEMP= 294,0 DEG K • 529.2 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- 1.1 DEG DENSITY= 1,08 KGIM3 • ,00209 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- ,9 DEG DENSITY ALT= 1334, M • 4377, FT
SONIC SPEED" 344.3 M/SEC • 1130. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -217, MIMIN • -711, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) IG) (M/S) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
X 55.49 182.0 -.068 55.25 181.3 -°068 ROLL 41.5 .011 .032
Y .85 2.8 -.001 .87 2.9 .003 PITCH -2.3 .117 -.DO4
Z 1.06 3.5 -1.440 1.06 3.5 -1.437 YAW 77.5 .113 -.DO1
CONTROL ANGLES M,R, COIL= 10,6 DEG HOREZ FIN- 7,2 DEG
AI= ,5 DEG T,R, DOLL= ,6 DEG
BI= 2.6 DEG PEDAL POS" 1,1 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 1.1 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA, -1.5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACHI .82 DELTA PSI- -,9 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .50
.9R MAX-MACH- .76 ENGINE POWER- 328. KW • 441, HP
.9R MIN-MACH- ,43 THRUST FACTOR- .789E.07 N • .177E.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 92 MU- ,263 TOTAL CO= .000182 AMB TEMP= 20,9 C • 69,56 F
V- 107,9 KT MAST CQl .000163 TEMP U60- 32,1 C - 89.72 F
RUN _0. 29 DAN TEMP= 29.6 C = 85.30 F
NZ= 1.437 G OMEGA= 34,025 RADISEC
TIME 45181.12 CLP= .00631 RPM/324= 1.003
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- 9.4 AI- -.2 81- 4.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 8,4
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= ,2 AI= -.9 B1- .7 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2.1
ROTOR LOADS {AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(N'/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N/OEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 63507. -3351. -7863. -2049. -654.
HARMONIC-1 5128.1 -6.1 1046.1 -4.5 296ol -13.3 2610.1 -50.1 438.1 -62.3
2 885.1 45.5 292.1 -8.1 73.1 85.5 1564.1 -38.0 152ol -14.7
3 2709.1 35.5 666.1 41,2 153.1 55.0 360,I 24.8 66.1 16,7
4 746.1 59.7 445.1 51.2 313.1 33.9 571.1 -80.2 95.1 68.7
5 791.1 -10.8 152.1 -16.0 55.1 28.7 173.1 46.8 47.1 -56.6
6 983.1 -38.9 614.1 -47.6 246ol -52.3 193.1 74o7 37.1 57.2
7 270.1 -45.7 98.1 7.7 55.1 20.2 109.1 17.0 11.1 64.3
8 39.1 -82.3 104.1 55.4 57.1 40.4 28./ -37.6 11.1 -81.2
9 24.1 13.0 90.1 -62.2 23.1 75.2 112.1 -67.4 6.1 -27.7
10 148.1 49°2 184.1 -65.5 168.1 -76.5 63.1 53.7 14.1 38,8
11 35.1 -52.7 37.1 34.6 33.1 62.8 17.1 60.2 4.1 -56.2
12 119,t -61.1 20,1 -66.8 13.1 69,6 32,1 41,1 4.1 19.6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 12217. 4317, 1768. 8448. 1084.
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 30, 76. -44, -366. 68.
HARMONIC-! 673.1 -42.8 454.1 -66.8 472./ -69.2 451.1 -71o7 239.1 -85.4
'_ 2 339.1 153.3 275ol -72.5 321./ -69.5 310.1 -70.9 138.1 -79.7
3 109.1 -54.2 64.1 -2.3 67.1 43.0 97.1 73.2 111.1 62.5
4 501.1 68.4 154.1 50,0 69./ 40.5 114,1 63;0 188.1 43,8
5 177,1 -12,7 30,1 -39,3 34,/ 57.9 46,1 -19,7 45,1 78.3
6 97.1 -60.5 18.1 87.8 13.1 -87.1 17.1 87.2 45.1 -45.0
7 77.1 40.4 34.1 53.7 46.1 61.3 12.1 -21.7 56.1 171.4
8 31.1 -38.7 6.1 -69.9 4.1 77.6 8./ -29.7 15.1 -49.3
9 53.1 -87.8 37./ -79.2 14.1 58.4 36.1 -64.7 33./ -51.1
10 9./ -26.3 14.1 45.8 6.1 -10.3 16.1 44.0 16.1 39.3
11 12,1 -3,4 5.1 -60.3 5.1 47,0 6.1 -46.5 14.1 -28,0
12 25.1 -57.3 9.1 110.5 16.1 88.9 6.1 -40.0 6ol -48.6
PEAK-TOIpEAK 2790. 1526. 1535. 1523. 1073.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT Nn, Oq2 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 34557, N LOADED CG X= 5.05 M • 198,8 IN
NO, 33 7769, LB Y" -.00 • -,0
45350.40 (SEC) Z= 1.85 = 72,6
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES• 1.67 KPA • 35,0 PSF
STATIC PRES- 91.0 KPA = 1900, PSF
AIRSPEED= 108.1KT TOTAL TEMP- 295,6 DEG K • 532.0 DEG R
MACH NO= ,162 STATIC TEMP- 294,0 DEG K - 529.3 DEG R
BODY ALPHA= 1,8 DEG DENSITY• 1.08 KGIM3 • ,00209 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA- .7 DEG DENSITY ALT• 1311. M - 4303. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344,3 MISEC" • 1130, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -454, MIMIN = -1489, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
fM/S) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G} (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC2}
55,56 182,3 -,076 55.25 181.3 -,079 ROLL -54.8 -.036 .024
,67 2,2 -.008 .60 2,0 ,001 PITCH -7,4 .152 ,013
1,72 5,6 -1,480 1,72 5,7 -1,475 YAW 109,6 -,135 ,001
CONTROL ANGLES M,R. CDLL= I0.7 DEG HORIZ FIN= '7,1 DEG
AI= ,3 DEG T,R, COLL• 2,3 DEG
81- 2,2 DEG PEDAL PDS• 3,6 DEG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 1.8 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH• ,66 CONTROL ALPHA• -,4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH• .82 DELTA PSI" -,6 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .80
,QR MAX-MACH- ,76 ENGINE POWER= 345, KW • 462, HP
,9R MIN-MACH= ,43 THRUST FACTOR• .787E.07 N • .177E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 92 MU= ,244 TOTAL CQ= .000192 AMB TEMP- 20.9 C • 69.60 F
V- 108,1 KT MAST C0- ,000172 TEMP U60= 32.3 C • 90,18 F
RUN NO, 33 CAN TEMP- 29.2 C - 84,60 F
NZ= 1,475 G OMEGA• 33.929 RADISEC
TIME 45350,25 CLP" ,00649 RPM/324= 1,000
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 9,5 A11 -,5 81= 3.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK1 7,2
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO- ,2 AI• -.6 Bl- .8 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 1,9
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG}
MEAN 43611, -3320, -7879, -1913, -647.
HARMONIC-I 6013,/ -.2 1271,/ .0 %06.I -6.Z 2300./ -42.2 399./ -59.8
2 742.1 2g.4 287.1 -26.8 77,/ 84.7 1729.1 -27.9 178.1 -9.9'
3 2%58.1 35.6 582.1 39.2 135./ 61.0 408,1 23,0 64.1 22.9
4 607./ 49,1 408.1 36,2 311,1 17.5 1540.1 -84,4 93.1 56,0
5 857.1 -27.B 156.I -30o6 5fi.l 21.9 295.1 41,1 70,/ -81.2
6 984./ -61,3 575./ -68.0 224ol -78.0 175.1 47.2 32,/ 52,4
7 232,1 -54,9 91ol 19.6 90,1 16,0 175,1 14.4 8,1 -83,8
8 132./ 53.0 87,1 24.1 31.1 13,9 70./ -39.1 10o/ -68.2
9 47,/ 37,6 50,/ 84,0 20,/ 50,7 80,/ 88,3 7./ -8.4
10 97,I 47,1 183.1 -78,6 169,1 -80.4 76.1 41.8 7,1 21.0
Ii 36.1 -31.8 72,1 51,8 38,I 83,8 13,1 4.3 2.1 24.1
12 193,1 -89.2 21,I -46,8 23,1 61.3 40,I 16.9 6,! -65.9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 14434. 4693. 2050, 8446, 1084,
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 109, 83, -41, -373. 23.
HARMDNIC-I 705,1 -2q,8 450,/ -64,1 476°I -68,0 456.1 -73.4 273,/ 84,3
2 345,I -44.2 265,1 -72,5 305,! -70,0 286./ -72,3 108,1 -86,5 '"
3 138./ -61,8 63./ -15,6 57,/ 32,5 86,/ 71,0 10g,I 83,2
4 480,I 54,9 148,1 35.8 65,1 26°7 111,I 49,8 194,1 30,3
5 218,1 -21,7 37o/ -53.3 30.1 41,7 55.1 -32,6 56.1 84,5
6 • 115.1 -66.1 15.1 73,4 6°1 23,2 21,1 87.8 40.1 -51.3
7 139,I 27,5 38,I 40.6 64,1 42,4 7,1 -60.4 72,1 81.8
8 14,1 7,3 6,1'-40,8 9ol 82,5 13.1 -39.0 29,/ -55,0
9 40,/ 69,7 32,/ -88,6 16,/ 40.0 34./ -73.1 34./ -57.7
tO 18.1 2°4 1B,l 20,5 1,t 12,3 22.1 24°2 22,1 11,4
11 23.1 15°0 3,1 38,7 12,1129,9 6.1 -24.9 12.1 -44,3
12 49,1 -57.8 17,1 -38,5 19°1 -81,7 12,/ -43,6 4°1 21,6
PEAK-TO-PEA_ 3083. 1498, 1540° 1474. 1154.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT - 34473. N LOADED CG X= 5.05 M • 198.8 IN
RUN NO, 35 7750, LB Y* -,DO = -,0
TIME 45548,20 (SEC) Z= Io85 = 72.7
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1_47 KPA = 30.6 PSF
STATIC PRES= 90.8 KPA = 1897. PSF
T, AIPSPEED= 101.1KT TOTAL TEMP= 294,5 DEG K = 530ol DEG R
AIC MACH NO= .151 STATIC TEMP= 293,2 DEG K - 527.7 DEG R
BODY ALPHA= -6,q DFG DENSITY- 1,08 KGIM3 = ,OO210 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- -.4 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1298, M = 4?57. FT
SONIC SPEED- 343,8 M/SEC - I128, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- 254, MIMIN - 833. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG tIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) {MIS) (FPS| fG) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RADISECS)
X 51,63 169,4 -.026 51.62 169.3 -,022 ROLL -2,i ,OOO -,013
Y -,40 -1,3 .020 -,40 -1.3 oOiB PITCH -2,2 .DO5 -,DE8
Z -6,22 -20,4 -I,031 -6,22 -20,4 -i,031 YAW 230,0 -,008 ,003
CONTROL ANGLES M.R, COLL- 12.3 DEG HORIZ FIN" 8,i DEG
kl= -,5 DEG T.R, COLE= 2.3 DEG
81= 4,3 DEG PEDAL PDS= 3,0 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -6.9 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH" .65 CONTROL ALPHA= -II,l DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= .80 DELTA PSI= .4 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= .50
,9R MAX-MACH- ,74 ENGINE POWER= 576o KW • 772. HP
•OR MIN-MACH- .44 THRUST FACTOR- ,769E+07 N - .1731+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 92 MU= ,232 TOTAL CO" °000333 AMB TEMP= 20,0 C = 68,05 F
V= 101,1 KT MAST CQ- .000305 TEMP U6O- 32.2 C = 89,99 F
RUN NO. 35 CAN TEMP= 29.2 C • 84,60 F
NZ- 1,031 G OMEGA- 33,494 RADISEC
TIME 45548.12 CLP = .00462 RPMI324= .987
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) _0= II.I AI= -.7 Bl= 5,6 PEAK-TO-PEAK" Ii.4
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO" .3 AI = -1,7 BI = -°5 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 3.5
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 37501, -2456, -7603. -3227. -737.
HARMONIC-I 3350,1 -31,5 714,1 -38,5 218,1 -46,9 2779.1 -47.3 %38,/ -57,3
2 234,1 39o8 64,1 13,4 13,1 -65,0 1731.1 -68,1 191.I -63.1
3 1740./ 59,8 486,1 57=1 105,1 65.5 210,! 15,9 63.1 33°5
4 547,1 17.4 187.1 18,9 llO.I 15.4 290ol 75.3 20,1 44,7
5 ]76,/ -_8,0 39,1 34,3 27.1 52.8 239.1 6.0 69,1 2B,B
6 504.I 23,7 302.1 15,6 142.1 4.1 129,1 -31.0 19,I -70,6
7 283,1 73,7 216,1 77,1 112,1 76,9 19.1 64.2 8,1 5B,l
8 141,1 12,5 78,/ 33.8 37.1 34.7 31.1 -69.7 6,1 70,I
9 lOq,l -79.4 q3,1 57.8 17.1 35.6 38,/ -89,7 1./ 21°5
I0 58,I -60,9 160,I -32.9 114,$ -34.8 24,I 20.4 5,/ 88,I
I1 73,/ 5,7 52.1 47.6 47.1 18.0 5,/ 69,8 5./ 62,6
12 135,1 -54,1 65.1 -40.7 69,1 -48.9 2.1 29°5 3,1 88,5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11091, 29790 1273. 8068. 1037.
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM ,803
(N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) {N-M/DEG} (N-M/DEG)
MEAN -123, i18, 39, -247, 171,
HARMONIC-_ 858,1 -60,9 405,1 -68.6 416,1 -66,5 398,I --67°1 158,1 -81.3
_ 334./ -77,6 218.1 -85.5 235.1 -80°0 206ol -7Z.2 88.1 -43.1
3 72.1 -5,0 41,1 62.9 67.1 68,3 57.1 -86_9 56,1 -88.7
§ 133,1 54,1 39,/ 35.7 25,1 31.4 31.1 54,9 66,1 32,2
5 74.1 -45.4 14.1 20.4 12.1 15.4 8,1 59_6 43.1 38.9
6 12,I -43,5 b,/ -72.0 4.1 -67.1 7.1 49.7 15,1 -35,0
7 16,1 -82.4 8.I 81,7 12,1 -77.4 3.1 42.0 IO.l -55.2
8 14.1 -59.6 5.1 68.9 5.t -21.6 6,1 -53,9 ll./ -70.2
g 2,1 54,7 11,1 87.0 2,1 16,1 ll,I -70;5 14,1 -sq.1
I0 II,I 21.3 9./ -7.1 3.1 -13.3 7,/ -12_2 6.1 -14o6
11 16.1 55.8 7,1 40.1 7,1 48,5 B.I 56;3 8ol 60,4
12 5.1 81.4 2.1 BO,8 7+/ -81.3 6o/ -BT.O 5ol 89.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2208, 1084. 1136. 1096. 575.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 36431, N LOADED CG X• 5.05 M • 198.8 IN
NO. 36 7741. LB Y= -,00 • -,0
65667.90 [SEC) Z• 1.85 • 72,7
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES = 1,55 KPA = 32,4 PSF
STATIC PRES • 90,9 KPA = 1898. PSF
AIRSPEED- 104,1KT TOTAL TEMP" 295.3 DEG K = 531.6 DEG R
AID MACH NO= .156 STATIC TEMP- 293,9 DEG K - 529.0 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- 2,8 DIG DENSITY- 1,08 KGIM3 • ,00209 SLUGIFTB
BODY BETA• -,9 DEG DENSITY ALT= 1319, M = 6329, FT
SONIC SPEED • 346,3 MISEC • 1129. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -330, MIMIN • -108_. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS tG LIN VEL CG LIN ADD HUB tIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G| (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2) -
/
53.47 175.4 -,062 53.68 175,4 -,068 ROLL -1,4 ,002 -.014
-°86 -2,8 ,011 -,86 -2,8 .008 PITCH -3.1 -.001 .032 -
2.58 8.5 -1.031 2.58 8.5 -1.031 YAW 236.3 -.OO8 -,017 J
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CDLL- 7,7 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6,9 DEG
A1- ,9 DEG T,R. DOLL- ,5 DEG
81" 2.1DEG PEDAL POS= 1,2 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 2,8 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH" ,66 CONTROL ALPHA" ,7 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= .82 DELTA PSI= ,9 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH, ,50
•OR MAX-MACH- .75 ENGINE POWER, 222, KW • 298, HP
•9R MIN-MACH, ,44 THRUST FACTOR, .786E+07 _ • ,177E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 92 MU- ,235 TOTAL CO" °000124 AMB TEMP- 20.8 C " 69.37 F
V- 106.1 KT MAST CO" .000109 TEMP U60= 32.1 C " 89.70 F
RUN NO, 36 CAN TEMP= 28.8 C " 83,90 F
NZ- 1,031 G OMEGA- 33,920 RADISEC
TIME 45647.82 CLP- .00451 RPMI324- 1.000
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 316 (OEG) AO= 7.1 A1• -,B B1- 3.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 7,2
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO- .3 AI= -l,O Bl" .3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 1°9
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ._49 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) [N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) [N/DIG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 66779. -3696. -8050= -1256. -600.
HARMONIC-1 2776.1 3.6 560./ 1.3 193./ -33.7 3153./ -45,8 470.1 -63.7
2 1154./ -65.4 188./ -56.6 47,1 -24.7 1386.1 -54,9 118,/ -46.8
3 2370,1 22,7 551.1 25.3 114,/ 21.3 443.1 -10.8 70./ 14,9
4 75B,I 36.7 493,1 33.1 320,1 17.2 644.1 78.7 100,1 4b.O
5 775o/ 18.8 190,1 65,0 106,1 61,9 470.1 47.8 98.1 76,1
6 366.1 -6,0 195,1 -1,6 83.1 -5,9 116./ -43,0 11.1 72.9
7 115,/ -42.9 55.1 -40.3 26,1 -29.2 108,1 -37.7 8.1 62.6
B 85.1 65.0 51,1 47.8 46,/ 27.5 31.1 -53,3 10,1 57.4
9 28.1 -65.0 37.1 -49.4 23,1 74.7 24.1 -72.3 5.1 -7.1
i0 68°1 32.5 57,1 2.4 48,1 -33,4 35,1 71,9 5.1 -35,7
11 44,/ 43,7 28./ -35.2 23,/ 2.1 28,1 -22,8 Z./ 4.Z
12 26,/ -67,_ 27,1 8.5 26.1 -27,6 26.1 -17.1 3.1 6.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK i0544. 2936. 1637. 9439. 1178,
BEAM ,174 BEAM .350 BEAM .469 BEAM ,606 BEAM 1803
(N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIOEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -569, -28. -i02. -359. 171.
HARMONIC-1 692.1 -48,9 428oi -66.5 633,! -68,3 384,1 -71,1 133,1 -82,5
2 379.1 -60.2 254,1 -77.5 285ol -75.4 251,1 -73,5 92.1 -71,3
3 154,1 -69,4 66,1 -19.B 52,I 25.1 70.1 b8,5 81,1 69,1
4 580.1 66,9 172,1 28.2 72.1 17.4 126.1 _1.5 197.1 31,4
5 229./ -.9 26.1 -54.9 41.1 38.2 64.1 -15.7 68.1 57.7
6 9./ -12.5 13.1 -19,8 27,1 -46,8 3,1 -86,6 56.1 -47.5
7 82.1 -25.5 19.1 -10,6 27.1 .8 8.1 -1,B 17./ 70.1
8 26°1 -lq.O I0.I -16.5 6,1 44.1 15.1 -10,0 18.I -35,1
9 19.1 -64.7 13,1 -38,3 4,1 65.0 18.1 -11.2 25_1 -9,4
10 29.1 16.3 17.1 15,5 6+/ 11.2 23,/ 25,8 23.1 33,3
11 9./ 21.7 7.1 -55,7 5./ 21,1 6,1 62,5 9./ -13,8
12 31.1 -63.3 12,1 -46,8 12,1 -86,1 11,1 -57,7 3,1 7.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 3084. 1420, 13B1. 1292. 854.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT ,' 34358. N LOADED CG X,' 5,05 H • 198,,7 IN
RUN NO, 37 7724. LB Y- -.DO • -.0
TIME 45742,20 (SEC) Z- 1,85 = 72,7
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES=" 1,49 KPA • 31,Z PSF
STATIC PRES- 90.8 KPA • 1897. PSF
T. AIRSPEED= 102.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 294,9 DEG K • 530.9 DEG R
A/C MACH NO• ,153 STATIC TEMP• 293,6 DEG K • 528.4 DEG R
BODY ALPHA• -8,7 DEG DENSITY• 1.08 KGIM3 • .00209 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA= ,5 DEC DENSITY ALT• 1313. M • 4308. FT
SONIC SPEED• 344,0 M/SEC • 1129, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- 414, M/MIN • 1359. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC2)
' X 51,92 170.3 -,021 51oq4 170,4 -.020 ROLL -,4 ,007 -.020
Y .42 1.4 .015 .43 1.6 .011 PITCH -I.1 -.009 -.DO5
\ Z -7.90 -25.9 -°998 -7.90 -25.9 -.998 YAW 228.3 -;001 -.015
CONTROL ANGLES . M_R. COLL" 13.1 DEG HORIZ FIN= 8.6 DEG
AI= -.B DEG T.R. CDLL= 3,3 DEG
81• 6.8 DEG PEDAL POS• 3.9 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -8.7 DEC
HOVER TIP MACH- .65 CONTROL ALPHA" -13.5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .80 DELTA PSI• -.5 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- ,50
,9R MAX-MACH- .74 ENGINE POWER• 656. KW • 880. HP
.98 MIN-MACH- .43 THRUST FACTOR- ,765E+07 N - .172E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCEAND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 92 MU- .234 TOTAL CO" .000382 AMP TEMP= 20.4 C • 68.73 F
V- 102.1 KT MAST CQ- .000352 TEMP UEO- 3Z,O C • 89.65 F
RUN NO, 37 CAN TEMP" 29,2 C • 84.60 F
NZ• ,998 G OMEGA- 33,466 RADISEC
TIME 45742,10 CLP= ,00447 RPMI324- .986
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- 11.9 AI" -.8 81" 6.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK" 13.3
TEETER ANG (DEC) AO- .3 AI= -2.2 81" -.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK" 4.4
ROTOR LOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(N/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) [NIDEG) {N-MIDEG)
MEAN 35450. -2009. -7423. -3563. -771.
HARMONIC-1 4674.1 -87,1 1106,1 -62,4 330,1 -44.3 3213.1 -45.2 451,1 -55,7
2 415,/ -12.1 157.1 9,9 48,1 -40,6 1700.1 -73.7 206.1 -74.3
3 2162,1 49.9 583.1 47.2 140,1 55.6 302.1 -28.2 88.1 18.9
4 415.1 7o3 212.1 17,1 126,/ 14,0 207,/ 65,0 26,1 77.2
5 111.1 -52.9 28,1 17,3 23,/ 68.3 228./ 3_B 65,1 21.0
6 977,I 11,6 558,/ 7,2 237,1 -,9 1BB.I -21.2 13,1 -35.3
7 129.! -1.2 86.1 -3,7 44.1 -18.0 22.! 52_9 1.1 1.5
8 195.1 -60.4 180.1 -72.0 80,1 -77.8 86.1 -88;4 4,1 76,5
9 99,1 36.7 41,1 39,2 30.1 38.5 42,1 -.5 4,1 37.3
10 34,1 -21.0 85,1 -78,9 67,1 -84,5 48.1 37,9 3,1 ,5
1_ 33,/ BO,O 11./ -22.0 24,1 6,6 35,/ -32.7 2.1 12,5
12 24./ 62.7 43./ 60,5 41.1 58.5 11.1 65t4 2.1 -14.6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1_989. 433_. 1592. 8698. 1099.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM °606 BEAM .803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) IN-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN I. 149. 67. -220. 178.
HARMONIC-1 1146.1 -61.5 442,1 -69.6 434,1 -68.5 399.1 -69.5 144,1 -87.1
_" 2 BlO,/ -67,9 208,/ 89.4 221.1 -86.1 193,1 -75.2 94.1 -36.1
3 128,1 -.1 37./ 7O.O 51.1 67.0 66oi 81,5 56.1 81.5
125,1 56,2 38.1 30,4 23,/ 18.9 26.1 51,3 55.1 27,4
5 72.1 -43,3 10,/ 26.7 12,/ 18,5 4,/ 53.6 35./ 34,9
7.1 -9,5 3,1 47,7 6.1 9.9 7,1 3.1 17.1 -11.4
7 12.1 -25.9 5,1 84.4 3.1 87.8 8.1 64.7 4.1 -51.1
4.1 89.2 4.1 29.1 2.1 64,0 8.1 -75_6 8.1 -63.6
9 2,/ -79.7 13./ -13.4 2,/ -26.3 15,/ -9_5 18.1 -6.9
I0 19.I -i.9 10.I -12.1 6.1 -6.2 9./ -2.7 8.I 6.6
11 6.1 8,3 5.1 -31,7, 3.1 .7 6./ -9.1 4.1 -10.8
12 7ol -81.2 2.1 -56,6 2.1 -33.3 2.1 -23.9 2,1 -29,9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2838. 1125, 1160. 1094. 556.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G -_- PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 34317, N LOADED CG X= 5.05 M " 198,7 IN
NO. 38 7715. LB Y, -.00 = -.0
45836.20 (SIC| Z, 1.85 = 72.7
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES, E,4g KPA = 31.2 PSF
STATIC PRES- 91.4 KPA i 1909. PSF
AIRSPEED, 101.7 KT TOTAL TEMPI 294.7 DEG K 530.5 DEG R
MACH NO= ,152 STATIC TEMP- 293.4 DEG K 528.0 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- 4,9 DEG DENSITY= 1.09 KG/M3 .00211 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA= ,5 DEG DENSITY ALT= 1240. M 4068. FT
SONIC SPEED= 343.q M/SEC 1128, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB -447, MIMIN - 466, F M
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AWIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S} (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
52,15 171.1 -,063 52.14 171.0 -.064 ROLL 3.0 .DO6 -,063
.46 1,5 -,010 .47 1,5 -.023 PITCH -3.3 .005 .005
Z 4.65 14.6 -1.044 4.45 14.6 -1,044 YAW 303.0 .008 .005
CONTROL ANGLES M.R° COLt= 6°8 DEG HOR[Z FIN = 6.8 DEG
AI- 1.3 DEG T.R. CDLL= .2 DIG
81" 1,9 DEG PEDAL POS" ,q DIG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 4.9 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH" t66 CONTROL ALPHA= 3,0 DIG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,82 DELTA PSI- -.5 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= .51
,OR MAX-MACH= .75 ENGINE POWER- 172. KW • 230. HP
•R MIN-MACH- .45 THRUST FACTOR- ,801E.07 N = °180E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCEAND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 92 MU- ,229 TOTAL CO= ,OOOO93 AMB TEMP= 20.2 C = 68.37 F
V= 101.7 KT MAST CO= .000077 TEMP UEO= 31.9 C - 89.42 F
RUN NO, 38 CAN TEMP, 28,8 C - 83.90 F
NZ- 1.044 G OMEGA= 34.137 RADISEC
TIME 45836.05 CLP= .00446 RPM/324= 1,006
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO" 6,3 AI= .0 Bl" 3.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 6.2
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= .2 A1- -1.0 Bl- .6 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2,2
LOADS (AMP/PHASE| DRAG BRACE CHORD °449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(N/DEG) (N-MIDEGI (N-M/DIG| (NIDEG) (N-M/DEGI
MEAN 46442. -3g33, -8149, -836, -574.
HARMONIC-1 2811.1 8,7 545,1 11,8 176.1 -22.7 3170.1 -48.3 455°1 -67.5
2 I054, I -75,1 155.1 -74.9 41.1 -14.3 1096.1 -60.1 99.I -50.0
3 2505,1 10.3 599.1 17,6 146.1 24.1 423.1 -5.8 58,1 9.2
4 759.1 35,3 534.1 20,2 330,/ 7,6 680.1 69.1 96,1 41.7
5 854.1 11,9 206,1 33,7 105.1 46.2 523,/ 31.9 108,/ 60.0
6 438,1 5,3 216.1 1.8 98.1 -11,B 105,/ -62,7 13./ 72.6
7 108.t -74.6 81./ -56,5 26./ -54.9 75.1 -59.7 7.1 28.5
8 176.1 74.6 79./ 67.2 35.1 78.[ 33.1 -52,5 9,1 28.3
9 40,1 -71.2 91.1 -68,1 65.1 -60.7 65.1 -10.1 2.1 -74.0
10 68,1 -11,8 89.1 -12,6 70,1 -25,9 38.1 82,1 7,1 -26.5
11 5,/ 39,0 24.1 -57,0 14,1 -39.4 39.1 -38.9 5,1 79,5
12 72./ -34.4 15.1 63,4 19.1 26.8 24.1 8.3 1,1 45.8
PEAK-Tn-PEAK 9989. 3117, 1516. BBBT. 1162,
BEAM ,174 BEAM .350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIOEG) (N-MIDEG| (N-MIDEGI
MEAN -593. -49, -125. -384, 155,
HARMONIC-1 649.1 -50.8 418,I -b9,i 424.1 -71.1 375.1 -73,6 128,1 -80.8
2 322,1 -64,4 232.1 -79,4 262,1 -76.9 233.1 -74.1 90,1 -72.1 "_
3 206,1 -62,1 83,t -21,5 65,1 12,9 74./ 55.8 82,1 56,5
4 613,1 31.2 _83.1 15,2 73.1 10.0 128.1 24.5 199,1 I6,7
5 240,/ -13,3 26,1 -68,3 39,1 23,9 46,1 -26,0 42,/ 58.0
6 24,I 46.2 11.I -58.8 24.1 -73.4 6.1 41.9 47,1 -53.4
7 46.1 -27.2 13.1 -8,4 19.1 12.2 7.1 -26.4 17.1 -79.6
8 32,1 -23,0 10.1 -13.8 9.1 21.5 9.1 -33.6 21,/ -32,1
9 27.1 128,8 17.1 -26.4 4./ 36.7 17.1 -25,7 33.1 -18.4
10 36.1 18.3 13.1 25.2 12,1 37.6 15.1 21.4 15,1 19.4
ii ll,l 60.5 9.1 -38,4 6.1 79.7 3.1 -65.6 4.1 49.3
12 22./ -50.8 9.1 -40,1 11,1 -82.6 11.1 -47.2 6.1 -4,8
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2976. 1386. 1294. 1242. 853.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... PADS PCM DATA
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 34208. N LOADED CG X= 5,05 _ • 198.7 IN
7691. L8 Y• -.DO • -.O
{SEC) Z" 1,85 • 72,8
STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1,47 KPA • 30,8 PSF
SIATIC PRES• 91.0 KPA • lqO0. PSF
101,3 KT TOTAL TEMP" 294,8 DEG K • 530,6 DEG R
.152 STATIC TE_P" 293,4 DEG K - 528,2 DEG R
-13.3 DEG DENSITY" 1,08 KGIM3 • .00210 SLUGIFT3
1,8 DEG DENSITY ALT" 1292, M - 4237, FT
SONIC SPEED" 344.0 _ISEC • 1124* FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- 847, MIMIN - 2777, FPM
STATE
VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(FPS) (G) (HIS) (FPS| (G) (DEG) (RADISEC| (RAOISEC2)
166,3 ,004 50,70 166,3 ,008 ROLL 3,0 .005 -,052
5,4 -,001 1,65 5,4 -,012 PITCH 2,5 -,DO0 -,021
-39,4 -1,016 -12,00 -39,4 -1,016 YAW 354.8 .010 -,005
M.R, COLt= 14,9 DEG HORIZ FIN- 9,3 DEG
A1- -1,2 DEG T,R. CDLL- 4,4 DEG
81= 5,7 DEG PEDAL POS= 4.7 DEG
SHAFT ALPHA- -13,3 DEG
HOVER TZP MACH" ,6o CONTROL ALPHA, -19.0 DEG
TIP _AX-MACH- .81 DELTA PSI- -1,9 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= .51
,9R MAX-MACH- .74 ENGINE POWER" 853, KW • 1144, HP
,qR MIN-MACH" .44 THRUST FACTOR• ,7786+07 N • .175E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
92 MUI ,231 TOTAL C0= ,000485 AMB TEMPI 20.3 C • 68.52 F
V- 101,3 KT MAST CQ= .000450 TEMP U6O= 32,3 C • 90.18 F
39 CAN TEMP= 28.8 C = 83.q0 F
NZ- 1.016 G OMEGA• 33,683 RADISEC
45894,85 CLP" .00446 RPMI324" ,993
THETA 314 (DEG) AO- IB.6 AI= -.8 81" 7.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK" 15.1
TEETER ANG |DEG) AO= .4 AI" -2.7 81" -.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK" 5.3
(AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-M/DEG)
32650, -1383, -7367. -4386. -840,
HARMONIC-I 6569,1 -55.6 1592.1 -60.1 466.1 -60.9 34q8.1 -39.2 452,1 -53,9
2 ElOl,l -84,5 344.1 -69.5 146.1 85.6 1690,1 -85°2 239.1 -84,0
3 2187,1 42,7 615,1 36,0 128.1 35.3 237,1 -39.7 103.1 9.6
4 384,1 37,0 166.I BO,O 87,1 18.2 Xq2.! 76,6 31.1 87,4
5 48,1 67,2 75,1 -23.7 29,1 -74.8 266,1 -32,1 65,1 -12.3
6 810.1 -60,3 440.1 -62,4 195.1 -64,8 91.1 -12,9 13,1 54,0
7 250.1 -16,5 153,1 -7.1 64.1 -26,2 47,1 85.1 6.1 36,1
8 108.1 -31.0 75,1 -4,5 30.1 -24,9 34.1 -51,9 I,I -24.0
9 50,1 6.2 99.I 27,4 48.1 14,5 7.1 -i0,7 2.1 61,0
10 76.1 38.8 22.1-19,1 20.1 -85,7 50.1 76.2 5.1 87,6
11 34.1 -74.1 7.1 54.4 6.1 -73.8 13,1 -48.0 3.1 -34.3
12 39.1 -50,2 10,1 85.8 9,1 -48,8 17,1 -46,.7 2./ 3.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 17758. 4740, 1487. 8695. lOgg,
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM .44q BEAM .606 BEAM .803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
324. 215. 118. -183. 174.
HARM_NIC-I 1482.1 -67.1 463,1 -73,3 433.1 -72,4 394,/ -73.3 147,/ 84.1
2 395.1 -77,7 203,1 83,8 200,I -89,6 170.1 -74,3 110,1 -22,5
3 153,1 -18.5 49.1 71,8 67.1 63,3 79./ 66.5 56.1 72,5
4 142,1 57.9 36.1 31.2 1T.I 9.8 22.1 65.2 28.1 30.6
5 76.1 -74.3 15.1 28.8 8.1 -15.6 5.1 58.q 24.1 9.4
6 26,1 47,6 5,1 5.4 13,1 6.2 3,1 -11,2 24,1 20.9
7 27.1 48.8 2,1 -57.3 7.1 5.6 5,1 39,8 13./ 12.3
8 11,1 -86.6 4,1 -79.0 2,1 31.8 3,1 80.1 4.1 -36,2
q 12,1 -7_,8 13,1 5,7 3,1 -11,9 10./ 1.5 11./ 22.5
i0 27.1 -86.1 13.1 64,8 4.1 -74,5 11.1 74,6 7.1 80.8
11 5.1 -77.1 2.1 -47,1 1.1 -74.2 3.1 4.9 4./ -49.1
12 q,l -56.1 2.1 -13,4 3,1 -85,7 I,I 29,5 2,1 -33,1
PFAK-TD-PEAK 3571. 1144. 1126. 1061, 513,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 092 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 34262, N LOADED CG X= 5,05 M • 198,7 IN
RU_ NO, 60 7698, LB Y" -.DO •TIME 65992._0 (SEC) -,O
Z• 1.85 = 72.8
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1,73 KPA = 36,1 PSF
STATIC PRES- 91,2 KPA = 1905, PSF
T. AIRSPEED= 109,5 KT TOTAL TEMP= 296.5 DEG K = 530,1 DEG R
AIC MACH NO= ,166 STATIC TEMP• 292,9 DEG K • 527,3 DEG R
BODY ALPHA• 10,7 DEG DENSITY, 1,09 KGIM3 = .00211 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA= 2,2 DEG DENSITY ALT= 1251. M = 6103. FT
SONIC SPEED, 363,7 M/SEC = 1128. FPS
.RATE OF CLIMB= -676, MIMIN • -2217. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PDS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MISI (FPS) (G) (HIS) (FPS| (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RADISEC2)
X 55.31 181.5 -.071 55.26 181.2 -,067 ROLL 12.7 -.DO3 .ODD
Y 2.13 7.0 -,039 2,13 7.0 -,039 PITCH -,6 ,036 -,OIB
Z 10,68 36.6 -1.129 10,68 36.6 -1,128 YAW 185,7 ,017 -.007
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL• 6.6 DEG HORIZ FIN= 6,7 DEG
AI• 2.2 DEG T.R. COLL• -.8 DEG
81• 1,7 DEG PEDAL POS, -,6 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA. 10.7 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH= .66 CONTROL ALPHA- 9,0 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,82 DELTA PSI1 -2.2 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH, .69
• OR MAX-MACHI .76 ENGINE POWER- 6, KW • B. HP
•OR MIN-MACH= .43 THRUST FACTOR- .780E+07 N = ,175E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 92 MU= °269 TOTAL CQ• .000003 AMB TEMP- 19,8 C - 67.60 F
V- 109,5 KT MAST CO'-*OOO011 TEMP U6O, 32.1C 89,73 FRUN NO, 60
CAN TEMP- 28.6 C l 83,20 FNZ= 1,128 G OMEGA- 33.727 RADISEC
TIME 65992,11 CLP= .00693 RPMI326= .996
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 316 (DEG) AO- 6,3 A1, .8 81- 2.8 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 6,0
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= .1 AI= -l,I B1- .9 PEAK-TO-PEAK= Z.7
ROTOR LOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .669 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,669
(N/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-N/DEG) (N/DEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 68917, -6562, -8110. 691. -675,
HARMONIC-1 2725o1 66.0 597,1 60,0 106,1 -9.4 3696,/ -51,9 676.1 -69,9
2 1651,1 66.1 261.1 50.6 28,1 66,9 1539,/ -59.9 151,1 -52.9
3 2108.1 -8.6 520,1 .8 157./ 20.0 695,1 -21,6 71,1 -12,5
6 657./ -10.1 375.1 -15,8 263,1 -30.5 529.1 37.6 83,1 22.3
5 768ol -16,0 191.1 21,7 116.1 29.6 329.1 6.2 70,1 52,6
6 671,1 -26,1 380,/ -28,7 162,/ -68,6 238.1 -83.6 66./ -73.7
7 116,1 BO.6 102,1 12.0 50./ -ll,O 61.1 65.7 18./ 64.9
8 201.1 -79.3 98.1 86,6 28.1 63,6 38.1 67,1 6./ 65.2
9 135.1 -15,2 128,1 15.1 81,/ 2.1 26.1 -74.7 5,1 63,7
10 122,1 23,9 89,1 77,8 76,1 53,9 102,1 19,6 15,1 62,6
11 66.1 87,9 27.1 -69.8 11./ -86,9 22.1 15.8 7.1 -16,9
12 77,1 76.6 26,1 1.7 28.1 15.1 lq,/ -67.6 5,1 63,9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11651, 3112. 1663, 9815, 1123.
BEAM .176 BEAM .350 BEAM .669 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-M/DEG| (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG| [N-M/OEG| [N-M/DEG|
MEAN -586, -Bq, -170, -426. 138.
HARMONIC-1 639./ -56.1 698.1 -73.5 507.1 -73.9 628.1 -75,3 132,/ -85.0
2 360,1 -80.2 266.1 85.2 269,1 87,6 258.1 87.8 111.1 87.5
3 23B.I -72,0 73.1 -5B,8 51,/ -2.2 1181/ 66.3 135,/ 69.8
6 619./ -1,8 129,1-23.6 53,1 -23o2 75,1 -22,0 163.1 -26,8
5 210.1 -39,2 17,1 -75,1 30,1 3,0 38,1 -39.5 61.1 30,2
6 81.1 8.2 25.1 -71.3 38.1 70.7 20.1 -2,2 59.1 77.9
7 36.1 86.6 12.1 -80,6 28.1 -86.3 10.1 77.6 51,/ -80.6
8 16.1 37.6 2,1 62.3 13./ -83,7 10.1 76,9 28,1 -76.7
9 5.1 35.2 5.1 -87.3 6.1 -51.9 7.1 -85.2 19.1 -60.6
lO 25.1 -17o9 15,1 -18,3 3,1 -66,3 19.1 -30.1 22.1 -26,8
11 6./ 38,5 6.1 36,6 7.1 19,0 6,1 182.2 6,/ -53,5
12 16./ 27.7 10,1 27,6 3,1 7.6 6.1 -16.7 7.1 -12.6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 7666, 1675. 1372. 1237, 852,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... PADS PeR DATA
FLIGHT NO. 093 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 33510, _ LOADED CG X- 5,04 M • ]98.2 IN
RUN NO. 3 7534. L8 Y= -.DO = -.0
TIME 54095.30 (SFC) Z- 1,86 • 73.3
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES, .86 KPA • 17.9 PSF
STATIC PRES- 92.1 KPA - 1923. PSF
T. AIRSPEED" 77,1 KT TOTAL TEAR" 295,5 DEG K = 531o9 DEG R
AIC MACH NO1 ,115 STATIC TEMP" 294,7 DEG K • 530.5 DEG R
BODY ALPHA• -3.1 DEG DENSITY- L.O9 KGIM3 = .00211 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA- -2,1 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1213, H - 3979, FT
SONIC SPEED= 344.7 MISEC • 1131, FPS
_ RATE OF CLIMB• 58, M/MIN I 190. FPM
\ INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG _CC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
X 39,59 129,9 -°035 39,58 129,8 -,033 ROLL .1 -,011 ,042
Y -I,47 -4,8 .015 -I,49 -4,9 .023 PITCH -i.7 .006 -,011
Z -2°16 -7,1 -1,Olb -2,16 -7.1 -1,016 YAW 233.6 -.023 ,107
CONTROL ANGLES M.R, COLL= 8o9 DEG HORIZ FIN= 6.7 DEG
All -.3 DIG T.R. COLL- .3 DEG
81, 1,6 DEG PEDAL POS= 1.3 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -3.1 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH" .65 CONTROL ALPHA" -4.7 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH" ,77 DELTA PSI" 2,2 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .54
,BR MAX-MACH" ,70 ENGINE POWER" 346, KW - 465. HP
,qR MIN-MACHI ,47 THRUST FACTOR- .781E+07 N = .176E.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 93 MU" ,176 TOTAL CQI .000196 AMB TEMP= 21,6 C l 70.84 F
V- 77.1 KT MAST CO- .000181 TEMP U60- 33.2 C • 91.77 F
RUN NO. 3 CAN TEMP• 33,1 C l 91,56 F
NZ" 1,016 G OMEGA- 33,714 RADISEC
TIME 54095.15 CLP• .00433 RPMI324= .994
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO" 8,0 AI" -1,2 81- 2,5 PEAK-IO-PEAK" 5,5
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= .2 A1= -.6 81" .1 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 1.0
ROTOR LOADS (ANPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION .469
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-NIDEG)
MEAN 41462, -3314. -7544, -1687. -bOb,
HARMONIC-1 3785,1 2,3 941,1 1.2 232.1 -18.7 2018.1 -31.4 318.1 -58.8
2 522.1 43.2 261.1 21.9 102.1 -9.1 286.1 -33.4 22.1 77.9
3 1108.1 34.1 327.1 29.8 37.1 -64.0 265ol 18o9 57.1 80.5
4 123.1 87.2 130.1 -82.5 94,1 -64.1 39,/ -12,8 15.1 -84.5
5 151,1 64°3 58.1 89°5 34.1 72.8 44,1 45,0 47./ 41.6
6 235°1 83,7 131.1 79.0 29,1 87,7 175,1 -57,7 29.1 -23,8
7 51.1 51.6 64.1 -22.7 31.1 -27.3 26.1 29.9 9.1 44.4
8 60.1 -64.5 40.1 23.9 30.1 -3.3 15.1 -77.9 2.1 -23.8
9 146.1 57.4 69.1 26.3 49.1 51.1 110.1 85°5 5.1 -16.1
10 65.1 -407 44.1 .9 44,1 -2°7 87.1 -36.9 10.1 3,8
i1 86ol -22,4 67.1 20.2 36.1 b°O 91./ -62.1 10./ 62.0
12 64.1 21.7 30./ -57,5 34.1 -29°7 41.1 -68.1 8.1 66.0
PEAK-TOIpEAK 8913. 2173. 1101° 4558. 774°
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM °449 BEA_ .6Oh BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) IN-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -318. 86, -2, 1293. 134,
HARMONIC-1 540./ -38.3 279=1 -68°0 290°1 -68.6 275ol -63.3 85.1 -72.8
2 99=1 -32.2 120.1 -30.0 161.1 -16.5 182.1 -17.2 114.1 -19.7
3 120.1 -5.5 45.1 26.6 37.1 51.5 37.1 -29.0 86.1 -7.3
4 138.1 -57.9 42ol -71,1 12,1 72°8 66ol -69°7 73.1 -38.9
5 82./ 34.0 14./ 38,5 20./ 27,1 25./ 39.6 13,/ -88,4
6 48./ 53,3 6.1 74.7 15.1 35.1 11,1 76.0 52.1 49.9
7 12./ -1,3 12.1 49.3 13ol -13,7 15ol 79.6 23,1 -18,5
8 18.1 41.7 3.1 55.7 6.1 -43.6 11.1 49,6 17.1 83.7
9 48.1 71,9 32.1 87,2 16.1 75,1 34,1 -71.7 30,1 -48.2
10 47./ -83.7 19,1 -55.6 17,/ 85,3 25.1 -47.9 22.1 -36.4
11 9,1 69,6 11,1 70.9 2.1 -25°5 5.1 -70.7 8./ -78,8
12 45,1 50,4 16.1 37.8 11.1 26.6 12.1 45.5 10.1 45,5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1374. 738, 806. 908. 684.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G -u- PADS PCM DATA
NO. 093 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33404, N LOADED C@ X= 5,03 M • 198,2 IN
NO. 5 7510, LB Y= -,DO - -.O
54296,90 ($EC) Z= 1.86 • 73.4
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES" 1.32 KPA • 27,5 PSF
STATIC PRES= 92.0 KPA • 1921. PSF
AIRSPEED- 95.5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295,B DEG K - 532.5 DEG R
MACH NO= ,143 STATIC TEMP- 294,6 DEG K • 530.3 DEG R
BODY ALPHA= -4,1 DEG DENSITY- 1.09 KGIM3 - ,00211 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- -,4 DEG DENSITY ALl- 1224. M • 4014, FT
SONIC SPEED- 344,7 MISEC = 1131. FPS ...
RATE OF CLIMB, 65. M/MIN = 213, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
CG tIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB lIN VEt HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (M/S) (FPS| (G} (OEG) (RADISEC| (RAD/SEC2|
49,01 160,8 -.052 49,01 160.8 -,049 ROLL -1,5 -,009 -,018 /
-.30 -i.0 .011 -,32 -1,1 .007 PITCH -2.9 -.002 -,012 /
-3,55 -11,6 -1,047 -3,55 -11o6 -1,047 YAW 53,1 .001 ,053 -"
CONTROL ANGLES M.R, COLL= 9.9 DEG HORIZ FIN= 7,2 DEG
All .0 DEG T,R, COLL- 1,1DEG -'
BI= 2.7 DEG PEDAL POS" 1,8 DEG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -4,1 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH" ,65 CONTROL ALPHA• -6,8 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .BO DELTA PSI1 ,4 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- ,51
,OR MAX-MACH= .73 ENGINE POWER- 404, KW • 542, HP
,DR MIN-MACH= ,45 THRUST FACTOR= ,7801+07 N = ,175E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 93 MU= .218 TOTAL CO= ,000229 AMB TEMP- 21.5 C = 70,64 F
V• 95,5 KT MAST C0= .000206 TEMP U60- 33.1 C = 91.64 F
RUN NO, 5 CAN TEMP- 50,4 C • 122.81 F
NZ, 1.047 G OMEGA= 33.682 RAOlSEC
TIME 54296,75 CLP= ,00446 RPMI324= .993
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG| AO• 9,0 AI" -,B BI- 3,8 PEAK-TO-PEAK • 7,6
TEETER ANG (DEG} AO- ,2 AI= -.8 BI= ,O PEAK-TO-PEAK- 1,6
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (NIDEG| (N-MIDEG|
MEAN 40606. -2994, -7613, -2264, -658,
HARMONIC-1 3899,/ -17,0 766el -23,0 225,1 -39.5 2677,1 -43.1 429,1 -59,0
2 733,1 51.3 210ol 34,5 44,1 42,3 1340,/ -56,5 116.1 -53,7
3 2404.1 44,4 572.1 42.3 131ei 48.3 399,1 9,1 52,I 25,9
4 576.1 34.5 328,1 34.5 170,( 22.1 464ol 87.7 72,1 64,7
5 293./ -60.9 47,/ 88,1 26.1 -79.6 216./ 23,2 67.1 38.3
6 843./ -40.8 498.1 -42.0 217.1 -37.7 78./ 25.7 10.1 -,4
7 250,1 -34,3 151,1 -38.0 63.1 -41,5 68°1 -53.0 4,1 ,9
B 109,I 1B,3 86,1 -74,9 30,I -63.2 62°I -25°8 6,1 -69.2
9 60,1 49,3 47.1 -73,1 28,1 -75°4 57,1 -67,1 5,1 47,5
10 4oi -87,2 93,1 -3,9 88,1 -34,1 74,1 64,0 8,I -66,1
11 94./ -86.2 39./ -9,2 37,/ -45,3 49,1 -42.6 6,1 82,0
12 80.1 -43.3 26,/ 36.5 6,1 -71.2 20,/ 2.3 1,1 79,7
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11880, 3168. 1242. 7697. 977.
/
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM °449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
(NIMIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG| (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -317, B3, -9, -295. 132,
HARMONIC-I 726.1 -49,3 392°1 -65,9 414,1 -64.4 387,1 -66,2 _34,1 -82,7
2 290.1 -72,8 185,1 -74,5 192.1 -67,7 174,1 -62,2 55,1 -_2,2
3 79,1 19.0 77./ 30.4 64,1 41,6 63.1 79,5 73,/ 83,0
4 289,1 58,8 78,1 41,0 36,I 38.7 47,1 62.2 85,1 28,8
5 70,I -61.7 15.1 7O.O 15,1 B2,O 6,1 -82,8 46.1 55.6
6 55.1 45.3 3oi 89.3 15,1 ,B 13.1 17.2 32,1 l,O
7 10,1 -49,6 5.1 27,4 12.1 -83,1 8°1 Io9 28o1 -4.2
8 1,/ 70,8 5,1 -77.9 5,1 -36.3 8.1 -47.2 15,/ -14,3
9 28,/ -73,9 23,1 -76,7 '6.1 83.0 25./ -63.0 24.1 -46.8
lO 41,1 2,9 18,1 33,8 11,1 3,2 23,1 28,7 17,/ 38,4
11 5,1 -30,4 6,1 -11,1 4,1 27,9 4,1 -55,1 1./ -46.3
12 17°1 -49.1 4,1 -12,8 8°1 81,1 6ol -47.4 6,1 -53,1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2188. I115, 1120o I0_8° 624,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 093 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 33390, N LOADED CG X= 5,03 M • 198.2 IN
RUN NO. 6 7507. LB Y= -,OO • -.O
TIME 54365,20 (SEC) Z- 1.86 = 73o4
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES • 1.61 KPA • 33,6 PSF
STATIC PRES= 91,8 KPA • [918. PSF
T. AIRSPEED= 105;5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 295.9 DEG K = 532.7 DEG R
AIC MACH NO• ,158 STATIC TEMP= 294,5 DEG K • 530,0 DEG R
BODY ALPHA= -4.3 DEG DENSITY• 1.09 KGIM3 • .00211 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA= -1,5 DEG DENSITY ALT• 1231, M • 4037, FT
SONIC SPEED= 344,6 MISEC • 1130. FPS
-'_ RATE OF CLIMB• 21, MIMIN • 70. FPM
' INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE\
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES AHG ACC
[M/S) (FPS) (G) (M/S] IFPS) {G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RADISEC2)
X 54.11 177,5 -,058 54,11 177,5 -.059 ROLL -,4 ,010 ,016
Y -1,43 -4,7 .025 -1,41 -4,6 ,028 PITCH -3.9 -,DO1 .005
Z -4,09 -13.4 -1,005 -4.09 -13,4 -1,005 YAW 58.9 -,006 ,013
CONTROL ANGLES MoR. COLL • 10,4 DEG HORIZ FIN= 7,6 DEG
AI= -,1 DEG T,R, COLL= 1.4 DEG
B1= 3,5 DEG PEDAL POS= 1.7 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -4.3 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH= ,65 CONTROL ALPHA- -7.8 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,81 DELTA PSI= 1.5 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- ,50
,9R MAX-MACH= ,75 ENGINE POWER• 437, KW = 586, HP
.gR MIN-MACH- ,43 THRUST FACTOR" .TTbE+O7 N • ,1741.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 93 MU- .241 TOTAL CQ= .000249 AMB TEMP" 21.3 C • 70.34 F
V= 105,5 KT MAST CO= ,000232 TEMP u6O= 32,9 C - 91o19 F
RUN NO, 6 CAN TEMP= 31.5 C • 88,78 F
NZ= 1,005 G OMEGA• 33,623 RAD/SEC
TIME 54365,08 CLP= °00430 RPMI324= ,991
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG] AO- 9,4 A1- -,8 B1= 4,7 PEAK-TO-PEAK• g,7
TEETER ANG [DEG) AO- ,2 AI= -1.3 81= -,4 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 2.5
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG] (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEA_ 39232. -2874° -7529. -2592. 1697.
HARMONIC-1 3434./ -17.6 735./ -24.0 22g. I -37.3 2959./ -46.0 480.1 -57.9
2 450ol 36.5 97.1 9.8 10.1 -53.6 2017.t -55.0 199.1 -52.5
3 2191.1 43.3 594.1 45.4 148.1 54.1 319.1 -18o5 62.1 11.1
4 544,1 53,4 293,1 40,7 157,1 34,2 455,1 -84,7 88,1 65.6
5 406.1 -16.5 29.1 -27.1 51./ 83.1 315.1 48.5 69.1 64.7
6 611.1 -39.5 345.1 -46.6 162.1 -51.3 105.1 -6.8 6.1 16.7
7 141.1 67.0 39.1 10.0 31.1 -27.3 12.1 63.2 4.1 49.7
8 79.1 39.7 20.1 -66.8 i./ -53.0 69.1 -68.2 7./ 89.2
9 66,1 3,1 63ol 18,6 29,I 10,5 41.1 43.7 3,/ -85,6
lO 15.1 -85.8 125./ 56.2 105.1 43.6 27.1 58.7 4.1 -30.7
11 95.1 80.4 35.1 -41.1 37.1 -33.1 67.1 -46.2 4.1 22.7
12 68.1 -19.5 39.1 76.1 24.1 65.3 48.1 33.2 4.1 52.7
PEAK-TO-PEAK I0403, 2578, 1018, 9484. 1263,
BEAM .174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,60b BEAM ,803
(N-M/DEG| [N-M/DEG] (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) [N-MIDEG]
MEAN -325. 47, -25. -290. 155.
HARMONIC-1 801.1 -54,7 428.1 -66.8 437.1 -67.2 413.1 -67.8 150.1 -79.1
2 412.1 -62.5 267.1 -75.3 285.1 -73.0 243.1 -70.7 76.1 -51.2
3 86.1 53.9 38,I 19,7 54,/ 55.6 T9.1 74.2 91.1 64,6
4 311./ 68.1 90./ 50.8 43.1 39.0 69.1 67.7 lOO.I 46.4
5 90.1 10.4 12.1 84.4 30.1 68.4 lO.I -6.8 53.1 61.5
6 24.1 -10.3 3.1 -1.4 15.1 -27.2 11.1 -16.2 38.1 -22.7
7 26./ 88.9 13.1 69.6 22.1 -87.5 12./ 14.2 30.1 -31.7
8 30./ -89.0 2.1 36.2 12.1 -72.8 6.1 -45.0 18.1 -30.5
9 13ol 83.6 17,/ 59.5 4.1 -64.1 14.1 76.9 9,1 -62.1
lO 25°/ -12°6 12,1 14,0 6,/ -36,0 lO°/ 22,3 9,/ 45,1
11 12./ 2.Z 10./ -37°5 B°l 61.8 lO.I -20.3 8,/ -6.5
12 18.1 -32.3 5.1 -21.9 8°1 -64.6 10.1 -15°7 7.1 -23.1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2598, 1239. 1282, 1248. 703,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
NN. 093 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 33246° N LOADED CG X• 5,03 M • 198,2 IN
NO, 9 7474, LB Y= -,oo - -.0
54608,20 (SEC) Z= 1.87 • 73.5
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2,.56 KPA • 53,.4 PSF
STATIC PRES, 92,1 KPA = 1973. PSF
AIRSPEED= 132o5 KT TOTAL TEMP- 2q6.0 DEG K = 532.8 OEG R
MACH NO== ,19,9 STATIC TEMP- 293,7 DEG K = 528,6 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- -6,0 DEG DENSITY, 1,09 KGIM3 = .00212 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA,, .0 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1178. M ,, 3864. FT
SONIC SPEED• 344,1 MISEC - 1129, FPS f_.-
RATff OF CLIMB- 62, M/MIN == 202, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE }
CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS| (G) {DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISECZ) .; '_
67..79 222.4 -,082 67.7q 222.4 -o081 ROLL -1,4 ,001 " -+017 //
,02 ,I ,010 ,02 ,1 ,007 PITCH -5,2 ,000 -o007 ,;
-7.16 -'23,5 -,979 -7,16 -23,5 -,97q YAW 249,1 -,008 ,013 y.J
/
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 12.6 DEG HDRIZ FIN,= 8.0 DEG /
AI=, -.I DEG T.R. COLL- 2,3 DEG ./
31- 5,6 DEG PEDAL POS= 3,1 DEG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -6,0 DEG
HOVEk TIP MACH" ,65 CONTROL ALPHA" -11.5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH== .85 DELTA PSI= -.0 DEG
TIP MIH-MAGH• .46
•OR MAX-MACH- `,79 ENGINE POWER" 584, KW = 784, HP
•qR MIN-MACH- ,39 THRUST FACTOR• ,7791+07 N = ,175E.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 93 MU" °303 TOTAL CQ" ,000333 AMB TEMP= 20.5 C , 68,92 F
V" 132,5 KT MAST CO= .000305 TEMP U60', 33.6 C = 92..56 F
RUN NO, 9 CAN TEMP= 52,4 C • 126.28 F
NZ- ,979 G OMEGA- 33..569 RADISEC
TIME 54608,05 CLP= .00416 RPMI326= .989
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO== Ii,5 A1 = -,4 BI- 7,3 PEAK-TO-PEAK" 15,2
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO', ,2 At= -2.1 BI • -.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK== 4,6
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 FITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIOEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG | (NIDEG | (N-MIDEG }
MEAN 37265. -2323, -7455. -3907. "831,
HARMONIC-I 3437.1 -75,9 803,1 -84,4 237.1 -77.2 4173,1 -56,4 637.1 -60.4
2 387,1 -88,2 177,/ 4.9 93.1 -,1 3692,1 -57,9 364.1 -56,3
3 3150,/ 28.3 796,,1 29.9 248.1 36.6 313,1 -60,4 7q,I -22.6
4 1046,1 -13,9 526,1 -14,). 282,1 -26,0 709,1 55,8 103+1 25,8
5 706,1 37,6 261,1 71,8 133,1 70,6 400.1 30,7 98,/ 55,9
6 1058.1 12.2 594,1 16.9 241.1 9.7 278./ ,_, 23,1 6.3
7 368.1 -40,1 187,1 -25.3 75,1 -21,,0 39,t 70,7 2.1 -7,7
8 121,1 87.8 15,1 77.1 23.I 60.3 74.1 -70,9 8,1 57.7
q 184,I 67+0 184,1 55,6 I02,1 48.9 61,I -2,5 3.1 -31,5
i0 96,1 -62+2 111.1 60,2 71,I 87,4 44,1 -34,1 11.1 8,2
11 50,1 188,6 98oi 31,2 70,1 8,6 29,I 53,2 4./ IO,O
12 89./ 66,5 98,,/ 63.2 96o/ 53,2 39,,1 -61.9 4.1 -65.0
PEAK-TO-PEAK 14733. 4803, 2170, 15159, 1733. -'
BEAM .174 BEAM °350 BEAN ,449 BEAM o606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) [N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -333,, 84, 6, -256, 194,
NARMDNIC-I 1289.1 -74.1 625.1 -72.7 612.1 -70.3 547.1 -71,6 202.1 -88,7
2 757,1 -64.3 429,1 87.9 422,1 85.4 352,1 87,9 116.1 -61.9 ;+'
3 353.1 27.1 28,1 72,,7 58.1 28.3 171,1 41.5 207.1 38.9
4 461,1 28,9 139,1 -2,2 64,I -27,5 89,I 25,8 145,1 ,5
5 131,1 -16.3 6,I -53,0 34,1 -,B iB,.l -15,8 7k,I 5,5
6 46,I -48,3 15,1 61,3 9.1 -44,9 14.1 79,6 27.1 86.0
7 6.1 -I,3 12,1 3.3 12.1 60.1 7.1 -49,I 34.1 85,0
8 59.1 76,1 2,1 71.5 24.1 70,I 14./ 89,1 44,1 -84,5
9 27,1 -51,5 24ol -7.4 13ol -60,8 18,1 8,8 20,1 47,4
10 21,1 -77.1 16,1 -61,7 9,1 53o6 19,/ -36,9 19,/ -25,8
11 13,,1 -85,9 10,1 60.9 4.1 -11,9 9,/ 78,9 4./ -69,5
12 28.1 70.3 9,1 77,3 9,1 59,8 11,1 78,8 5,1 -58.2
PE AK-TO-PE AK 4575. 1959, 1812, 1727. 1044.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
AIRCRAFT TOTA. WT = 33265. N LOADED CG X= 5.03 M - 198.2 IN
7479. LB Y- -.00 • -.0
(SEC) Z= 1.87 = 73.5
FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 2.97 KPA - 62.1 PSF
STATIC PRES- 92.4 KPA • 1931. PSF
142.6 KT TOTAL TEMP= 296.9 DEG K = 534.4 DEG R
.213 STATIC TEMP= 294.2 DEG K = 529.6 DEG R
-6.1 DEG DENSITY- 1,10 KG/M3 = ,00212 SLUG/FT3
-1.2 DEG DENSITY ALT= 1157. M = 3795. FT
SONIC SPEED" 344,4 MISEC - I130, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- 74. MIMIN = 243. FPM
STATE
VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEt HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(FPS) (G) (MIS) [FPS} (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
239.3 -.IO0 72.93 239,3 -.096 ROLL -1,1 -.001 -.Ii0
-4.9 .023 -I.49 -4.9 -.ODD PITCH -5.i .ODD -.016
-25,5 -1,082 -7,77 -25,5 -1,082 YAW 60,1 -.001 ,106
M.R. COLt= 14,0 DEG HORIZ FIN= 9.5 DEG
AI= -.7 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.9 DEG
BI- 6.1 DEG PEDAL POS- 2,6 DEG
SHAFT ALPHA- -6.1 DEG
HOVER TIP MAY,- .65 CONTROL ALPHA- -12.2 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= .86 DELTA PSI= 1.2 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= .44
.9R MAX-MACH- .BO ENGINE POWER- 672. KW • 901. HP
.qR MIN-MACH- .37 THRUST FACTOR- .775E+07 N = .1741+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
93 MU= .327 TOTAL C0= °000386 AMB TEMP= 21.I C • 69.95 F
V- 142.6 KT MAST CQ- ,000355 TEMP U60= 33.3 C = 91,92 F
10 CAN TEMP" 30.4 C - 86.69 F
NZ- 1,082 G OMEGA- 33,429 RAD/SEC
54774.75 CLP= .00463 RPM/324- .985
THET_ 314 (DEG] AO- 12.6 AI. -i.1 81= 8.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK. 16.9
TEETER ANG {DEG) AO. ,2 AI" -2.I 81" -1.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 4.7
(AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .BO3 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG) {N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N/DEG) (N-MIDEG)
35010. -2054. -7354. -4256. -892.
HARMONIC-E 5537,/ -61.1 1274,1 -67.2 362,1 -66,5 4767,1 -54.9 668,1 -57.0
2 733,1 -23,3 379./ 8.8 174,1 5.4 4003.1 -43.9 394,1 -45.6
3 4351.1 39,1 1104.1 41.0 339.1 42.8 392.1 -79.2 103,/ -14.4
4 I068.I -16.7 580.I -9.3 333,1 -19.0 728.1 84.1 89./ 36.9
5 900,1 71,2 333.1 -80,9 180,1 -Bq,7 581,1 46.0 124,1 62,5
6 787,1 16,8 460.1 13,5 212,1 9,9 366,/ 21,3 38,/ 48,1
7 226,1 -44,2 83,1 -16,0 38,1 -46.9 77.1 70.9 7.! 26.8
8 280.1 -82,9 224,1 -67,3 135,1 -70.4 75./ -38.1 4.1 -89.6
9 51,1 73,6 85.1 89,7 46,1 69,4 57./ -36,0 1,1 13,9
lO 121,/ -34,2 160,1 23,1 127,1 2,2 87,1 -35.3 10,1 -3.1
11 98,/ 53,3 100,1 23,4 64,1 17.3 18,1 16.4 4./ -27,9
12 122.1 -86,4 80.1 60,5 89,1 59.6 11.1 51,1 3.1 79.1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 21118. 5420. 2380, 17236. 1798.
BEAM .174 BEAM ,350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
{N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG] (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG} (N-M/DEG)
5, 94. 21, -241. 179,
HARMONIC-1 1693,/ -69,4 725.1 -69.2 699,1 -67.2 630.1 -68.3 255.1 -86.1
2 833.1 -48,2 455.1 -86.7 459.1 88.9 383.1 88.9 131.1 -70.3
3 488.1 29.9 27,1 20,7 89,1 52.1 237.1 51.8 283.1 50.0
4 480,1 47,1 136,1 14,2 64,1 -12,9 91,/ 33,1 159,1 5.8
5 157,1 -k,3 5,1 37,2 38,1 8,9 20,1 13,4 85,1 7,L
6 71,1 -10.5 24,1 47,7 23,1 -8,8 18./ -BO,7 20.1 -33.7
7 19,1 83.5 8.1 23,2 6,1 54,7 6./ -39.6 18,/ -8O,B
8 29,1 70.8 11.1 -62.3 18.1 84.5 8.1 73,3 18,1 -79,4
9 23,1 -28,3 15,1 -15,0 14,1 -43,6 14,/ 16,1 8,1 43,2
10 37,/ -73,4 26,1 -54,4 9,1 58,7 29./ -47,3 22.1 -27.7
II 9.1 -89,9 2.1 -18.1 IO,l 33._ 1.1 46.7 5.1 -23,7
12 27.1 84.3 8.1 66.7 8.1 -63o4 6.1 -65.6 6.1 -51.2
PEAK-TO-PEAK 5575, 2152, 2036, 1927, 1387.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 33214, N LOADED CG X- 5.03 M • 198,2 IN
7467. LB Y= -,DO • -,0
(SEC) Z= 1.87 = 73.5
FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 3,08 KPA = 64,2 PSF
STATIC PRES= 92,4 KPA = 1981. PSF
145.0 KT TOTAL TEMP= 296,9 OEG K = 534,4 DEG R
.217 STATIC TEMP= 294.1DEG K = 529.4 DEG R
-6,7 DEG DENSITY• 1,10 KGIM3 = ,00213 SLUGIFT8
-2,1 DEG DENSITY ALT= 1153, M = 3783, FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.4 MISEC = 1130, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB= 128. MIMIN = 419, FPM
STATE
VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
242.9 -.096 74,00 242.8 -,090 ROLL -1.8 ,014 ,003
-8,9 .051 -2.70 -8.8 .052 PITCH -5.0 .014 -,030
-28,7 -1.004 -8.75 -28,7 -1,005 YAW 60,8 ,008 ,018
M,R. COLL- 13,9 DEG HORIZ FIN- 9,5 DEG
A1- -.5 DEG T.R, CDLL- 2.2 DEG /
BI= 6,2 DEG PEDAL POS- 2.6 DEG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -6.7 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- ,65 CONTROL ALPHA= -13,0 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,87 DELTA PSI= 2,1 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= ,43
',_RMAX-MACH= ,80 ENGINE POWER- 674, KW • 904, HP
•gR MIN-MACH= ,37 THRUST FACTOR- .778E+07 N = ,175E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
93 MU= .332 TOTAL C0= ,000386 AMB TEMP= 21.0 C = 69,76 F
V= 145.0 KT MAST CO= ,000361 TEMP U6O= 33,3 C • 91.95 F
10 CAN TEMP= 80,4 C • 86.69 F
NZ- 1,005 G OMEGA= 33.484 RADISEC
54775,65 CLP= .00428 RPMI824= .987
THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 12.6 AI= -1,1 B1= 8,5 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 17,4
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= ,2 AI= -2,1 B1- -I,1 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 4,6
IPH_SE') DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG} (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
34748. -2028. -7387, -4415, -900,
HARMONIC-1 6354,1 -64,5 1560,I -70,4 444.1 -69,6 5033.1 -52,0 687,1 -53,9
2 571,1 -36,3 369.1 8,7 167,1 2,6 4294,/ -43,3 427,1 -46,7
3 3832,/ 35,2 943.1 35,7 302,1 36,1 524.1 -81.9 118.1 -12,5
4 I124,1 15.0 574.1 5,6 312,1 -14,4 708,1 -89.4 87,I 41,3
5 1357,1 87.7 546,1 -69,6 252.1 -77,9 640.1 59,4 126,1 70.7
6 509,1 -24,k 272.1 -7,2 124,1 .5 470.1 37.0 59,/ 55.5
7 I12,1 -4,8 137,1 1,8 75,1 -7,0 89.1 87.5 II,I 60,5
8 165.1 -70.1 130,/ -45.8 88.1 -56,1 76.1 -16,1 3,I 13.7
9 4B.I 23,2 104,1 32,6 50,1 35.9 77,1 -12.6 5,1 88,8
I0 76,1 -14.3 193,1 -81.3 116.1 74.8 88,1 -23.2 9.1 -25,5
11 22,/ -45,0 136,1 63,9 97,1 66,3 22,1 -7.8 1,/ -36,4
12 113.1 -21,9 4k.I 86.4 45,1 -67,9 25,1 15.3 q,/ 66.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 22784, 6367, 2380. 18193. 1908.
BEAM ,174 BEAM .350 BEAM ,449 BEAM .606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG)
-84. 8ko 18, -235. 200.
HARMONIC-1 1815,1 -67,8 722,1 -67,4 690.1 -65,3 613,1 -66,4 228.I -87,0
2 904,1 -46.1 471,1 -82,6 472.1 -87,1 387.1 -86.6 120,1 -56,2 "\
3 556.1 31.2 44,1 42.1 71,1 44°0 233.1 48.9 287,I 47.6
4 479.1 49,3 137./ 18,6 69.1 116.0 87.1 38.5 150.I 7,7
5 ' 160.1 -5.2 5.1 41,i 40,1 13,5 18./ -2,k 85,/ 16.8
6 88.1 3,2 2k.l 61,8 26,1 12,3 18.1 -75.3 21.1 -8,4
7 35,1 -50,1 10,/ 18.8 14.1' 19,2 2./ 2.6 27./ 66.2
8 28,/ 73.8 7,1 -77,0 22.1 81,2 9,1 -80.9 29,/ -79,8
9 29,I 1-16.4 18.1 4.6 ii,I -49.1 17,1 25,8 13,1 77,6
i0 44,1 -66.1 28,1 -48,3 7.1 78.9 29.1-32.9 26,1 -18,2
11 11./ 79.9 6,1 -76,7 7./ 47,9 2./ 57,4 3,/ -9.0
12 19,I -89,5 ii,I 86,6 7.I 81.8 6.1 -82,0 3.1 -12.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 5973, 2197. 2063, 1902. 1313,
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCH DATA
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 32487. N LOADED CG X= 5,03 M = lqB,1 IN
7304, LB Y= -,DO -.0
(SEC) Z= 1,88 • 74.0
FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1,85 KPA = 38.7 PSF
STATIC PRES, 83.2 KPA = 1737. PSF
118,? KT TOTAL TEMP, 293,0 DEG K • 527.3 DEG R
.178 STATIC TEMP- 291,1 DEG K = 524.0 DEG R
2.5 DEG DENSITY- 1.00 KGIM3 = ,00193 SLUGIFT3
,1 DEG DENSITY ALT- 2113. M • 6932, FT
SONIC SPEED= 342.6 MISEC = 1124, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB, -372. MIMIN = -1219. FPM
STATE
VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(FPS) (G) (MIS) {FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
199,3 -,103 60,69 108,5 -,101 ROLL -2,6 -,049 -,017
.2 -,ODD -,03 -.1 -,003 PITCH -3,4 .135 -.006
8,6 -1,662 2,64 8,7 -1,657 YAW 237.8 -.023 -,040
M.R. COLL= L0.7 DEG HORIZ FIN= 7.2 DEG
A1- ,5 DEG T,R, COLL- 2,0 DEG
91= 2.6 DEG PEDAL POS- 2,6 DEG
SHAFT ALPHA= 2.5 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- ,67 CONTROL ALPHA= -,O DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,84 DELTA PSI= ,0 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= .49
.9R MAX-MACH- ,78 ENGINE POWER, 344, KW • 461, HP
,gR MIN-MACH- ,42 THRUST FACTOR= .733E+07 N • .165E+07 LB
NASA L_NGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
93 _U= ,266 TOTAL C0" .000205 AMB TEMP" 18.0 C • 64.32 F
V= 118,2 KT MAST CO= .000171 TEMP U60= 30,9 C = 87.65 F
30 CAN TEMP- 26,5 C = 79.71 F
NZ= 1,657 G OMEGA= 34,099 RADISEC
85721.80 CLP= ;00734 RPMI3?4= 1,005
THETA 314 (DEG) AO, 9,4 At- -.i BI- 3,6 PEAK-TO-PEAK, 8,1
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= ,O AI= .0 B1 = 1.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK, 2.0
(AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
43886, -3529, -7823. -1670. -606,
HARMONIC-I 745g,I -18,2 1563.1 -15,3 466.1 -11,9 2683,/ -36.2 407,1 -49,1
2 431,1 40,8 313,1 -79.5 lO0,/ -86.3 2315.1 -45.5 192.1 -39.9
3 1998.I 27.L 458,1 36,8 143,1 72.8 370.1 45.7 74,1 5,4
4 600ol 21,3 319,1 -1.6 235.1 -3.8 460,1 76,2 65./ 39,1
5 861,/ 14,5 157,1 28,3 111.1 62.1 402./ -79.8 112,1 -58,2
6 1117,/ -33.2 657,1 -30.1 281.1 -37.3 241./ -42,2 29.1 -35.3
7 80.1 -19.i 175.1 -73.1 151,I -78.8 189.1 86.4 1.1 -49.0
8 231,I 84,3 97,1 Bq,8 43.1 -42.1 163.1 -44.9 19,1 -40.9
9 155.1 55.8 250,1 78.1 170.1 68,7 108,1 78,0 16.1 -17,7
10 100,/ -47,0 24.1 67,3 31,/ -15.0 70.1 83,9 19.1 -26.9
11 88,/ -5,2 99,/ -55,0 76.1 -59.2 44,1 87.3 7.1 -10,8
12 75,/ -66,3 72,/ -34.3 61,/ -38.5 41,1 -86.8 5.1 25,8
PEAK-TO-PEAK 17167. 5432. 2242. 9699. 1131.
BEAM .174 BEA_ ,350 BEAM .449 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
202, 72. -51, -384. -126.
HARMnNIC-1 888,/ -34.0 496.1 -67.3 513,1 -65,9 486.1 -71.7 311./ 87.7
2 503./ -46.8 311,1 -75.0 347./ -74.3 331.1 -71,7 117.1 -_9.0
3 118.1 -86.2 60.1 -34.8 55.1 14.3 102,/ 60.8 131.1 67.4
4 373,1 34,9 119.1 12.7 51,1 8,5 97.1 25,5 173,/ 21.5
5 117,1 1,2 19.1 -30.2 31,1 50,3 33,1 -6,8 87./ 70.b
6 58,1 -38,6 27./ -13,6 11,/ -38,3 20,1 9.2 23.1 -59,6
7 172.1 -80.8 45.1 -69.7 83.1 -79,8 16,1 88,I 98,1 -63,9
8 110.1 -86.6 12.1 -54.8 45.1 -8q.q 15.1 -86.8 53.1 -57,2
q 45.1 55,1 23,/ 5,7 14,1 95.8 27,1 -4,0 37.1 -,3
10 62,1 19.7 19.1 2,8 21,1 -1,2 24,1 3,0 22,1 5,1
1i 24.1 53.3 10,1 -64.4 10,/ -25,7 6,/ 52,5 6,1 2.8
12 25.1 -60,8 10,1 -10,6 b,I 86.5 4.1 -62.0 3,! 71.8
PEAK-TD-PFAK 3054. 1619. 1568. 1472. 1180.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT Nn, 0q3 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 32487, N LOADED CG X= 5,03 M i 198,1 IN
NO, 30 7304, LB Y- -,OO = -,0
55722,20 (SEC) Z= 1,88 = 74.0
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1,85 KPA - 38,6 PSF
STATIC PRES= 83,2 KPA = 1738, PSF
AIRSPEED= 118.1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 293,0 DEG K - 527,4 DEG R
AIC MACH NO• ,177 STATIC TEMP= 291,1 DEG K • 524,1 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- 3,2 DEG DENSITY= l,OO KGIM3 - ,00193 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA= .3 DEG DENSITY ALT= 2107, M • 6913, FT
S_NIC SPEED" 342,6 MISEC I 1124o FPS .#
RATE OF CLIMB= -281, MIMIN = -920, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEt CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
[MIS) (FPS) (G} {MIS) (FPS) {G) (DEG) [RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
60,66 199,0 -,098 60,40 198,2 -,092 ROLL -3.2 -,030 ,I01 /
.28 ,9 ,OOl ,22 ,7 ,022 PITCH -1,2 ,133 -,027 /
3,38 II,I -i,669 3,39 11,1 -i,685 YAW 232,7 -,030 ,019 //
/
CONTROL ANGLES M,R, CDLL= i0,7 DEG HORIZ FIN= 7,3 DEG /
Al = ,9 DEG T,R, COLL- 1,9 DEG /"
BI= 2,7 DEG PEDAL POS- 2,6 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETEQS SHAFT ALPHA= 3.2 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH= ,67 CONTROL ALPHA- ,5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,84 DELTA PSI= -,2 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- ,49
,9R MAX-MACH- ,78 ENGINE POWER, 329, KW = 442, HP
,9R MIN-MACH- ,42 THRUST FACTOR= ,735E+07 N • ,165E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 93 MU= ,266 TOTAL CO= ,000196 AMB TEMP= 18,0 C • 64,39 F
V= 118,1 KT MAST CO, ,000169 TEMP U6O= 30.9 C • 87,53 F
RUN NO, 30 CAN TEMP- 26,5 C • 79,71 F
NZ- 1,685 G OMEGA- 34,109 RADISEC
TIME 55722.05 CLP= ,00745 RPMI324= 1.005
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- 9,5 Al= ,I BI" 3,7 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 8,4
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= ,O AZ, ,2 31= l,O PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2,1
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG _RACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 4_962, -3596, -7846, -1648, -621,
HARMONIC-1 7956,1 -28,9 1688,1 -23,0 510,1 -15,1 2851,I -30,9 387,/ -42,6
2 805,1 21,8 312,/ -87,1 126,1 -70,2 2416,I -57,7 195,1 -53,4
3 2439.I 19,9 653.1 30,6 206,I 59,9 609.I 13,8 68,I -8,8
4 606,1 51.9 390,1 8,7 271,1 -8,7 395,1 26,8 116,1 17.2
5 888ol 19,6 192,1 40,8 136,1 66,7 586,1 90,0 144,1 -64,3
6 936,1 -45,5 528,1 -42.9 211,I -47.7 254,1 -77.9 27,1 -59.8
7 165,/ 6,0 204,1 -79,2 158,1 89,5 226,1 74,7 9,1 -53,7
8 142.1 -56,6 120.I -74.5 59,/ -48,7 167.1 -71.4 16.I -34.5
9 76,1 75.7 177./ 79.3 121.I 66,3 i05,1 58.6 15,1 -29.8
i0 105,1 -20,8 162,1 -12,0 139,1 -23,1 48,1 69,3 9,1 -64,3
ii k8,1 -6,5 62,1 -79,1 52./ -86.6 59.1 -89,7 18,1 -29.4
12 99, I 9.i 12,1 -52,3 8.1 -54,1 50,1 70,i ii,1 -21,3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 19936, 5407, 2221. 9951. 1182.
SEAM ,174 REAM ,350 BEAM .449 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG] (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 233, 73, -54, -384, -141,
_ARMONIC-I 964,1 -37,1 507,I -61,5 510,I -65,9 501,I -72,9 318,I 84,3
2 547,1 -55,7 324.1 -79.4 352.1 -76,3 337,I -66,7 142.1 -43.2
3 164,1 -49,2 96.1 -29,2 68,1 ,6 102,I 71,5 132,I 74,3
4 516,1 13,7 156,/ -4,6 52,I -6.1 125,/ 5.0 211,I 9,8
5 127.1 5.8 27.1 -22,3 25.1 66.1 39.1 -4.1 78./ 75.4
6 99./ -7,8 27,/ -6,4 5,/ -87,5 29,1 10,5 25.1 -23,9
7 190,/ -89,1 46,/ -69,1 86.1 -79,3 26,/ 79,0 116,/ -58,0
B I12,] 78,6 9,/ -25,1 38./ -87,5 27,/ 83,9 63,/ -61,5
q 40.1 30.5 20./ -18,2 6./ 31,4 24,1 -25,9 35,1 -9,0
i0 70,/ -9,2 16,/ -34,q 2I,l -42,3 22,1 134,0 23,1 -6,0
Ii 21,1 62,4 13./ -66.9 6,1 -42,0 9./ -84,1 I0,1 43,I
12 42,/ -59,0 12,1 -46,2 14,1 -69,0 9,1 -52,7 7,I 70,i
PEAK-TO-PFAK 3473, 1741, 1582, 1466, 1228,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 093 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 31909. N LOADED CG X= 5,03 M , !g8,O IN
RUN NO, 43 7174. LB Y• -,DO = -.0
TIME 56842.70 (SEC) Z- 1,Bq • 74.5
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= O.OO KPA = 0,0 PSF
STATIC PRES- 101.4 KPA - 2119, PSF
T. AIRSPEED" 0.0 KT TOTAL TEMP• 302.2 DEG K • 54_.9 DEG R
A/C MACH NO• O.OOO STATIC TEMP= 302.2 DEG K = 54),g DIG R
BODY ALPHA- l,i DEG DENSITY• 1.17 KGIM3 • .00227 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA• -3,2 DEG DENSITY ALT- 47g. M • 1572. PT
SONIC SPEED= 349,0 MISEC " 1145. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB= O, MIMIN • O. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PDS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) (G) (M/S) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC2)
X 0,00 0.0 .010 0.00 O,O ,022 R_LL -4.7 ,031 -,179
Y O.O0 0.0 .082 0,00 0,0 .046 PITCH .g .029 -,059
Z O.O0 0.0 -1.047 0.00 0.0 -I.047 YAW 304,7 -.062 ,Og8
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CDLL= I0.9 DEG HORIZ FIN• 6.2 bEG
AI- -i,9 DEG T.R. COLL• 7,6 DEG
81= -1.4 DEG PEDAL PDS= 9,1 DIG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA" 0.0 DIG HUB HEIGHT= 3.2 R
HOVER TIP MACH" .64 CONTROL ALPHA• 1.4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= ,64 DELTA PSI = 0,0 DIG
TIP MIN-MACH• .64
,gR MAX-MACH, .57
•9R MIN-MACH= .57 THRUST FACTOR= ,81qE+07 N - ,1841+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 93 MU•O.000 TOTAL CO- .000314 AMB TEMP= 29,0 C • 84,20 F
V• O.O KT MAST CO, ,000266 TEMP U6O= 37,0 C • 98,57 F
RUN NO. 43 CAN TEMP" 33.5 C " 92,25 F
NZ=-I,04? G OMEGA• 33,175 RAD/SFC
TIME 56842,58 CLP• .O03gO RPMI324= ,978
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- 9.5 AI= -1.8 81= -,5 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 3,9
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO- .2 AI• .I 81• -1.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 2,4
ROTOR LOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE (HORD ,449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,44g
(NIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DIG) (NIDEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 37804. -1942, -6436, -25_4, -677,
HARNONIC-I 15Og.l -47.4 434,1 -55.1 166.I -8g,4 1035.1 -53.0 16.1 68.8
2 1483,1 10.1 432./ 14.9 126,1 15.4 571.1 -29.8 51.1 -23.9
3 1885,1 -48.8 520.1 -43.3 158,/ -37.7 lOl./ 67,3 47,1 -39.1
q 169,1 -30,7 I17./ -86.9 80.I 63.0 54,I 81,8 7,1 -7,8
5 301,I 24,0 117.I 33,5 27,I 50.2 146.1 81,7 9,1 -6,3
6 517,1 80,9 BO6o/ 88.2 150,/ 78.1 289,1 48,5 36,/ 34.3
7 214,/ 12.2 239.1 -21.3 101,1 -35,0 12g./ 83.8 5.1 33,9
8 g6.1 -22,7 54,1 26.4 33,1 35,6 38,1 -20.6 14./ -11,3
9 59.1 6.9 81,1 26,0 35.1 23,8 58,I -42,3 7.1 -20,4
i0 54,1 -64,6 130,1 -65.6 i09*I BT,l 111.1 20,5 22.1 23,5
11 63./ -15,8 131,/ 73.6 87.1 _7.3 11.1 -58.0 7,/ -74.9
12 151.1 38,2 72,1 43.5 67,/ _5,q 9,/ 31,0 2,1 88,1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 7244. 2443. 1307. 3039, 266.
/ BEAM .174 BEAM ,350 BEAM .449 BEAM ,606 BEAM .803
(N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG} (N-M/DIG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN -12. 270, 223. 12. 492,
HARMONIC-I 158,1 -42,0 52,1 46.3 77.1 66.3 128,1 62.6 i14.1 45,0
2 ZlB.l -27,5 92,1 -66,9 90,1 -75,7 q9,/ -78,5 50,1 -64,7
3 91,I 74.6 75,1 -80,5 68.1 -71,2 63,1 -54,5 56,1 -36,0
4 103,1 78.1 43,/ 41,6 31,1 _5.7 12,/ -46,5 38,1 21,0
5 43.1 -66.9 13.1 -10,7 20,I -31.5 5,1 .4 28.1 -10.5
6 42.1 61.g 11,1 89,1 17,/ 76,8 8,1 43.1 31./ 35,9
7 64,1 72.8 24,1 79.2 27.1 70.6 _O,I -37.8 30.1 39,5
8 60,1 -30.0 4,1 -60.5 27./ -43.3 8.1 -66.4 30.1 -39.0
g 14.1 35.8 4,/ -38.8 7.1 -52.6 8,1 -32,0 11,1 -24,4
10 6,/ -1,6 16,/ 44.2 3.1 31.3 17.1 36.5 20.1 28.9
11 1./ 37.5 7.1 -46.3 4./ -68.7 8./ -51.9 5./ -49,9
12 27,1 76.8 10.I 79.9 11./ 75,4 14.1 80.5 9.I -86.1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 982, 422, 403, 438. 435.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 0q4 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 36830. N LOADED CG X• 5,03 M • Iq8,O iN
NO, 2 8280, LB Y• -,DO " -,O
50022,20 (SIC) Z" I,83 • 72,1
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRESI O,OO KPA • O,O PSF
STATIC PRES" i02,6 KPA • 2142, PSF
AIRSPEED= O,O KT TOTAL TEMP" 298,2 DEG K • 536,7 DFG R
MACH NO• O,OOO STATIC TEMP" 298,2 DEG K • 536,7 OEG R
BODY ALPHA_ [5.8 DIG DENSITY• 1,20 KGIM3 • .00233 SLUGIFT3
BODY 8ETAm 29,7 DEG DENSITY ALTm 227, M • 743, FT
SONIC SPEED- 346,7 MISEC • 1138, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- O. MIMIN • O, FPM
INERTIA L FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CGLIN VEL CGLIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RAT_S ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (MIS| (FPS) (G) (DIG| (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
O,OO O,O ,007 0,00 O,O ,009 ROLL -,4 ,002 ,011
O,OO O.O -,009 O,OO O,O -,006 PITCH ,0 ,018 -+015
O.O0 O.O -1.031 O,OO O,O -1.031 YAW 78.1 ,031 -.004
CONTROL ANGLES M,R. COLL" 11.9 DEG HORIZ FIN" 6,5 DEG
AI" -2,3 DEG T,R. CDLL• 11,O DEG
B1" -.6 DEG PEDAL POS" 10,6 DEG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA• O,O DEG HUB HEIGHT= 3.2 R
HOVER TIP MACH• ,65 CONTROL ALPHA s ,6 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,65 DELTA PSI" 0,0 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH" ,65
,gR MAX-MACH • ,58
,gR MIN-MACH" ,58 THRUST FACTOR- .853E+07 N • ,192E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 94 MU'O,OO0 TOTAL CO" ,000375 AMB TEMPI 25,0 C • 77,06 E
V= O,O KT MAST CQ" .000318 TEMP U6O= 32.4 C " 90,26 F
RUN NO. 2 CAN TEMPI 38,9 C • 101.97 F
NZ--1,031 G OMEGA" 33,490 RADISEC
TIME 50022,09 CLP" .00432 RPMI324• ,gO7
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG| AO • 10.1 Al= -1,B B1" -.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 3.7
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO" ,4 AZ= o7 BI" -1,1 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 2.5
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N/DIG| (N-MIDEG|
MEAN 35750. -2278. -6767. -2893, -701,
HARMDNIC-Z 1264,1 -47,5 459,1 -57,4 202,1 -40,8 1071,1 -70,4 12,I -27,0
2 470,1 -25,8 147,1 -35,4 75,1 -38,2 232.1 6.8 30,1 34,2
3 1237,I 82,3 287.1 89,5 42,1 53,5 256,1 67,8 28,I -77,4
4 149,! -6,8 90,1 -24,6 24,1 -65,6 42,1 45,2 lO,/ 74,4
5 1309,1 8,3 106,1 30.1 4g,I 67,3 243,1 43,B 42,1 51,7
6 277,1 -,3 147,1 -17.8 73.1 -17.4 47,1 -64,1 8,1 -60,2
7 70.I 30.9 77.1 27,7 40,1 34.3 82.1 5,1 g,l 71,2
8 21,1 -33.7 33,1 -23,1 18,1 -36,0 7,1 7,5 5,1 77,1
g 64,1 77,4 164,1 -26,7 88,1 -39,8 75,1 126,0 7,1 18,4
10 66./ 37,6 42,1 72,7 25.1 26.0 67,1 -15,8 4,1 89.1
11 55.1 72,0 41,1 24.6 28,1 -27,2 22,1 36,1 3.1 -45,5
12 56./ 41,9 47.1 31,1 42,1 -2.5 17,1 11,6 4,/ 174.5
PEAK-TOIpEAK 5034, 2055, 924, 2795, 190,
BEAN ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
{N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 191, 272, 204, -26, 289,
HARMONIC-1 43,1 18,3 43,1 -5.0 63,/ -8,7 123,1 -1g,O 128,1 -21.5 ?
2 63.1 25,6 63.1 -5.0 74,1 -6.4 100,1 -4,6 66.1 -I,6
3 118,1 -84,4 61,1 -86.1 54.1 8q,1 34.! 8q.5 17.1 -79.8
4 18,1 -18,1 5,1 -45,9 i,I 7,3 5.1 39,5 6,1 26,0
5 75,1 43.2 6.1 18.3 14,1 70.3 20,1 36,1 12,1 -40,6
6 43,1 -42,3 4,1 -50,1 g,/ -36,3 15,1 -41,6 3,1 3,4
7 38.1 -13,6 8,/ -18,3 13,1 -19,9 3,1 84,8 21,1 -44,7
8 12.! 7.4 1,1 22,4 8,1 lB.1 4.1 7,5 g,l 1,6
9 20,1 -29.1 14,1 -I0.8 4,1 -13.8 14.1 -,2 12,1 4,0
10 28,1 -45.3 16.1 142.Q 7,1 -60.5 15.1 -31.5 12.1 -g,O
II 6,1 14+9 1,1 26,0 4,I -9,2 3,1 -12,6 4,1 7,6
12 q,I -44,6 3,1 -27,2 4,1 88,6 3,1 -59,4 2,1 .9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 532, 317, 325, 399, 371,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 36492° N LOADED CG X= 5,04 M • 198,3 IN
8204, LB Y= -.00 • -.0
(SffC} Z- 1,83 " 72,2
FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES" ,73 KPA • 15,2 PSF
STATIC PRES= 85.3 KPA • 1739. PSF
73.8 KT TOTAL TEMP= 289,1 DEG K • 520.3 DEG R
,111 STATIC TEMP- 288,4 DEG K • 519,0 DEG R
-1,5 DEG DENSITY• 1,01KG/M3 • ,00195 SLUGIFT3
2,7 DEG DENSITY ALT= 2003, M " 6570, FT
SONIC SPEED" 341.0 MISEC = 1119, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB• i. MIMIN = 4. FPM
STATE
VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(FPS) (G) (M/S} (FPS} (G) (DEG} (RADISEC} (RADISEC2)
124.4 -,028 37,90 124,4 -*028 ROLL .1 -,001 ,028
5,9 ,002 1,79 5,9 ,008 PITCH -I,5 ,002 -,GO0
-3.2 -1,019 -,98 -3,2 -I,019 YAW 336.0 -.005 -.006
M.R, COLL• 9.6 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6,8 DEG
AI= -.4 DEG T.R. COLt, 1.7 DEG
81= 1.9 DEG PEDAL POS= 2,3 DEG
SHAFT ALPHA- -1.5 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH, ,66 CONTROL ALPHA- -3,4 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= ,78 DELTA PSI• -2,7 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= .55
,9R MAX-MACH- .71 ENGINE PO_ER= 348. KW • 466, HP
oqR MIN-MACH, ,49 THRUST FACTOR- .728E+07 N • o164E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
94 MU" ,168 TOTAL C0= .000211 AMP TEMP- 15.2 C = 59.36 F
V- 73.8 KT MAST CO- ,000192 TEMP U60- 29.1 C • 84.36 F
3 CAN TEMP= 30.4 C • 86,69 F
NZ- 1,019 G OMEGA, 33,721 RAD/SEC
50625.05 CLP= ,00512 RRMI324- .994
THETA 314 (DEG) AO- 8,8 AI= -,g 81- 2,6 PEAK-TO-PEAK, 5,5
TEETER ANG (DEG} AO= ,3 AI, -.4 BI- ,3 PEAK-TO-PEAK• o8
(AMPIPHASE} DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
{NIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG} (NIDEG} (N-MIDEG)
41715, -4050, -8482, -1574, -548,
HARMONIC-I 4708,I -I0,4 I053.1 -i0.5 272oi -26.8 1742.1 -32.0 263.1 -63.7
2 557.1 49.5 256,1 8.6 100,1 -7.1 286ol -18,4 10,/ -48.9
3 399.I 13.0 110.1 36.8 69.I -18.6 283,I 12.5 69.1 68.4
4 299,/ -78.3 145.1 49,5 I06,1 52.9 ii0,! 51,1 32,1 47,3
5 236,1 -21.6 43.1 43.2 37,1 -5.1 88,I 36.9 23.1 -53.7
6 236.1 6.2 139./ -2.8 75.1 15.2 94./ -83.9 21./ -67.4
7 113.1 -62.5 109.1 -79.8 59.1 -54.2 45.1 39.4 5.1 -8.7
8 68.1 -81.0 i08.1 88.5 66.I 89.5 51.I 30.6 4.1 -9.9
q 91,I 72.1 90,I -23.4 54,1 -I.7 I19,1 19.5 8.1 -80.5
10 i0,1 -57.8 48.1 82.7 38.1 61.2 20.I -l,O IO,/ 40.2
II 82.1 -6.1 85./ 86.5 68.1 57.7 47.1 -16.0 8.1 -53.8
12 41.I 48,8 56.1 37.5 43.1 41.4 20.1 -17.2 8.1 -36,5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 10531. 2991, 1346, 4036. 719.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
{N-M/DFG) (N-MIDEG} (N-M/DEG} (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG)
-288. 50, -32, -326. -14.
HARMONIC-I 527,1 -43,6 248.1 -81,9 257, I -81.7 251.I -69.5 83.1 -BO.9
2 91.1 -31,4 112.1 -37.5 158.1 --26,6 190.1 -22.6 122.1 -Z7,0
3 126.1 -33.3 20.1 -12,7 20,1 62.4 56./ -38.6 124,1 -22.0
4 176.1 47.5 58,1 30.9 36.1 1,3 54,1 54.6 72.1 80.9
5 117.1 -26.5 11./ 11.0 23.1 -35.1 35./ -10.0 BO./ 31.1
6 40./ 86.7 9./ -34.9 17.1 86.4 6.1 19.6 37.1 -45,8
7 39.I -74.3 16,1 -34.9 26,1 -75.6 24.1 15.4 48.1 73.1
8 51./ .0 8.1 40.9 16.1 33.6 11.1 -57.2 30.I -4,1
9 49.I 10,3 38.1 26.7 17.1 -8.4 43.1 37.5 44.1 56.6
lO 15.1 -70.7 4,/ 37.7 6.1 -74.2 12,1 24.3 [5./ 27.2
Ii 13.1 73.8 17./ -43.8 9,/ -13,7 5./ -7.7 B./ 14.3
12 34.1 -49.3 17.1 -53.5 5,1 87.3 7.1 -54.6 6.1 -85.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1668, 730. 723, 914, 789,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 094 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 36427. N LOADED CG X- 5.04 M • ]qB.3 IN
NO. 4 8189. LB Y- -.00 - -.0 ....
50731.20 (SEC) Z- 1,83 " 72.2
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= .85 KPA - 17.7 PSF
STATIC PRES= 83.1 KPA 1736. PSF
AIRSPEED= 79.9 KT TOTAL TEMP" 289.1 DEG K • 520.5 DEG R
AIC MACH NO- .121 STATIC TEMP" 288.3 DEG K • 519.0 DFG
BODY ALPHA- -2.7 DEG DENSITY= l.O0 KG/MB = .00195 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- 1.8 DEG DENSITY ALT" 2022. M m 6635. FT
SONIC SPEED" 341,0 MISEC - 1119. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB= 16. MIMIN = 5_. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PDS ANG RATFS ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) (G) (M/S) (FPS| (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RADISEC2)
41.02 134.6 -.030 41.03 134.6 -.030 ROLL -.7 -.004 .004
1.29 4.2 .007 1.28 4.2 .008 PITCH -2.4 -.002 .002
-1.94 -6.4 -1.005 -1.94 -6.4 -1.005 YAW .7 -.011 -.005
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 9.9 DEG HORIZ FIN= 7.0 DEG
A1- -.4 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.6 DEG
Bl- 2.2 DEG PEDAL PDS" 2.3 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -2.7 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -4.9 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .78 DELTA PSI= -1.8 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH* .54
.98 MAX-MACH- .72 ENGINE POWER- 371. KW - 497. HP
•qR MIN-MACH= .48 THRUST FACTOR= .7251+07 N .1631.07 tB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH.-1G .... ROTDR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 94 MU- .182 TOTAL CO- .000227 AMB TEMPt 15.2 C - 59.28 F
V- 79.9 KT MAST CO= .000206 TEMP U60= 28.5 C • 83.27 F
RUN NO. 4 CAN TEMPe 29.2 C • 84..60 F
NZ- 1.005 G OMEGA- 33.659 RADISEC
TIME 50731.13 CLP= .00506 RPMI324= .992
ANSLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- g.l AI= -o9 BI- 3.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 6.2
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO" .3 AI • -.4 BI = .1 PEAK-TO-PEAK- .8
LOADS (AMPlPHASE! DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG} (N-M/DEG) [N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 40996. -8853. -8351. -17280 --55Q.
HARMONIC-I 4681.! -I0.7 1014.1 -11.5 277.1 -31.8 1962.# -34.7 296./ -60.5
2 602.1 79.4 203.1 28.3 90.! 4.q 305.1 -38.0 22.1 81.6
3 842.1 16.1 207.1 19.2 50.I -48.6 271.1 4.5 62.1 60.3
4 764.1 -43.8 214.1 86.1 134.1 -86.6 70.I -82.6 25.! 74.9
5 332.1 75,6 95./ 87.5 38.1 75.5 157.1 -73,9 59,1 -11,9
6 179.I 68.2 115.1 34.7 27.1 65.2 113.1 82.2 24.1 -62.4
7 139.1 -44.3 i09.1 -83.7 65.I 72.7 49.! 84.5 IO.f 11.2
8 138.1 -1.R 48,1 -57.8 35,1 -48.B 25,! -89,5 l.l 39.2
9 83.1 -73.8 i18.I -44.4 68.1 -25.q g6,1 22.2 3.1 -74.7
IO 86./ 74.3 60./ 81.5 5B./ 35,0 61.1 -78.0 lO.I -30,1
ii 116,1 -71.1 69,1 -55.1 49.1 -66.2 20.1 76,2 5,1 -24.7
12 132.1 -55.1 41.I -Tq.O 42.! -63.6 12.1 -3,1 9.1 5.8
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11080. 2718. 1166. 4284. 755.
BEAN .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
(N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG} (N-MIDEG) (N-MIOEG| (N-M/DEG)
MEAN -282. 48, -34, -322, --30,
HARMONIC-I 600.1 -44.5 284.1 -74.0 299.1 -78.7 278.1 -6g.2 93.1 -82.6
2 i01.1 -41.8 99.I -41.0 144.1 -23.4 177.1 -23.7 liB./ -29.2
3 I17.1 -27.5 38.1 2.9 36,1 31,8 45,! -32,q 92.1 -Ig,?
4 208./ 85.3 61.1 68.8 19.1 33.0 65.1 84,1 81.1 -73.1
5 127./ 30.3 20,1 9.5 25,1 12,7 39,1 13,3 14.1 44.6
6 25.1 -30.4 4.1 11.8 14.1 -40.5 I0.! 15.4 44.1 4.3
7 62.1 31.1 22,1 24.5 28,1 13,8 8,1 57°4 24.1 -'15.0
8 26.1 88.3 2.1 -48.9 5.1 84.1 7.1 25,4 16,! 39.3
9 4g./ I0,4 25,1 17.8 14,1 17.B 27.1 47.4 19.1 77.I
I0 45.1 33.4 20,1 59.8 18,/ ]7.1 22,1 61.6 24,1 78,4
ii 3,1 51.9 6.1 -_.8 4.1 59._ 6.1 30.3 7.1 43.0
12 53.! --23.0 17.1 -14.6 15.1 -46.9 16.! -17.0 13,/ -12.0
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1617. 777. 781. 934, 716.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 094 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 36390. N LOADED CG X• 5.04 M • lq8,3 IN
RUN NO. 5 8181. LB Y= -,DO • -.O
TIME 50847,70 (SEC) Z= 1.83 • 72,_
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= 1,12 KPA • 23,3 PSF
STATIC PRES- 83.1 KPA - 1735, PSP
T. AIRSPEED= 91.5 KT TOTAL TEMP, 289.5 DEG K • 521,1 DFG R
AIC _ACH NOm .138 STATIC TEMP, 288,4 DEG K • 51q,1 DFG R
BODY ALPHA= -2.5 DEG DENSITY- 1,00 KGIM3 = ,00195 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA• 1.2 DEG DENSITY ALT, 2027, M • 6649, FT
SONIC SPEED• 341,0 MISEC • 1119. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB= 16. MIMIN • 54. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG tIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATFS ANG ACC
-[MIS) (FPS) (G) (M/S) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC| (RADISEC21
X 47.03 154,3 -.037 47.02 154.3 -,038 ROLL ,4 .004 .006
Y ,q7 3,2 .001 .98 3.2 ,002 PITCH -2.2 ,004 ,ODD
Z -2.07 -6.8 -1.018 -2.07 -6.8 -1.018 YAW 97.? -,005 ,020
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLt= 10,2 DEG HORIZ FIN= 7.3 DEG
AI• -,1DEG T.R. COLL. 1.6 DEG
81• 3.0 DEG PEDAL PDS = 2,2 OffG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA• -2.5 OEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA• -5,5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .80 DELTA PSI= -1.2 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH, .53
.9R MAX-MACH- ,74 ENGINE POWERm 380. KW = 510. HP
.gR MIN-MACH• ,46 THRUST FACTOR" ,T25E+OT N = ,1831.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 94 MU" .208 TOTAL CO" .000233 _MB TEMP- 15.2 C • 59.42 F
V= 91,5 KT MAST CO- °000212 TEMP U6O= 28,6 C = 83.40 F
RUN NO, 5 CAN TEMP- 27.7 C • 81.81 F
NZ= 1,018 G OMEGA• 33.682 RADISEC
TIME 50847.55 CLP= ,00512 RPM/3ZA= ,q93
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO" q.4 AI= -.7 81• 3.q PEAK-TO-PEAK- 7.q
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO• .2 AI= -.7 81" ,1 PFAK-TO-PEAK• 1.3
ROTOR LOADS (AMP/PHASED DRAG BRACE CHORD ._4g CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N/DEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 40814. -3696. -8189. -1972, -589.
HARMONIC-1 4_95.1 -11,5 925,1 -16,6 255.1 -34.3 2328.1 -40.2 360.1 -5g.5
2 613.1 66,4 208,/ 42,6 5g,/ 20.2 874,1 -61,_ 82,1 -66.2
3 2499.I 35.7 604,/ 34.4 112,1 52,g 302.1 -,6 42,1 36.0
4 417,1 3,5 239,1 -22,1 148.1 -24.8 214,/ 55,2 33.1 37.3
5 647.1 -76,5 159.1 -66,5 52,/ -47.3 235,1 -32,q 66,1 7.3
6 650,1 -65.0 421.1 -66.0 153.1 -63.8 75,1 -13,2 19,1 -6,8
7 152.1 -35,7 130,1 --26,5 51.1 -28.5 60,1 -30,0 12.1 -25,3
B 7q,I -14.4 54,/ 27,i 9,/ 57,7 41,I 4.q 4,1 68,4
9 56.1 47,_ 70.1 81,8 23,/ 77,2 77.1 -5q,1 1,/ -81.3
10 33,1 28.0 165,1 -57.6 131.1 -66;2 60,1 63.1 6./ -38,8
11 45,1 87.6 27.1 -68.2 34,1 -63.6 37.1 -36.6 4.1 -76.2
12 21.I 59.4 17.1 -71,3 14.1 -63.4 20,I -_0,_ 3.1 -64.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11618. 3392, 1128. 5664, 816.
BEAM ,174 BEAM .350 BEAM .44g BEAM ,606 BEAM ,8OB
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -277, 2_, -q3. -316. -28.
HARMONIC-L 680.I -48.5 337.1 -67.4 361,I -65.2 342.1 -66.6 123.1 -81,q
2 171.1 -68,0 I08,1 -67.2 130.I -55,8 141,1 -4._._;_; 81,1 -39,1
3 104,1 14,6 75.1 23,3 72,/ 34.1 47.1 8_!1 65.1 -71.6
134.1 -,q 38.1 -11.7 21,/ 22.8 23,/ -13.5 72,/ -8.1
5 14q. I 86,0 2g,I 47.1 5.1 -37.8 28.! 50.3 42.1 53.7
6 78,/ -82.5 10.1 -4.4 8.1 -TO.l 19.1 40.6 23.1 45.8
7 17.1 -81.1 3.1 1,2 13.1 -73,6 4,1 -4.8 20,1 -22.7
8 37.1 78,8 6./ -89,5 8,1 55.3 7,/ -77,8 12.1 -21.1
9 32.1 -65.6 29,/ -63,5 4,/ -50.5 29./ -58.4 31,/ -59.0
10 30.1 10,3 8,1 52,3 13,1 20,4 11ol 47.7 6.1 26.2
11 4,/ 68.0 12,1 -21.4 i,I -65,8 8./ 15o6 5,1 12.9
12 14.1 73.6 8.1 -77.8 7.1 59.1 4.1 61.8 3.1 54,2
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1760, 853. 885. 871. 493.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
NO, 394 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 36321, _ LOADED CG x= 5,04 M , I48o4 IN
NO, 5 8166, LB Y- -,00 • -,0
50975,20 {SEC) Z- 1.83 • 72,_
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1,29 KPA • 26,q PSF
STATIC PRES- 83,0 KPA • 1734. PSF
AIRSPEED= 08,4 KT TOTAL _EMP= 269°8 DEG K • 521.6 D_G R
MACH NO= .14g STATIC TEMP- 288,5 DEG K • 519,3 DEG Q
BODY ALPHA= -2,5 DEG DENSITY= 1.00 KGIM3 - ,00195 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA= ,9 OEG DENSITY ALT• 2040, M • 6692. FT
SONIC SPEED- 341,1 M/SEC • 1119, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB= -20, MIMIN • -65. FPM )
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) (G) {HIS) (FPS) (G} (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2!
50.50 166,0 -.044 50,58 165,9 -.041 ROLL -,4 o001 ,017
,82 2,7 .002 .82 2.7 ,006 PITCH -2,9 ,003 -,012
-2.23 -7,3 -I.016 -2.23 -7.3 -1,016 YAW 170,3 -,009 -,003
CONTROL ANGLES M,R, COLL- 10,4 DEG HDRIZ FIN= 7.5 OEG
A1- -,1 DEG T,R, CDLL, 2,0 DEG
81- 3,3 DEG PEDAL POS- 2,7 DEG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA _ -2.5 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH• ,66 CONTROL ALPHA• -5.g DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= ,81 DELTA PSI, -.9 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH• ,51
,9R MAX-HACH- ,74 ENGINE POWER m 392, KW = 526. HP
,9R MIN-MACH= .45 THRUST FACTOR= ,721E+07 _ - ,162E.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOAD_
FLIGHT NO, 94 MU• .225 TOTAL CO- ,000241 AMB TEMP- 15,4 C • 59,64 F
V = qB.4 KT HAST CQ• .OOO220 TEMP U60= 28,4 C - 83,14 F
RUN NO, 6 CAN TEMP• 26,9 C • 80,41 F
NZ= 1,016 G OMEGA- 83,626 RADISEC
TI4E 50975.05 CLP- .00512 RPMI324- .991
ANGLES _HETA 314 {DEG) AO • 9.7 AI• -,6 BI= 4,4 PEAK-TO-PEAK_ 9.I
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO- ,2 A1- -.7 81- ,I PEAK-TO-PEAKs 1.5
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,44g CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) {NIDFG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN ¢0402, -3460, -7995. -2110. -607.
HARMONIC-I 4137,1 -17,2 843,1 -24,7 265oi -61o0 2532°/ -41,6 392.I -57.8
2 778.1 32,7 214,/ 23,3 57,1 36,5 1466,1 -59,8 134.1 -56,2
3 2726.1 64,7 696,1 41,3 156,1 56,3 322.1 5,7 48.1 19,I
4 498,1 20.1 316,1 17o4 191,I 8,9 399.I 77,4 68,1 54°3
5 594,1 -61.4 180,I -54,8 39,1 -14,8 239,1 -11,7 74,1 25,2
6 635°I -4_o4 412,1 -52.7 180°I -54.6 32°f 24°6 12o1 -16.2
7 294,1 -67.2 137.1 -64.4 47,1 -73,0 40,1 -36,4 6,1 -20,7
B g2,1 37,7 58,1 80,8 23.! 74.7 64,1 -63,5 6,I 75.9
g 150,1 -64,3 61,I 61,7 28.! -I°I 51.1 -77,2 3,1 °6
10 66,1 -62.8 79,1 -71,6 67,1 -71,9 73,1 44°6 B,I -62,2
II 64,/ _9o0 27,! -66°9 38.1 -76.9 35_! -66,4 I.l -64,2
12 83,I .4 I,I -40,7 8.1 -25,7 19,1 -8,6 3.1 73°7
PEAK-TO-PEAK 12465. 3255. I164, 7295, 910,
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM .803 w
(N-MIDEG) (N-HIDEG) (N-HIDEG) (N-M/OEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -291, 6, -53, -314, -28.
HARMONIC-1 713.! -50.3 357,! -68,5 394,1 -67,4 375,1 -66°4 143,/ -85,0
2 260,I -73,2 176,1 -77,7 187,1 -70,7 16q,l -66,4 65,1 -47,5
3 .52,1 46,6 75, / 31.4 65,1 60,7 67.1 77.? 7g,I 63,4 _...
4 235.1 45,g 64,1 25,1 35,/ 24,6 33,1 48,g 76.1 10,8 }
5 133,! -85,9 23,t 59,g 12,1 84,9 20,1 -89,5 53,1 63.9
6 5g.I 54.1 7,1 50°2 8,I -43,8 13,! _],7 27,1 -26.0
7 18,1 -71.6 4,1 -35.7 16,1 84,6 7.1 6.4 22,1 -35.3
14,1 -3,_ 4.1 -77,6 6,1 -31,4 7,1 -3g,5 lg,l -28.6
9 22,1 -80,2 18,1 -71,9 4,1 -65.6 24,1 -60,5 25,1 -50,3
10 3_°/ -16,4 17,1 2,5 13,1 -20.6 22,1 8,1 17,1 6,2
II II,I 72,8 9,I -72,4 4,1 81,3 7,1 -6g,5 3.1 -24,3
12 22,1 79,7 8,I -74,8 12,1 53.1 9,1 84.1 4,1 84,3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 205R, g84o 1075. 1031, 5g8,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 094 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 36269. N LOADED CG X" 5,04 M • 198o4 IN
RUN NO. 7 8154. LB Y- -,00 - -,0
TIME 51109.20 (SEC) Z" 1,83 • 72.2
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES" 1.57 KPA • 32.9 PSF
STATIC PRES- 83,2 KPA " 1737, PSF
T, AIRSPEED- 108,5 KT TOTAL TEMP" 289,g DEG K • 521.9 DEG R
AIC MACH NO, ,164 STATIC TEMP" 288,4 DEG K " 519,1 O_G R
BODY ALPHA- -3.2 DEG DENSITY- !.01 KG/M3 - ,00195 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- -i,0 DEG DENSITY ALT" 2018, M • 6622, FT
SONIC SPEED m 341.0 M/SEC • i119, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- 29, MIMIN - 94. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CGLIN VEL CGLIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB L IN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M#S) (FPS) (G) (M#S} (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC2)
X 55.73 182,9 -,048 55,73 i82.9 -,051 ROLL -,4 .005 ,007
Y -1,00 -3.3 .021 -,99 -3,2 ,022 PITCH -2,7 -,000 ,011
Z -3,11 -10.2 -I,036 -3.11 -10.2 -1.035 YAW 231.2 -,002 -,036
CONTROL ANGLES M,R. COll_ ii.I DEG HORIZ FIN- 7,9 DEG
AI- -.3 DEG T,R, COLE• 2.2 OEG
81" 4,0 DEG PEDAL POS" 2°8 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA" -3.2 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA" -7.2 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,83 DELTA PSI" 1.0 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH, .50
.9R MAX-MACH" ,76 ENGINE POWER- 450. KW • 603, HP
,9R MIN-MACH- .43 THRUST FACTOR- .724E+07 N - .t631.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 94 MU- .247 TOTAL CQ- .000276 AMB TEMP- 15.2 C • 59,41 F
V- lOB,5 KT MAST CO" ,000253 TEMP U60- 28,5 C " 83.28 F
RUM NO. 7 CAN TEMP- _5.7 C • 78,31 F
NZ = 1,035 G OMEGA- 33,647 RAD/SEC
TIME 51109.05 CLP- ,00520 RPMI324, ,992
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO" 10.3 AI= -.8 Bt" 5,_ PEAK-TO-PEAK• 10.6
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO" .2 AI" -,g 81" -,2 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 1.6
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIOEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (NIDEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 39453. -3144, -7870, -2524, -651,
HARMONIC-I 4126.1 -28.8 923.1 -34,3 318.1 -43,8 2846.1 -43.7 449,1 -54.8
2 1057,1 47.2 249,I 29,2 27,I 51.1 2127./ -46,8 200,I -43.1
3 2068./ 47.3 528,/ 49,7 134,1 63,5 302.1 -15,0 63,/ 13.8
4 478.1 40.4 234,/ 47.9 161./ 34.9 498.1 -78,5 71,I 67.8
5 564.1 -5.3 118,/ -37.7 26,/ 49,q 289,1 46.0 63,/ 62,3
6 382.1 -34,5 274.1 -33,0 124.1 -3q.9 167,/ -_,2 12,! -2.9
7 104.1 -34,8 128,1 -44.1 63,/ -44.4 14,! -58.7 3,1 65,1
8 154,1 22.4 47./ 9,9 26,1 38.0 79,/ -35.5 8.1 -61,3
g qO.l 166,2 17.1 -14,9 5,1 --64.2 59,1 50,2 9.I 13.5
lO 111.1 -85.3 105,1 -56.3 67.1 -59.4 28./ -71.6 6.1 -17,8
_1 82.1 2.7 42.1 25,1 35,1 16.5 2q,/ -31,6 6,1 -.8
12 21.1 -67.2 30.1 -55.6 47,1 -89.8 23.1 40.4 3.1 -7.1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11598. 2981. 12gq. 9300. 1113.
BEAM ,174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM ,803
/ (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/OEG) (N-M#DEG)
MEAN -235, 9. -60, -317. -28,
HARMONIC-I 847.I -55.5 425,1 -67,7 432,1 -68,4 410,/ -70,_ 167,1 -86.7
2 446,/ -60,1 271,1 --72,5 301.1 -69,6 257,/ -67,5 93,1 -53,3
_, 3 79,1 66,0 35.1 11.8 48,1 52.7 72./ 76.0 84,1 69.3
4 312,/ 79,3 90./ 59.9 45,/ 39.7 81.1 81.2 110,1 56.9
5 77,1 2,4 10./ -80.7 30,1 72,5 14.1 -12,7 61.1 65,3
6 14,1 -8,8 7./ -68,2 16,1 -66,9 5,/ 6,1 38.1 -38,9
7 39,1 -28.6 15.1 -76,7 23.1 -67,1 13,1 72,3 38,1 -23,7
B 21./ -41.8 6,/ 46.0 12,1 -50.1 5./ -_5.3 21.1 -17.4
g 16.I 57.8 14.1 50.9 4,1 72,9 16.1 8_.5 II.I -74.6
10 24,1 -11.3 16,1 7.1 10,/ -31.6 18./ 15,1 16,1 20.2
11 10.1 -76,5 10,/ -52.6 3,/ 33.4 5,1 -84,0 2,1 88.6
12 29.1 -28,3 11.1 -43,4 8.1 -43.1 9,1 -76,7 5,1 -20.1
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2638. 1240. 1314. 1324. 772,
41i
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
IGHT NO, Oq4 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 36205, N LOADED CG X= 5,04 M • 198,5 IN
NO, 8 8140, LB Y= -,00 • -.0
5}197.70 {S_C) Z= 1,83 = 72,2
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES, 1.86 KPA = 38.8 PSF
STATIC PRES= 83.3 KPA • 1740, PSF
AIRSPEED= 117.8 KT TOTAL TEMP= 290,2 DEG K = 522.4 DEG R
MACH NO= ,178 STATIC TEMP, 288,4 DEG K = 519,1 PEG R
BODY ALPHA= -B.6 DEG DENSITY= 1.01 KGIM3 = .00195 SLUGIET3
B_DY BETA= -.g DEG DENSITY ALT= 1997. M = 6553. FT
SONIC SPEED- 341,0 MISEC = 1119, FPS
RATE nP CLIMB= 33. MIMIN = i09. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (MISI (FPS) (G) {DEG) [RAD/S_CI (RAD/SEC2)
60,46 198,4 -,054 60,45 lg8,3 -,055 ROLL -.8 .006 -,047
-,q6 -3,2 ,016 -,95 -3,1 ,006 PITCH -3,0 .003 ,003
-3,77 -12.4 -1.029 -3,77 -12,4 -1.029 YAW 237.8 -,DO1 .026
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= II,7 DEG H_RIZ FIN- 8,3 DEG
Al= -,1 DEG T.R. CDLL= 2,5 DEG
Bl- 4.7 DEG PEDAL POS, 3.2 DFG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA, -3.6 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- ,66 CONTROL ALPHA, -8.3 DEG
TI p MAX-MACH- ,84 DELTA PSI" .g DEG
TIP MIR-MACH= .48
,OR MAX-MACH, ,77 ENGINE POWER= 490. KW = 657, HP
,9R MIN-MACH= .42 THRUST FACTOR= ,7251+07 N = .1631+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFQRMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 94 MU = .268 TOTAL C0= .000300 AM] IEMP= 15.2 C = 59.41 F
V" II?,B RT MAST CQ= .000275 TEMP U60= 28,6 C - 83.42 F
RUN NO, 8 CAN TEMP= 25.7 C • 78,31 F
NZ, 1.029 G OMEGA= 33.661RADISEC
TIME 51192.55 CLP= ,00514 RPMI324= .992
ANGLES THETA 314 {DEG) AO= 11,0 AE= -.5 BI= 6.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK= L2.6
TEETER ANG (OEG) hO= .2 Al= -1.2 BI= -.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK, 2.3
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .44g
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 3_608, -2929, -7770 -2640. -693,
HARMONIC-I 4420.1 -40.i 972.! -44,1 378 I -49.0 3309.1 -_8.9 503,1 -55,3
2 1160,/ 79.4 189,I 65,7 22 1 -g.O 2567,/ -49,5 244.1 -46.3
3 2630./ 30.2 667./ 33.2 165 / 45.0 375.1 -36.1 77./ 7.3
4 388,1 10.8 266,1 4.9 198 I -.8 546.1 83.8 80.1 45,4
5 414.1 14,9 88,1 51.0 98 / 67.0 399.I 27,2 86.I 41,1
6 170,1 6,5 85,1 -_5,5 46,1 -68,7 127,1 12,2 13,I 64,5
7 143,/ -75.5 121,I -73,2 67,I -61.6 49.I -86,6 6.I ii,i
8 144./ -11.3 89./ -28.0 43 / -15.0 34.1 -51.4 4.1 82.0
g 65.1 77.6 35,1 48,3 14 / 21.0 93.1 78.2 2,/ 42.5
I0 79.I 1,8 51.1 66.B 69 I 59,9 66,1 12,5 i0.1 70.3
Ii 129.1 -23.1 39.1 B3,1 41 / 5.4 41.1 7Bo7 4.1 4.4
12 83,/ -28,9 74,1 -7,4 76 l -17,7 27,1 -,5 2.1 -3,1
PFAK-TO-PEAK 14qll. 3510, 1482 11310. 1312.
_EAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM ,449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803 "_
(N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG] (N-M/DEG) (N-NIDEG) (N-M/DEG|
MEAN -195, 15, -51, -320, -24.
HARMONIC-1 1038,1 -62,8 49g./ -68.9 502./ -69.3 446.1 -73.0 lOS,/ -88.7
2 574./ -57.1 323.1 -75.5 346,1 -74.7 320.1 -69.7 132.1 -51.5
3 168,! 62,4 4_,I -30,q 55,1 27,g i19,I 6B,2 136,1 5g,9 _
4 325./ 53.4 96.1 26,0 50,1 4.7 70.1 48,9 112.1 35.7 i
5 84,/ -21,1 11.I 62,0 32,1 54,0 7,I -14,7 84,1 53,3
6 28,1 -15,9 3,1 -73,7 16,/ -47,B 17,I -70,6 51,1 -58.3
7 51,1 44,9 5,1 -76,7 10,I -38,5 12,I -12,9 31,1 -29,4
8 33,1 6.4 6.1 70,5 13,1 -32,5 12.1 -63,B 25,1 -24.9
9 38,1 60.2 34.1 64,1 13.1 50.2 35,1 77,6 29.1 88,2
I0 49.I -46,g 23.1 -21,7 14,1 -57,6 28,1 -13.0 23.1 3.0
ii 3,/ 22.0 II./ 84.3 3,1 -88,3 7.1 77,I 8,1 80,3
12 II.I -18.3 8,/ -37,9 5,/ -76,0 6,/ -31,5 2.177.0
PEAK-TO-_FAK 33qq, 1520, 1505, 1506, 934,
42
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 094 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT I 36099, N LOADED CG X• 5,04 N • lq8,6 IN
RUN NO, Q 8116o LB Y- -,DO • -,0
TIME 51321,20 (SEC) Z= 1,83 • 72,2
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2,26 KPA • 47,1 PSF
STATIC PRES= 83,5 KPA = 1743, P!F
T, AIRSPEED- 129,5 KT TOTAL TEMP= 290,7 DEG K • 523,3 DEG R
AIC MACH NO- ,196 STATIC TEMPI 288,5 DEG K • 5_9,3 DFG
BODY ALPHA- -3,8 DEG DENSITY=. 1,01 KGIM3 = ,OOlq6 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA- ,5 OEG DENSITY ALT= 1985, M • 6513, FT
SONIC SPEED" 341.1MISEC • 1119, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- 20, MIMIN = 66, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB tin ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATFS ANG ACC
(MIS! (FPS) {G) (MIS) (FPS) {G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
X 66,49 218,1 -,066 66,48 218,1 -,067 ROLL ,3 -,006 ,005
Y ,55 1,8 ,004 ,54 1,8 ,DO6 PITCH -3,5 ,004 ,DO7
Z -4,46 -14,6 -1,039 -4,46 -14,6 -1,039 YAW 8,9 -,OOI -,O2O
CONTROL ANGLES M,R. COLL= 12,4 DEG HORIZ FIN= 8,9 DEG
AI" -.0 DEG T.R. COLE • 3,2 OEG
81- 5,4 DEG PEDAL PDS • 3,8 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -3.8 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH• ,66 CONTROL ALPHA- -9,2 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= .86 DELTA PSI= -.5 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= .47
•9R MAX-MACH= .79 ENGINE POWER- 537. KW • 720. HP
.qR MIN-_ACH= °40 THRUST FACTOR• ,724E+07 N = .163E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-EG .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 94 MU• .296 TOTAL CO" ,000330 AMB T_MP- 15.4 C • 5q,65 F
V• 129.5 KT MAST CQ = ,000299 TEMP IJ60= 28,7 C • 83.65 F
RUN NO. q CAN TEMP" 25,3 C " 77,61 F
NZ= 1,039 G OMEGA= 33,591 RADISEC
TIME 51321.13 CLP• .00519 RPM/324= ,990
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 {DEG) AO" 11.7 AI• -.2 81" 7. n PEAK-TO-PEAK= 14.5
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO• .3 AI• -1.3 BI- -.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 2,6
ROTOR LOADS {AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) (N-M/DEG| (N-MIDEG) (NIOEG) {N-MIDEG|
MEAN 37761. -2758, -7667, -3217, _ -740,
HARMONIC-I 4682./ -52.1 I037,1 -59.3 350.1 -54.5 3841,1 -_ 560.! -58.0
2 705.1 -56.4 223.1 -7.6 99.1 19.0 3710./ -55.? 322,1 -53.g
3 3417,I 27.8 851,I 28.8 248.1 41.2 376.1 -65,4 83,1 -17.9
4 837.1 -13.2 466.1 -13,1 299.I -24,2 645.1 70.6 94.1 26.1
5 648.1 17.8 208./ 64.1 142.1 57.1 456.1 14,8 100,1 36.8
6 948.! -30.7 563,1 -32.1 238.I -39.3 171.! -26,2 8.1 6.3
7 328.I -14.7 133,1 -,5 61.1 16.1 27.1 -71.3 7.1 -6,1
8 168,/ -42,7 78./ -31.3 37,1 -2,4 91.1 -74,6 7,1 61,3
9 128,1 22.2 217.1 8.4 91./ -9.2 90./ -,6 5.1 -40.5
10 151.1 -61.6 112.1 82.0 96.1 -84.4 56.1 -54,7 6,1 ii,5
ii 62,1 61.9 50,1 -,2 59.! 3,4 45,1 49.5 2,1 61,5
12 132,1 -35,3 27,1 26,0 26.1 9.5 44.1 -57.7 4./ 72.0
PEAK-TO-PEAK 18173. 4740, 1955, 13569. 1521.
BEAM ,174 BEAM .350 BEAM ,449 BEAM .606 BEAM ,803
_ {N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) {N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) {N-M/DEG)
MEAN -165, 21. -38. -297, -IB.
HARMONIC-I 1268,1 -67,6 583.1 -71.1 984,1 -70.0 514,! -73.8 206.1 81,5
2 680.1 -58.6 374./ --87.7 386,1 -8q.B 341,/ --RS,0 153,1 -57.9
3 277.1 38.2 33.1 -49.0 72.I 26,0 ]76,1 51.5 210,1 53,0
4 414./ 31.9 125.1 1.3 68.1 -23,7 89./ 22,7 154.1 -2.8
5 146.1 -40.0 I0.I 70,2 35.1 9.2 25,! -47.7 84.! 14.6
6 17./ 3,0 5.1 68.3 12.1 -57.0 9.! 67.8 35.1 84.5
7 20,1 -17.9 18.1 54.5 15,1 71.2 IO.I -26.g 35.1 -82,6
8 56,1 -84.5 8.1 -43.6 29.1 74.5 12.1 72.8 37.1 -82.8
q 28,1 -35.8 32,1 -1,3 14,1 -59.4 34,1 15.8 27./ 34.3
lO 34./ 71.4 18.1 -87.8 11.1 48.3 23.1 -67.8 20./ -66.9
11 14.1 64,0 16.1 47.0 4,1 -18,2 9.1 44.6 6,1 69.0
12 19.1 53.0 11./ 64.1 3,1 44.9 7.! 68.3 2.1 -29,8
PEAK-TO-PEAK 4276, 1786, 1724, 1691, 1121,
43
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... PADS PCM DATA
NO. 094 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 36022. N LOADED CG X- 5.04 M • lqB.6 IN
NO, 10 8099. LB Y= -.00 = -.0
51432.20 (SEC) Z= 1.84 • 77.3
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES • 2.56 KPA • 53.5 PSP
STATIC PRES= 83.5 KPA - 1743. PSF
AIRSPEED- 138.0 KT TOTAL TEMP• 291.0 DEG K - 523.8 DIG
MACH NO- .208 STATIC TEMP" 288.5 DEG K • 51q.3 DEG P
BODY ALPHA= -4.9 DEG DENSITY= 1.01 KGIM3 = .00196 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- .1DEG DENSITY ALT• 1985. M • 6513. FT
SONIC SPEED• 341.1 MISEC • lllq. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB. 51. MIMI_ - 169. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG tIN VEt CG tIN ACC HUB tIN VEt HUB tIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (M/S) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC2)
70.73 232.0 -.074 70.72 232.0 -.072 ROLL -.0 .007 .071
.13 .4 .Oil .14 .5 .026 PITCH -4.2 .001 -.011
-6.01 -19.7 -1.023 -6.01 -19.1 -I.023 YAW 30.0 .00[ -.028
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLt= 13.5 DEG HORIZ FIN- q.5 DEG
A1- -.3 DEG T.R. COLt- 3.5 DIG
Bl • 6.2 DEG PEDAL PDS" 4.2 DEG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -4.9 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH= .66 CONTROL ALPHA" -11.0 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .87 DELTA PSI= -.1 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH • .45
.qR MAX-MACHm .80 ENGINE POWER" 612. KW - 821. HP
.9R MIN-MACH= .38 THRUST FACTOR- .719E+07 N = .16_+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 94 MU" .316 TOTAL CQ" .OOOBBO AMB TEMP" 15.4 C • 99.63 F
V- 13B.0 KT MAST CQ = .000349 TFMP U6O" _8.9 ¢ - 84.02 F
RUN NO. I0 CAN T_MP m 24.6 C • 76.21 F
NZ" 1.023 G OMEGA" 83.459 RAD$SEC
TIME 51432.13 CLP" .00514 RPMI324- .986
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO" 12.7 AI• -.4 81" B.I PEAK-TO-PEAK- 16.5
TEETER ANG (DIG| AO" .3 AI- -1.5 BI" -.7 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 3.2
LOAOS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
{N/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 86010. -2388. -7511. -3642. -787.
HARMONIC-1 5744,1 -58.3 1335,/ -66.2 896,1 -59.4 4384o! -54.4 608.1 -56.6
2 1280.I -35,B 441.I -lO,B 137.I .I 3578./ -91.3 BSg./ -53.3
B BgB6./ 35.0 1004.! 37.6 306.1 46.1 874.1 -82.g gB./ -22.1
4 760.1 -14.4 45g,! -I0.7 296.1 -23.3 694.1 15.6 88.1 ZB.I
5 798./ 55.6 275.1 85.6 149,/ 71._ 56_.1 22,_ 120.1 3g.1
6 1020.1 -.2 620.1 -4.0 267.! -11.4 280.! -6.6 28.1 16.3
7 268.1 -37.8 124.! -9.i 38.1 -8.3 42.! 56.8 3.1 -7.3
B 255.1 74.5 240.I BB.7 142.1 76.8 g2.1 -74.9 6.1 85.8
9 73./ 22.0 27.1 56.2 36.1 27.9 91.I -58.7 6.! -24.5
IO I10.1 -30.2 124.1 -Bg.8 42.I 58.8 g6.1 -74.g 9.I -40.6
ii 59.1 -83.1 70.I -41.7 44.1 -21.7 43.1 15.8 7.1 -78.6
IZ 173.! 24.2 122.! 6.g II0.1 g.o 2.f 3g,l 5.1 -89.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 21516. 5818. 2322. 19525. _ 162g.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
(N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIOEG] (N-MIOEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN -58. 89. -18. -268. 7.
HARMONIC-I 1574.! -69.7 651.! -70.7 636.1 -69.? 567.1 -71.4 2BO.! 84.9
2 776.1 -58.7 404.( -88.6 417.1 87.6 897./ -Bg.6 195.1 -60.6
B 383.! 26.6 9.1 54.3 79.1 42.8 212.1 4g.4 247.1 4g.2
4 485.! 39.4 125.! 5.5 62.1 -29.1 qO.l 27.6 155.1 -2.2
9 162.1 -28.2 8.1 74.8 40.I -.2 2_.I -3_.4 gO./ 9.7
6 57.1 -21.8 14.1 20.0 21.1 -2_.2 lB.! 6q.6 27.1 --73.B
7 5,1 58.0 12.1 53.5 10.1 50,3 4,1 -19.6 26,/ 69.6
8 39.I 73.8 15.1 -81.4 23.I 67.3 6.1 -4.0 22.1 77.I
q 37.1 -48.5 28.1 -32.6 16.1 -57.4 27./ -]q.1 18.1 -.6
I0 42.1 77.5 28.1 -87.3 12.1 30.5 30.1 -76._ 2q.l FBq.q
11 B.I 75.4 7.1 54.3 5.1 -23.7 3. f 10.6 4.1 67.4
12 _5.1 45.5 9.1 42.9 9.1 6?,7 6.1 47.8 5.1 73.8
PEAK-TO-PEAK 5059. 1948. 1856. 1811. 1304.
44
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 094 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 35986. N LOADED CG X= 5.04 M • 198.6 IN
RUN NO, 11 8090. LB Y= -,OO • -,O
TIME 51521,80 (SEC) Z" 1,84 = 7_,3
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES" 3,05 KPA " 63,8 PSF
STATIC PRES • 83,4 KPA - 1743. PSF
T. AIRSPEED= 150,6 KT TOTAL TEMP" 291,6 DEGK " 524,9 DEG R
AIC MACH NO= ,227 STATZC TEMP" 288.6 DEGK • 519,5 DEC R
BODY ALPHA= -6,I DEG DENSITY= 1,01 KGIM3 • ,00196 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA = -,4 DEC DENSITY ALT= 1994, _ • 6542. FT
SONIC SPEED = 341.1 MISEC • 1119. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB= 44. MIMIN - 143, FPM
4=
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) {G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISFCI (RADISEC2)
X 77.02 252.7 -.I02 77,00 252.6 -.100 ROLL -1,5 ,005 -,045
Y -,55 -1.8 ,018 -.54 -2,8 ,009 PITCH -5,5 ,010 -.007
Z -8.20 -26.9 -1,047 -8,20 -26.9 -1.047 YAW 50,3 .005 -,008
CONTROL ANGLES M,R, COLL• 15,2 DEG HDRIZ FIN" 10.1DEG
A1 = -.8 DEG T.R, COLL" 4,0 DEG
81" 6.8 DEG PEDAL PDS • 4,6 DEC
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -6,1DEG
HOVER TIP MAcH, ,66 CONTROL ALPHA" -12.q DEC
TIP MAX-MACH- .89 DELTA PSI= ,4 DEC
TIP MIN-MACH= ,43
,qR MAX-MACH- ,82 ENGINE POWER= 753. KW • IOtO. HP
,9R MIN-MACH• ,37 THRUST FACTOR• .718E+07 N = ,161E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LnADS
FLIGHT NO, 94 MU- ,345 TOTAL CQ • ,000468 AM8 TEMP• 15.5 C • 59,87 F
V= 150,6 KT MAST CO= ,000428 TEMP U6O • 29,7 C = 85,_7 F
RUN NO, 11 CAN TEMP- 24,6 C " 76,21 F
NZ• 1,047 G OMEGA" 33,461 RADISEC
TIME 51521.65 CLP= ,00526 RPMI324• ,986
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEC) AO" 14.1 At" -I,0 B1= 9,3 PEAK-TO-PEAK, 19,0
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= ,3 Al" -1.3 BI" -1.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK" 3.2
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG _RACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(N/DEC) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 33670, -1849, -7335, -4320, -866,
HARMONIC-1 7818.1 -67.0 1932,1 -73,2 504,1 -65,9 5210of -53.6 688.1 -53.1
? 1302.1 -10,6 656.1 5,0 178,1 14.2 4060,1 -48,0 409,1 -56,0
3 5673,1 43,q 1430,1 45.6 472,1 47.4 393,1 86,8 111,1 -18.8
4 1067.1 -19,8 612,1 -21,7 350,I -32.7 747,1 83,1 77,1 24,6
5 700,/ 56.4 335,1 -84,9 175,/ 82,4 612,1 34,6 139,1 50,1
8 520,1 -49,9 250.1 -54,9 113,1 -63.2 291, f 18,8 31,1 47,0
7 358,1 55,8 229,1 62,3 97,1 57,0 42,1 61.6 10.1 -45,7
8 28.1 -11.0 66,/ -62.5 37,/ -81,7 50,1 -33.7 6,1 -71.1
9 150,I 66.3 57.1 69.7 46.1 31.3 78.1 -33,8 7.1 -37,3
10 162,/ -60.2 250./ -52.1 233./ -59,8 111°1 -69.1 14,1 -56,8
11 119,1 -39,5 96,1 -14,4 84,/ -30,2 22,1 29,1 4,1 55,4
12 140,t 67.2 39,1 53,5 53,1 40.7 13.1 -57,4 4,1 19,0
PEAK-TO-PEAK 27880, 7434, 2604, 17648° 1830,
BEA_ ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM °606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEC) (N-MIDFG) (N-MIDEG}
MEAN 185, 68, 2. -245. 43,
HARMDNIC-I 2063,I -71,1 752,1 -70,5 715,1 -68,3 635°! -69.8 288,1 87,8
2 882,1 -45,9 471,1 -87.6 489.1 87,3 416,1 88.6 181,1 --55.2
3 599,/ 25.4 30,/ -24,1 118.1 48,8 287,1 45,5 318,1 45°8
4 409,1 51,0 120,/ 10.0 64,/ -25.9 77.1 3B,O 129,I -4.2
5 143.1 -26,8 14,/ 43,3 42.1 -4,4 14,1 -43,q 95,1 5.7
6 85,1 -26,7 25,1 24°8 28,1 -22,4 20,1 85,3 31.1 -42.0
7 35,/ 76.2 8,1 -2.9 6.1 -81,0 9,1 -17,1 7,/ -72.7
37o/ 59,3 7,/ 75,8 17./ 50,1 4,1 33,5 20.1 74.0
9 31,1-57.5 22,1 -16.5 12,1 -66,3 23,1 ,9 15,1 43,5
10 33,/ 70,5 21.1 80,5 15.1 33,5 27,1 -85.7 21.1 -69,5
11 13,1 -72.2 4,1 -30,2 10,1 56,6 4,/ -52°4 1.1 63°3
12 35.1 57,4 9,1 41,9 9°1 68.8 11°1 56.8 6,1 -89.5
PEAK-TO-PEAK 6390° 2211, 2139, 2037° 1534.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG P_bq P_M BATA_
FLIGHT NO, 096 AIRCRAFT IDTAL WT " 36810. N LOADED CG x- 5,63 M - 198,0 IN
NO. 2 8276. LB Y- -.00 • -,0
48669,60 |SEC) Z- 1,83 • 72.1
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 0,00 KPA - 0.0 PSF
STATIC PRES- 101,3 KRA • 2117, PSF
AIRSPEED- 0.0 KT TOTAL TEMP- 296,4 DEG K - 533,5 DEG R
MACH NO- O,O00 STATIC TEMP- 296.4 DEG K • 533,5 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- 9.1 DEG DENSITY- 1.19 KGIM3 - .00231 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETAI 23.9 DEG DENSITY ALT, 289. M - 948, FT
SONIC SPEED- 349.7 M/SEC : 1134, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- O. MfMIN • O, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PDS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FP$) (G| (MIS) (FPS) (G) (bEG) (RADISEC) (RAD/SEC2}
O.OO 0.0 -.003 0.00 0.0 -,003 _nLL .5 .021 .021
0.00 0,0 -.011 0.00 0,0 -,007 PITCH -.9 -,002 -,001
0.00 0,0 -1,022 0.00 0.0 -1.022 YAW 34_,3 ,001 .028
CONTROL ANGLES M,R, COLL- 11.6 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6,3 DEG
AX m -2,1DEG T,R, COLL- 9.5 DFG
BI= -i.I DEG PEDAL POS=' q,8 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 3,0 D_G HUBHEIGHT= 3.2 R
HOVER TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA, i.I bEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .66 DELTA PSI- 0,3 D=G
TIP MIN-MACH- ,66
,9R MAX-MACH- ,59
•9R MIN-MACH- .59 THRUST FACTOR: .868E+_7 _ : ,195E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... ROTOR OERFORMANC_ AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 95 MU-O,O00 T_TAL CQ- ,000348 AMB TEMP- 23,2 C - 73.,79 F
V- 0,0 KT MAST C0, ,000295 TEMP U60:28,6 C = 83,44 F
RUN NO. 2 CAN TEMP- 35.4 C • 95,72 F
NZ--I,O22 G OMEGA- 33.905 RAD/SF_
TIME 48669,45 CLP- .00424 RPMI324- .999
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO: I0,I Al= -1,q B]= -,5 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 3.7
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO- .3 Al= I,I 81- -1,3 PEAK-TO-PEAK, 3.1
LOADS {AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(N/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/D_G) (N/DEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 38249. -2409, -6404, -2975. -714,
HARMDN/C-I I057./ 27,3 '347./ 50.2 137.1 82,8 938,/ -47.7 21.l -61.5
2 659.1 -36.3 239,1 -46,9 134,/ -63.4 731.1 34.0 75,1 48.5
3 820,I -45.6 149,1 -55.7 38,1 50,9 198,1 -69.1 21.1 3.7
4 Bg4./ -_B.8 206,1 -35,7 98,I -29,7 146.1 -15,4 35,I -16,4
5 255,I 23.7 113./ 54,1 45,1 79,6 152.1 -81,1 26,1 -66,0
6 344./ -31.7 260,1 -36.5 112.1 -44.6 I2B./ -22,6 24,/ -9.0
7 269,1 63.3 172./ 26,4 60.1 16.8 23.1 47.7 0,1 -46.3
8 145./ -78.5 86.1 -68.2 22,1 86.8 17./ 37.3 8./ -76.9
9 121,1 -29.7 57,1 3.4 37,1 -41,3 15./ 42,9 3,1 -27,1
LO 71,I -38,6 74,1 -73,1 47,1 -34,6 38,1 -62,0 5,1 67,4
11 68.1 -29.0 37°I 70,6 24,/ -B4.q Ig,I 69,6 3,1 38,7
12 70,I -7.8 30.I 69.8 38,1 58,9 17.1 75.0 2,1 72,7
PEAK-TO-PEAK 4461, 1778, 998, 3131, 300.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803 ..
(N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DFG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -B. 20[. 143. -50. 142°
HARMONIC-I 109,I -38,9 49,I -9,1 54,I -q,7 q7.I -26,7 91.I -55.0
2 127,1 32.7 93,/ -17,1 115.1 -24,3 143.1 -29.9 101./ 14513
3 179,/ -47,2 76./ -55.6 64,/ -54,8 51,/ -85,5 40,/ 33.5 }l,
4 133.1 -14.4 33,/ -25,9 13,1 -43,3 32.1 30,5 36,/ 20.8
5 36,/ 88,2 5.1 34,0 7,/ -3q,8 5.1 -61,9 12./ -35.9
6 1B,l 8,8 7.1 -82,0 9,/ -46,2 3,/ -,6 22,/ -79.6
7 15,1 18.1 8.1 -33.8 8,1 -49.7 3.1 -50.4 10,/ 52.2
8 9,I 82.2 2,1 -88.2 5,1 63,1 2,1 -27.1 I0,I -58,5
9 13,1 -53.1 I0,I -51.8 b,l -_B.O °,I -43,1 7,I -37,7
I0 25,/ 76,6 6,1 -26,7 7,I 69,5 5.1 -40.8 8.1 -15,7
il i0,I -22.7 7,1 52,5 4,1 -63,9 8.1 36,5 7.1 60,3
12 20,1 31,i 5.1 19,7 7,1 -18,1 9,1 24,4 '5,1 9.7
PEAK-TO-PEAK 936. 367, 349. 458. 446,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 095 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 35714. N LOADED CG X• 5,04 M • 198,5 IN
RUN NO, 14 8029, LB Y- -,00 = -,0
TIME 50390.40 (SEC) Z- 1.84 • 72.3
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1,68 KPA • 35,0 PSF
STATIC PRES- 86,0 KPA = 1797. PSF
T. AIRSPEED• I09,7 KT TOTAL TEMP" 287.8 DEG K - 518.1 DEG R
AIC MACH NO• ,166 STATIC TEMP- 286,2 DEG K • 515,2 DEG R
BODY ALPHA• 3,8 OEG DENSITY" 1.05 KGIM3 • .00203 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA- -4.1 bEG DENSITY ALT• 1603. M = 5258, FT
SONIC SPEED" 339.7 M/SEC • 1115* FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -754, M/MIN • -2474, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG tIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES _NG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (H/S) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
X 56.16 184.2 -,064 55.80 183.1 -,OSO ROLL -66.3 -.018 .ZO7
Y -4.05 -13.3 ,049 -4.08 -13.4 ,Oq8 PITCH -7.6 ,172 -oOTO
Z 3.76 12.3 -I,557 3.76 12,3 -1,551 YAW 38,8 -,165 -,029
CONTROL ANGLES M.R, COLt= 10,7 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.4 DEG
At- .2 DEG T.R. CDLL" 2.2 DEG
81" 2,9 DEG PEDAL POS" 3.% DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 3.9 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH= ,68 CONTROL ALPHA" 1.0 DEG
TIF MAX-MACH- .85 DELTA PSI" 4,2 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- .51
,9R MAX-MACH= ,78 ENGINE POWER= 369. KW • 495, HP
,gR MIN-MACH- .45 THRUST FACTOR- ,790E+07 N = .178E.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. q5 MU- ,244 TOTAL CQ= .OOOZO2 AMB TEMP- 13,1 C = 55,55 F
V- 10q,7 KT MAST C0= ,000180 TEMP U6O, 26.5 C • 79,76 F
RUN NO, 14 CAN TEMP" 21.8 C • 71.32 F
_Z= 1.551 G OMEGA- 34,473 RADISEC
TIME 50390,27 CLP= °00703 RPMI326= 1.016
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO" q.7 A1• -.q BI= 3.9 PEAK-TO-PEAK" 8.4
TEETER ANG |DEG) AO" ,O AI= -I,2 B1" ,9 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2,8
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
{NIDEG) IN-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 45039, -3622. -8154, -1768. -608,
HARMONIC-I 8227.1 12,6 182g,/ 16.0 547.1 12.7 2375,1 -22,6 381.1 -46,g
2 715.1 26,5 267,1 -89,2 155,/ 64,4 1444,1 -7.5 140,1 14°7
3 2476.1 70,3 583,/ 76,2 165,1 -83.8 295.1 84,6 70./ 50,2
l_ 384,1 -81,6 318,1 79,5 278,/ 60,3 429.1 -19,7 55,1 -72.4
5 603.1 11,1 156,1 -8.4 19.1 72.9 251,1 -31.9 120,1 -1.9
6 1436,1 10.5 860.1 1.8 349.1 -4,3 232.1 -65.8 46.1 -58,9
7 315.1 26.1 194.1 72.4 128./ 7q.1 224,1 -86,4 14,1 .7
8 201ol 88,7 93,1 -70,4 38,1 -52,5 47, I 3,5 12,1 40,6
q 11q,I 71,8 107,/ -52,6 4q.I -61,3 94,1 -6.7 1.1 19.0
lO 48.1 -3,9 83.1 7.7 41,1 16.9 67.1 -81.7 8.1 -76.3
11 27,1 19.3 27,1 -41,6 21ol -3,4 18,1 -79,4 2,1 -8,4
12 21q. I 21.8 53.1 24.6 71,1 12.4 34./ 28.9 8.1 -85,3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 1872q, 5615, 2191, 7652. q95°
BEAM ,174 BEAM .350 BEAM ,449 BEAM .606 BEAM ,803
-- (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 114. 4, -121, -427, -298,
HARMONIC-1 842,1 -g,7 428,1 -50,3 459,1 -56,1 455.1 -61,1 28q_I -86.3
2 338°! -15.8 237°1 -52.6 276.1 -52.1 268,1 -56.2 q6,1 -77°5
3 69,/ -44,2 46,1 34,0 58.1 76,0 79,1 -88.0 104,1 -79.6
4 376,1 -81,8 125.1 78,8 65.1 77.8 88.I -89._ 158,1 70,8
5 1_0.1 2q.7 42,1 -5,5 35.1 -64,9 49.1 15.g 68.1 -24.6
6 116.1 -17.1 21,1 -47.2 9,1 -50.9 22.1-41,4 42.1 15,0
7 136,1 -74,1 42,/ -66,4 6q,I -60,6 7,1 8,7 75,1 -22,8
8 30,1 -80,8 4,1 -16.8 15,1 -34,5 3,/ 31,7 24,1 11,1
9 39,1 -23,9 32./ 10,2 14,1 -b4,2 34./ 18,6 34,1 39.0
10 1B,l 47.9 8,1 83.8 3,1 -69,2 12.1 -77.8 12.1 -87.3
11 20.1 -57.9 L.I 34.5 9,1 -30,7 3.1 57.5 13.1 38.8
12 49.1 73.1 13.1 -88.3 26,1 45,2 18.1 86.7 8.1 -36.6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 3021, 1385, 1441, 1348. I13q,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OATA AH-1G PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 095 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 35631. N LOADED CG X= 5.04 M = ig8.5 IN
NO. 16 8010. L8 Y= -.00 = -.0
50536.70 {SFC) Z= 1,84 = 72,4
AFROOYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.73 KPA - • 36,1 PSF
STATIC PRES- 85,3 KPA = 1782. PSF
AIRSPEED= lll,g KT TOTAL TEMP= 287,9 DEG K = 518.3 DEG R
MACH NO= .170 STATIC TEMP- 286.3 DEG K = 515.3 DEG R
BODY ALPHA= 2,1 DEG DENSITY= 1,04 KG/M3 - ,00202 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA= 1,5 DEG DENSITY ALT, 1692. M = 5550, FT
SONIC SPEED- 339,8 MISEC = 1119. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -394. MIMIN = -1293, FPM
9
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG,RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) {FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG| (RADISEC| (RADiSEC2)
57°52 188.7 -,056 57,22 187,7 -,034 ROLL 44.4 ,018 -.004
1,50 4,9 -,009 1.53 5.0 -.014 PITCH -4.0 .1Aft -.i07
2,08 6.8 -1,499 2.09 6.9 -1,495 YAW 65.4 .II0 ,012
CONTROL ANGUES M,R° COLL- 10.9 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7,5 DEG
AI- .6 DEG T,R, COLL- i,I DEG
B1= 3.2 DEG PEDAL POS- 1.5 DEG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= 2,1 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .68 CONTROL ALPHA- -i,i DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= ,88 DELTA PSI= -I,5 DEG
TI p MIN-MACH- ,51
,9R MAX-MACH- ,78 ENGINE POWER- 351. KW = 471. HP
,gR MIN-MACH= ,44 THRUST FACTOR= ,7871+07 N = .1771+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE A_D LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 95 _U= .249 TOTAL CQ= ,000192 AM8 TEMP" 13.1C = 55.65 F
V= lll.g KT MAST CO= .000171 TEMP U60= 25.9 C " 78.59 F
RUN NO. 16 CAN TEMP- 21.5 C • 70.62 F
NZ= 1.4q5 G OMEGA= 34.553 RADISEC
TIME 50536,55 CLP= .00678 RPMI324= 1,018
ANGLFS THETA 3/4 (DEG) AO= I0,0 At= .0 BI- 4,5 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 9.6
TEETER ANG (bEG) AO= ,1 AI= -i.0 BI= ,7 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2.4
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 45011. -3788° -8158. -2121, -633.
HARMDNIC-I 5636.1 -16.3 1121.I -14.6 332.1 -15.8 2741,1 -50,8 470,I -60,6
2 1707.1 34.2 493.1 3°3 71,1 -53.4 1731,1 -45.4 149,1 -19.1
3 2301,I 27,2 570.I 32.0 138,1 37.0 310,1 52,1 79.I 21.8
4 784,/ 61.4 400./ 58,4 254,/ 39.9 696./ -69,7 71.1 84.8
5 729,1 2,6 112°/ 5,5 52.1 33.2 255,1 71,4 82.1 -50.4
6 1428.I -57.0 853.1 -58.5 348./ -64.5 158.I -74,6 29.I 86.0
7 252./ -63.2 II0.I -I,6 82,1 10.2 I16.1 18,i I0.I -42,5
8 95,1 58,5 I19,I 45,8 49,1 44,7 25,1 -63.2 15.1 -55.0
9 49,/ -64,3 I08./ -28.3 65.1 -°6 112,1 -66.0 5.1 -52.3
IO I12.1 45,0 72,1 60,0 23./ 20.4 52,1 34.3 II.! 67.3
II 45.1 -62.5 16.1 -40.3 47.1 -53.5 13.1 37.4 5,1 17.0
12 I00,I -46,_ 16.I 38.9 23,1 -1.9 35,1 03.7 2,1 -4,9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 15199, _329, 1943, 8935, 1202,
BEAM *i74 BFAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
(N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M#DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEaN I0. -21, -137o -440. -293.
HARMONIC-I 686,1 -47.6 439./ -68.6 472.1 -71.5 459,I -74,4 257,1 -89,0
2 388,1 -63,8 288,1 -76.1 343,I -72.6 325,1 -73.2 138,1 -75.4
3 84.1 -79,4 50,1 -13.8 60°I 33,7 94,/ 54°9 I15.1 60.2 _,
4 512,1 79.9 145.1 55.7 69.I 40.0 117.1 74.1 182.I 55.2
5 185.1 2,6 25.1 -26.7 45.1 46.4 53,1 -7.5 52./ 81.9
6 104.1 -66.9 13.1 -71,6 3.1 51.0 15.1 -68,2 35,1 -30.6
7 135,1 39,I 44.1 40.8 69,1 45,9 5,1 -62_9 78,I 85.4
8 53.1 2,0 6,1 8,5 23,1 30,9 7,I -76,4 31.1 87,5
9 53.1 -75,9 40.1 -66.8 9,I -7"5.0 44./ -63,g 39,/ -54.3
I0 20.I -68,6 15.I -.8 3.1 29,8 12.1 12.2 15./ 24.0
Ii 19.I 60,2 7.! 5.4 11.1 62.4 9./ 18.1 9.1 4.7
12 28.I -49,3 7.1 -11,3 20,1 -87°2 7,1 -42.8 0,I 88,0
PEAK-TO-PEAK 3018. 1458, 1518, 1596, 1211.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 095 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 35631, N LOADED CG X= 5,04 M = 198,5 IN
NO, 17 8011, LB Y= -,00 = -,0
TIME 50544,20 (SEC) Z- 1,84 = 72,4
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES" 1,64 KPA = 34,2 PSF
STATIC PRES= 85,8 KPA - 1791, PSF
T, AIRSPEED- 108,6 KT TOTAL TEMP- 287,7 DEG K = 517,9 DEG R
A/C MACH NO= .165 STATIC TEMR- 286,2 DEG K l 515,1 DEG R
BODY ALPHA= 3,I DEG DENSITY- 1,04 KG/M3 = .00203 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA= ,8 DEG DENSITY ALT- 1633. M = 5358, FT
SONIC SPEED" 339,7 M/SEC • 1114, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -541. M/MIN = -I775. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (MIS} (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAOISEC) (RADISEC2)
X 55,77 183,0 -,071 55,45 181,9 -,068 ROLL 55,5 ,022 ,087
Y .78 2,6 -.004 .82 2.7 .010 PITCH -6.9 _:SQ -.016
7 3,05 i0,0 -I,611 3,06 10,0 -I,606 YAW 157,3 _25 -,032
CONTROL ANGLES M,R, CQLL- 10,9 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7,3 DEG
AI- ,4 DEG T,R, COLL- ,9 DEG
BI- 2,5 DEG PEDAL POS- I,I DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA, 3.2 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- ,68 CONTROL ALPHA- ,6 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,85 DELTA PSI- -,8 OEG
TIP MIN-MACH- ,52
•9R MAX-MACH- ,78 ENGINE POWER- 338, KW - 453, HP
,9R MIN-MACH= ,45 THRUST FACTOR= ,794E+07 N - ,17%E.07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 95 MU, ,241 TOTAL CO= ,000183 AMB TEMP= 13,0 C - 55,44 F
V- 108,6 KT MAST CO, ,000162 TEMP U6O- 25,9 C - 78.61 F
RUN NO, 17 CAN TEMP= 21,5 C = 70,62 F
NZ= 1,606 G OMEGA- 84,624 RAD/SEC
TIME 50544,05 CLP= ,00722 RPMI324- 1.020
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 (DEG) AO= 9.9 AI- -,3 BI- 3.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 7.7
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= ,I AI= -,7 BI= ,8 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 2,0
ROTOR LOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD °449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(N/DEG) (N-M/DEG) ' (N-M/DEG) (NIOEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 45612, -3828. -8118, -1835o -603,
HARMONIC-1 6583,1 -,4 1433,! 4.5 386,/ ,I 2300,I -qi,3 409,1 -60,3
2 921.I -63.4 523,1 -54,2 168,1 88.5 967,1 -44,9 89.1 -8,9
3 2777.1 43.7 676.1 48.3 155.1 62.9 284.1 66,4 70.1 24,5
4 696,! 52,8 443.1 57,4 291./ 43.3 579./ -50.5 76.1 -88,0
5 814,1 -32.7 243,# -51.4 44./ -33.3 152,1 87,7 77.1 -35.8
6 1600.I -49.4 1037.1 -56.2 430./ -59,1 308.1 77.7 60./ 78,2
7 535,/ -66.7 167./ -8.1 I12,/ 20.8 190,1 42&6 13.1 -39,6
8 350./ 63,0 195./ 51.8 57./ 47.8 85,/ -49.0 15.1 -31,4
9 215./ 70.6 102./-71.9 32,1 -20.9 84,/ --50.1 1.1 44,6
I0 77,/ 74,9 119./ -75,4 82./ -77.1 67./ 53,2 9./ 60,6
11 85./ 79,6 99,! 82,7 61./ 84.8 15.1 -84.3 5.1 47,8
12 317,/ 85,5 25,/ 66,9 32,/ 175.3 39°/ -27,6 5.1 -17.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 16520, 6355o 2474. 6544, lOll,
BEAM ,I74 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM .b06 BEAM .803
(N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 157. 12. -116. -429. -333.
IHARMnNIC-I 648,/ -25,1 400,/ -64,1 436,1 -68,9 454,/ -69,4 286,/ -84,3
2 202./ -48,5 230o/ -70,7 289./ -67.4 276,/ -68.8 135,/ -75.6
3 84,1 -24,0 68,1 16,1 73,1 47,9 74,/ 57,7 94,/ 73,0
4 427,/ 86,2 129./ 63,6 70,/ 54,0 i08,1 81.0 165,1 60,3
5 134./ -7.5 31,/ -23,0 24./ 76.0 45./ -16.3 54./ -70,9
6 145./ -76.2 17./ -80.5 19,/ 44,2 30,/ 81.7 46,/ -1.8
7 178,/ 64.4 49,/ 58,9 76,/ 70.1 7,/ -33.5 82,/ -82,9
8 62,/ 54,9 2,/ II,6 19,1 73,9 9,1 35.0 27,/ 79.3
9 27.1 -65,2 31,/ -65,4 11,/ 37.3 31,11 -67.7 31,1 -59,6
I0 15./ 4.8 5.1 6.4 6.1 15.5 5./ -10,4 5./ -47.8
Ii 29,/ 42,9 6,/ -24,6 8,/ 84,9 9,I -25,2 15./ -44,1
12 35o/ -39,2 10,/ 7,2 25,/ -42,2 9,/ 1,8 7,/ -89,8
PEAKITO-PEAK 2866, 1308. 1418. 1417. 1212,
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hASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G PAD_ PCM DAT_
FLIGHT NO. 095 AIRCRAFT TOTAL NT • 34540. N LOADED CG X= 5,04 M = i98.4 IN
RUN NO. 32 7765. LB Y= -,h . -.0
TIME 52256,80 (SEC} Z- 1.85 • 72.8
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STAT6 DYNAMIC PRES= 0.00 KPA = O,O PSF
STATIC PRES- 101.6 KPA = 2121, PSF
T, AIRSPEED, 0,0 KT TOTAL TEMP= 296,7 DEG K = 534,1 DEG P
AIC MACH NO= 0,000 STATIC TEMP= 296.7 DEG K = 334,1 OEG R
BODY ALPHA- -3.4 DEG DENSITY- 1.19 KG/M3 = .00231 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA- -5.B DEG DENSITY ALT, 280, M • 920. _T
SONIC SPEED= 345,9 MISEC = 1135o _PS
RATE OF CLIMB- O, MtMIN • O. _PM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXI_ AN_ PDS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS} (FPS) (G) (HIS) (FPS) (G) (D_G} (RAD/SEC} (RADISEC2)
X O,O0 0,0 .012 0,00 O,O ,013 POll -1,3 ,026 -,013
Y 0,00 0,0 ,029 0,00 0,0 ,027 PITCH 1,4 -,013 -,002
Z 0,00 0,0 -i,010 0,00 0.0 -I.010 YAW 30.2 -,028 -,092
CONTROL ANGLES M,R. CGLL- II,O DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.4 DEG
AI= -i,9 DEG T.R, CGLL- 9,0 DEG
BI= -,3 DEG PEDAL POS= 8,9 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- n,g DEG HUB HEIGHT = 3.2 R
HOVER TIP MACH= .65 CONTROL ALPHA- .3 DFG
TIP MAX-MACH= ,65 DELTA PSI= Q,O DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= ,65
,OR MAX-MACH= .59
,9R MIN-MACH= ,59 THRUST FACTOR= ,q38_+07 N = .193E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... ROTOR PEPF_RMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 95 MU=O.OOO TOTAL CQ= .000328 AMB TEMP= 23.6 C = 74.47 F
V= 0.0 KT MAST CQ= .000277 TEMP U60. 33.3 C 92.03 FRUN NO. 32 •
NZ=-I,O, IO G OMEGA=33.61.8 RADISEr _AN TEMP= 29.6 C = B5,30 F
TIME 52256.65 CLP= ,00403 RPMI324- ,991
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG} AO= 9.6 AI- -1.7 31= .3 PEAK-TO-PEAK. 3.5
TEETER ANG (DEG| AO= .2 AI= .0 31= -.8 PEAR-TO-PEAK= 1.4
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE} DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(N/OEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG} (N/DEG) (N-MID,G)
MEAN 37852. -2248. -7371. -2808. -702.
HARMONIC-I 3503.1 4,5 1046,1 1.6 439,1 4,9 q75,/ 86,8 20,1 -65.9
2 736,1 -26,1 170,/ -26,7 45,/ -86,0 254,1 -31,2 13,/ 85,3
3 499,I 32,7 126.1 49,1 55,/ 69,0 7_,I -39,3 47,1 78,6
4 283.2 -37,8 I09o/ -71,5 48,1 79,8 97,/ -64,7 3,/ -13,1
5 276,/ -28.1 I05,/ -27,7 65,1 -11,2 ]57,1 -21,4 22./ 4,1
6 286,1 -3i.b 231,1 -36,1 80,I -39.8 80,/ -18,5 14,/ -22,8
7 96,/ -50,3 79,1 -46,8 30,I -77,1 31,I 19,2 6,/ -26,3
32,/ 1,2 54,/ -44,8 31./ -]0,2 38,/ 40,8 5,/ -4,6
9 42,1 -47,0 60,/ -13,3 19,I -[5,7 17,/ -44,8 4,/ 33,0
i0 71,1 -23,2 60,/ 41,9 55,1 46,9 27,/ -4,9 4,/ 65.I
Ii 23,/ -33,4 28,1 72.0 28,/ 70,7 _5,1 -55,I 4,/ 66,1
12 7.9,/ 89,4 57,1 -88,6 54,/ -89,I 24,1 54.7 4,1 -5,4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 832t, 2588, 1173. 2153. 142,
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 REAM ,6Oh BEAM .803
(N-M/DEG} {N-MIDEG) (N-M/DFG) (N-M/DEG} (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -_8, 216. 165, -32, 373,
HARMONIC-I 248,/ 8,9 43.1 62,8 81,I 36,8 166o/ 21.4 186,I II,I
2 87,1 -2,I 29,/ 48.5 37,1 64,_ 55.1 62.6 69o1 55.6
3 37,1 -3,2 31,I 7,4 28,I 31,0 _6,1 54,9 46,1 66,9
4 70,/ 87,_ 27,1 70,3 14,1 76,2 I0,1 -78,2 28,/ -79,2
5 i06,/ -33,0 16,/ -76,4 14,1 7,2 26,/ -32,2 5./ -87,8
6 36,/ -82,2 b,l -73,8 13,1 -64,1 I0,1 -89,2 23.1 -60,7
7 36,I -II,I i0,1 -32,5 16,1 -36,2 3,1 -45,3 21,1 -15,6
8 21,1 -3,3 7,/ -21,0 I0,/ -28,I 6./ 25,6 6,/ -36.0
9 12,/ 51,7 4,1 -80,2 2,1 -86,9 4,/ -59,3 3,/ 11,5
I0 IB,/ -67,5 4,/ i0,0 2,/ -83,5 6,/ -14,7 8,/ ii,7
II 15,/ -61,8 9,/ -39,9 0,/ 2,8 g,/ -57,0 6,/ -36,7
12 19,/ -28,3 9,/ -34,1 7,/ -27,7 6,/ -27,7 6,/ -17,2
PEAK-TO-PEAK 689, 237, 272, 476, 550,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 095 AIRCRAFT TOIAL WT " 34631. N LOADED CG X- 5°04 M • 198,4 IN
RUN NO, 32 7786. LB Y= -,00 • -,0
\ TIME 52258.20 (SECT Z- 1.85 " 72,7
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 0.00 KPA • 0.0 PSF
STATIC PRES- 101o6 KPA = 2121. PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 0.0 KT TOTAL TEMP- 297.0 DEG K - 534.5 DEG R
AIC MACH NO" 0.000 STATIC TEMP- 297.0 DEG K - 534.5 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- 19.9 DEG DENSITY- 1,19 KGIM3 • .00231 SLUGIFT3_
BODY BETA• 9,1 DEG DENSITY ALl= 287, M • 943, FT
+,_ SONIC SPEED- 346,0 MISEC • 1135, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- O. MIMIN = O. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CGLIN VEL CGLIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
.... (M/S) (FPS) (G) (HIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
X O.O0 0.0 .OO6 0.00 0.0 -.004 POLL -.7 -.011 .043
Y 0.00 O.O .014 0.00 O.O .023 PITCH .4 .010 .049
Z O.OO O.O -I°019 0,00 O.O -I.019 YAW 27.1 -.034 -.015
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. DOLL- 11°0 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.4 DEG
A1- -i.7 DEG T.R. COLL- 8.2 DEG
BI= -,4 DEG PEDAL POS= 8,9 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 0.0 DEG HUB HEIGHT = 3.2 R
HOVER TIP MACH- .65 CONTROL ALPHA- .4 DEG
z
TIP MAX-MACH- .65 DELTA PSI- 0.0 D_G
TIP MIN-MACH- .65
.9R MAXmMACH- .59
•9R MIN-MACH- .59 THRUST FACTOR- .863E+07 N • .19_E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERPnRMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 95 MU'OoOO0 TOTAL CO- .000308 AMB TEMP- 23°8 C - 74.87 F
V. 0.0 KT MAST CO- .000262 TEMP U6O- 33.4 C " 92.03 F
RUN NO. 32 CAN TEMP- 29.6 C - 85.30 F
NZ--I.019 G OMEGA. 33,726 RADISEC
TIME 52258.07 CLP- .00601 RPM/324= .996
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 9.7 AI= -I.5 _1" .3 PEAK-TO-PEAKs 3.5
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= .3 AI= .4 BI. -.3 PEAK-TO-PEAK= .9
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(N/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (NIDEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 38686. -2937. -7956. -2970. -706.
HARMONIC-1 3690./ -7.2 1153.1 -11.5 441./ -12.3 886ol 78.4 36.1 -13.2
2 772,1 1,3 190,/ -2,7 7,1 47,2 186,1 -47.0 22,1 -10,0
3 1967./ -85.7 560.1 -67,5 138./ 75.2 220,/ -18,1 54,1 -BB,2
4 214.1 2.9 263o/ 21.8 172.1 11.3 351.1 58.5 37.1 97.2
5 230.I -°8 77.1 8.9 17.I 1.1 39.I 76.1 3.1 65.3
6 154,1 -15,3 76,/ -27,_ 33,1 -47,1 ql.I 46,1 lO./ 56,3
7 165./ 33.2 113./ 64.0 52.1 60.6 9./ -44,0 5./ 85.6
B 162,1 ,1 108.1 4,0 55.1 -12,4 47,1 62.0 4.t 51.6
9 112,/ 65,9 62,/ 62,1 51°/ 84,9 22,1 -75.9 3,1 -53,0
10 35,/ 86,7 146,1 45,4 99./ 41,1 38.1 -20,9 5,1 4,7
11 34,1 14,0 15,1 -55.5 15,1 -5,5 17./ 15,0 3,1 -80.8
12 31,/ -46,6 20./ 3.9 31.1 -25.4 23./ 45.9 3.1 49,4
PEAK-TO-PEAK I1649. 3772. 1491. 2490. 258.
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,649 BEAM .606 BEAM .803
(N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN -67. 212, 168, 125. 371.
HARMDNIC-I 267.1 -g.B fi3.1 64.1 86.1 30.0 175.1 6.4 162.1 -9.6
_~ Z 49,/ .9 10.I 57.5 IB./ 58.0 42.I 66.q 74.1 25.3
3 118,1 -%9,0 74,1 -BO,B 76,1 -88,5 BO°l 81,0 56ol 30,2
4 307.1 30.9 94.1 21.5 36./ 26.5 56.1 31.1 85.1 13.3
5 65.1 80,2 6,/ 66,7 10,1 -87,8 27./ 74,4 11./ 62,7
6 31,/ 20,3 7.1 -81,2 9,1 53,4 2.1 39.2 11./ -34,8
7 iO.I 56,8 2.1 -89.5 6,1 88,6 5,1 31,1 6.1 65,5
B 28./ 68.8 i0.I 67.3 12.I 59.6 B.l 87.6 12.1 16.9
9 22.1 51,9 13,/ 71,1 8./ 49,9 14,/ 174,9 14.1 -76,1
lO 25°1 -7°4 8°1 .3 1,1 -72.4 9.1 5,3 14.1 35.4
ii 11.1 1,4 4,/ -18,i 4.1 -57.1 3,/ -35.0 2,/ -89.3
12 IO.l Ii.2 4.1 7.2 6.1 -73.5 7,1 6.8 2./ -53.9
PEAK-TO-PEAK I180. 341. 350. 575. 573.
Pl
NASA LANGLEY FLIGtt1 DATA AH-1G .... PAO_ PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO. 096 AIRCRAFT TOIAL wT - 36791. N LOADED CG X- 5.03 M = 198.0 IN
NO. 2 8271. LB y= -.00 = -.0
420_4.80 (SEC) Z- 1.83 = 72.1
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- O.OD KPA = 3.0 PSF
STATIC PRES- 101.9 KPA - 21_B. PSF
AIRSPEED- O.O KT TOTAL TEMP- 294.7 DEG K • 530.5 bEG R
MACH NO= 0.000 STATIC TEMP= 294.7 DIG K - 530.5 DIG R
BODY ALPHA- -17.i DIG D_NSI3Y. 1.20 KG/M3 = .00234 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA- 1.0 DEG DENSITY ALT. 176. M • 578. FT
SONIC SPEED= 344.7 M/SEC • 1131. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- O. MIMIN • O. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CGLIN VEL CGLIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXI_ ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS} (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RADISEC2)
0.00 0.0 -.012 O.O0 0.0 -.015 RnLL .4 .006 .040
0.00 0.0 .010 0.00 0.0 .018 PITCH -.3 -.000 .016
0.00 O.O -1.018 0.00 0.0 -l.01B YAW 68.3 .016 -.055
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- 11.9 DEG HORIZ FIN= 6.3 DEG
A1 = -2.4 DEG T.R. CDLL- 10.3 bEG
BI= -1.7 DEG PEDAL POS= 10.0 DIG
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- 0.0 DEG HUB HEIGHT= 3.2 R
HOVER TIP MACH= .65 CONTROL ALPHA- 1.7 DIG
TIP MAX-MACH= ,65 DELTA PSI= 0.0 DIG
TIP MIN-MACH- .65
.9R MAX-MACHo .59
•gR MIN-MACH= .59 THRUST FACTOR= .866E.07 N = .195E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 96 MU-O.O00 TOTAL CO" .000371 AMB TEMP= 21.6 C = 70.88 F
V= O.O KT MAST CO- .000310 TEMP U60- 24.9 C = 76.87 F
RUN NO. Z CAN TBMP= 3Z.7 C = go.B6 F
NZ=-I.OI8 G OMEGA- 33.594 RADISFC
TIME 42084.6_ CLP= .00425 RPMI324- ,g90
ANGLES THETA 3/4 (DEG) AO= 10.4 AI= -2.0 BI= -1.0 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 4.6
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= .3 A1- 1.3 BI- -1.4 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 3.6
LOADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSINN .449
(N/DEG| (N-M/DIG) (N-M/DEG) (N/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 3609g. -1854. -5851. -3045. -727.
HARMDNIC-I 962.I -67.8 360.I -76.5 91.1 -8_.I 11_7.1 _46.8 9./ -25.g
2 14g.1 -86.6 58.1 -BB.7 2B.l 33.7 523.1 23.4 39.1 32.1
3 1161.I -23.5 285.1 -30.4 68.1 -52.8 234.1 -52.7 15.1 21.4
4 361.1 62.9 268.I 42.2 168.1 84.1 221,/ 21.4 48ol 21.0
5 243.1 -50,3 I12.1 -41,3 34,1 -41.5 IbB,/ -67,6 39,1 -60.5
6 664 1 23,i 383.1 17.9 138,1 13.3 I18.I -21,9 16./ -11.9
7 113 1 -I,8 160,/ 21.4 gO,/ I0,0 I08.1 44.7 13.1 74.0
8 170 / -79,1 161.I -66,5 75,1 -65.6 63.1 8.1 IO./ 69.8
9 146 / 36,0 162,/ 18.5 47,I 6,1 I17,/ 27.8 14,1 31,6
TO 90 / 30,6 142,1 -18.3 i03./ -7,8 91,/ 34,6 12.1 52.0
ii 21 / -37,8 77,1 -19.9 53,1 -53.7 2_,I 66.4 5,1 -17.2
12 96 I -14,Z 25,1 -69,6 32.I 22,6 20,1 -87,5 2,1 -12,6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 6017. 2716. lOq3, 3285. 284. .. ._
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .44q BEAM .606 BEAM .803
(N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDFG) (N-M/DEG| (N-M/DEG)
MEAN 77. igT. 136. -73. 53,
HARMONIC-1 B3.1 70.5 23.1 -29.8 25.1 -I0.7 41.I -22.0 36.1 -31.4 "_
2 134.1 16,0 71.I -7.i 66.1 -9.5 61.I -10.5 19.1 60.9
3 iii,I -27,5 62,1 -30,7 50,1 -26,7 40.1 -50,7 32.1 84,8
4 236,1 25,6 75,1 19,2 33,1 16,1 45,1 43,7 93,1 43,7
5 20,I 20,2 2.1 84.5 12,I -35,9 18,I -63,3 26.1 -80,3
6 39,1 6.7 12,1 27.9 1B,/ -*I 10,1 -36,5 27.1 25,3
7 q4.l 18.3 12.I 36.1 16.1 38.7 5.1 14,I 17.1 -15.1
8 21,1 -22,8 g./ -23.6 7.1 -4.2 7,1 -36,9 14,/ 34.5
9 27,1 12.3 20.I 4,7 i0,I 24,7 16,1 14.7 13,I 12.9
10 ZI,/ -14.3 7,1 IZ.5 Z,I -6.3 6.1 6.1 2,1 71.7
II 6,1 63.9 I./ 39.4 6./ 64.0 4.1 10.7 2,1 -79,8
12 Ii.I 53.0 5.1 67.8 5./ 41.2 4.1 -73.4 4.1 -83.2
PEAK-TO-PEAK BB3, 396, 271. 311. 358.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... PADS PCM DATA
FLIGHT NO, 096 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 36655, N LOADED CG x- 5,03 M = lq8,1 IN
RUN NO, 3 824I, LB Y= -,00 = -.0
TIME 42324,70 [SEC) Z= 1,83 = 72,1
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYF_AMIC PRES" ,67 KPA = 13;9 DSF
STATIC PRES,, 100.1 KPA - 2090, PSF
T, AIRSPEED" 65..1 KT TOTAL TEMP- 2gB,q DEG K - 529,0 DEG R
A/C MACH NO" .Og7 STATIC TEMP- 203,4 DEG K - 528,0 DEG P
BODY ALPHA- -1.0 DEG DENSITY" 1.1g KGIM3 - ,00231 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA- 5,_ DEG DENSITY ALT- 315, M • 1033, FT
SONIC SPEED- 343,0 M/SEC = 1128, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -3g, MIMIN = -I?g, FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CGLIN VEL CGLIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG P{BS ANG RATES ANG ACC
{MIS) (FPS) (G| (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RAOISEC2)
_ X 33.32 109.3 -.02q 33.31 lOg.3 -.032 ROLL .4 -.005 ,00_
Y 3,13 ]O,3 -,307 3,11 13,? -,996 )Ir=_ -__.I ,)3_. ,OL?
Z -,57 -L,9 -L,)25 -,_7 -I,9 -1,325 r_ LBB.) -,3)L ,33->
CONTROL ANGLES M,R. COLt- 8,g DEG HORIZ FIN- 6,6 DEG
AI= -,5 DEG T,R, COLL- 1,5 DEG
BI= i,I DEG PEDAL POS= ],q DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -i,0 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- ,66 CONTROL ALPHA= -2,0 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,76 DELTA PSI= -5,3 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH, °57
.OR MAX-MACH- .6q ENGINE POWER- 358, KW = 480, HP
,OR MIN-MACH. ,50 THRUST FACTOR- ,872E+07 N = .19(E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG QOTOR _ERFDRMANCF AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 96 MU- .147 TOTAL CO" ,000180 AMB TEMP- 20,2 C = 68,36 F
V" 65.1 KT MAST C0= .000161 TEMP U6O" 27.3 C = 81,17 F
RUN NO. 3 CAN TEMP= 30.4 C = 86.69 F
NZ= 1.026 G OMEGA= 33.948 RADISEC
TIME 42324.58 CLP- .00432 RPMI324, 1.001
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 3/4 (DEG} AO- 8.1 AI= -1,0 BI- 1,8 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 4,4
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO = .3 All -,2 BI= .2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- .7
ROTOR tOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,44Q CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,44g
(NIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N/DEG) (N-M/OEG)
MEAN 42411, -2991, -6576. -1862. -662,
HARMONIC-1 4394°1 -g.4 1022,/ -10,9 273,I -26,7 ]561,/ -3g,8 278.1 -71.g
2 535.1 -88,4 103./ 24,1 95,1 -26.6 243,/ -13,0 18,1 73,5
3 313.1 39.6 83.1 17,3 109,/ -50,6 242,1 19.0 61,/ 75.5
4 153,/ 84.4 87,/ -2,4 105,/ .7 200,/ 10.9 33.1 18,7
5 379.1 -47,0 33,/ -59.6 57.1 -63.1 200./ -33,0 13°/ 37.8
6 285.1 -i0.6 Ig2.1 -24.3 104.I -21,2 130,1 78.5 20.I 89.5
7 I17.I -34,5 52,1 64.5 31.I -51,0 71,/ 51,7 1.1 -30.6
8 37.1 -65°0 38.I 67.0 22,1 71,7 27,1 6g,4 8,1 -80,0
9 54.1 45,8 34,/ 73,7 9./ 24,5 43,/ 65.3 3,/ 73,0
10 30,1 -37.6 56.1 84.1 28.! 56.9 87.1 -89,5 ?1,1 -47.3
II 121.I 64,0 63.1 3g.2 42,1 5,8 31.I -80.0 8./ 70.6
12 13,1 -81.5 33.1 -82,5 38./ 69.3 16,/ 15,5 4.1 -23,0
PEAK-T_-PFAK g444, 2577, 1268, 3784, 757,
,_ _EAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM .606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) {N-MIDEG) {N-MIDFG) (N-M/DFG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -286. 44, -45° -353, -50.
HARMONIC-I 447.1 -47.9 242.1 -87,7 260,1 -87,1 246.1 -76,9 79,I -75,2
2 132./ -33.5 128./ -40,5 L6k,/ -33.3 220,1 -31,6 137,1 -36.1
3 lOg,/ -31,2 23,1 -30.8 4,/ 57.2 57,/ 163,0 12g,/ -43,5
4 213.1 -1.2 68.1 -15.8 36.1 -26.2 51./ 5.2 73.t 19,7
5 144./ -47.8 6.1 -7.6 28./ -63.4 32,/ -49.5 42,1 -64.9
6 24,/ 53.3 2./ 33.3 6.1 4.3 15,1 -40,2 28./ 53,3
7 88,1 42.6 21.1 47.2 43,/ 45.0 19.1 -35.7 56,1 22.2
8 41.1 -12.2 9.1 -12.6 16,1 -12,1 7./ 65.6 22,1 -77.8
g 17,/ 53.g 8,/ 46.6 5,/ 74.0 5,/ -49.7 12,1 9.q
tO 46,1 21.1 13.1 37.3 16,1 -15.9 6,1 74.4 7,I -84,I
11 16.1 53.3 15,/ 62.7 6./ -39.6 8,1 58,3 5./ 33.4
12 27,1 -67.8 IO./ -42.3 8.1 -83,7 i0,I -54,1 7.I -39.I
PEAK-TO-PFAK 1616, 636, 726, 039, 755.
53
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... PADS PCM DATA
Nn. Og6 AIRCRAFT TnT_L WT • 36652. N LOADED CG X= 5.03 M = 198.1 IN
NO. 4 8240. LB Y= -.DO = -.0
42331.20 (SFC) Z= 1.83 = 72.1
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES= .68 KPA = 14.2 PSF
STATIC PRES= I00.i KPA - 2090. PSF
AIRSPEED. 65.7 KT TOTAL TEMP= 293.9 DEG K = 529.1 DEG R
MACH NO= .099 STATIC TEMP= 293.4 DEG K = 528.0 DFG R
BODY ALPHA= -3.1 DEG DENSITY= 1.19 KGIM3 = .00231 SLUGIFT3
BODY BETA= 3.6 DEG DENSITY ALT= 316. M • 1037. FT
SONIC SPEED= 343.9 MISEC = 1128. FPS _ ..._
RATE OF CLIMB= -7. MIMIN = -?3. FPM _!_!_j;.i. _
INERTIAL FLIGNT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(MIS) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RADISEC2)
33.68 110.5 -.031 33.66 110.4 -.032 ROLL .4 .004 -.004
2.11 6.9 .002 2.11 6.9 .001 PITCH -3.2 .009 .005
-1.80 -5.9 -.Qq5 -1.80 -5.q -.995 YAW 110.3 .006 -.002
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL- q.O DEG HORIZ FIN= 6.6 DEG
AI= -.4 OEG T._. COLL- 1.3 DEG
B1= 1.1DEG PEDAL POS. 1.9 DEE
PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -3.1 DEG
HOVER T_P MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -4.1 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= .76 DELTA PSl= -3.6 _EG
TIP MIN-MACH= .56
.gR MAX-MACH = .69 ENGINE POWER= 377. KW = 506. HP
.RR MIN-MACH= .50 THRUST FACTOR- .871E+07 N = .196E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 96 MU= .148 TOTAL CQ- .O001gO AMB TEMP= 20.2 C = 68.37 F
V- 65.7 KT MAST CQ..000173 TEM_ U60. 27.4 C = 61.36 F
RUN N_. 4 CAN TEMP. 30.4 C - 86.69 F :
NZ- .gq5 G OMEGA= 33.943 RADISEC
TIME 423_I.09 CLP" .00419 RPMI324. 1.000
ANGLES THETA 31G (DEG) AO= 8.3 Al = -.9 BI= 1.g P_AK-TO-PEAK= 4.2
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= .3 Al= -.3 BI= .I PEAK-TO-PEAK= .6
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .44g
(N/DEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 41785. -28q2. -6571. -1947. -670.
HARMnNIC-I 4181.1 -6.5 979.1 -8.6 242.1-20.8 1660.1 -39.6 292.1 -69.9
2 443.1 -89.4 115.1 30.8 98.1 -17.3 169.I -4.2 19.1 -81.9
3 240.1 68,i 80,1 45.0 88.1 -38.7 232./ 25.4 61,1 75.9
4 153./ -63,3 97,1 18.8 93,1 3,8 210./ 24,4 35.1 33,4
5 217.I -38.8 22,/ 54.3 35,1 -65.6 157,1 -38.3 2,1 -21,4
6 223.1 -14.6 116.1 -3.2 62.1 -11.3 62.1 88.6 12.1 -71.4
7 129.1 -18.3 54.I -81.0 32.1 7.3 67.1 48.2 1.1 -59.4
8 77.1 57.5 67.1 69.0 32.1 68.8 18./ -80.3 6.I -76,5
9 75.1 -18.0 lq.l 28.4 19.I 20.5 72.1 -73.3 5.1 47.7
i0 139./ 12.2 36.I 52.2 61.1 60.0 67.1 -44.8 13.1 -9.i
11 29,I -78.0 31.1 62.8 16.1 20.0 34.1 -55.3 7.1 -78.8
12 65.1 75.2 17.1 -.5 29.i -61.1 20.I -73.4 3.1 35.8
PEAK-TP-_FAK _9qq. 2575. 1060. 3784. 725.
REAM .174 BEAM .350 BEAM .449 BEAM ,606 BEAM .803 ._
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDFG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MID, G)
MFAN -295, 53. -31. -337. -35.
HARMPNIC-I 447.1 -46.7 240.1 -85.8 256.1 -85.6 251./ -73.0 80.I -66.0
2 118,/ -28,2 120,1 -36,4 150.1 -29,8 210./ -25.6 132.1 -32.0
3 92,1 -26.4 12,I ,3 12.1 -71.3 56,1 -53,9 134.1 -32.6 _.
6 211./ 11.6 69.I -5.5 37.1 -17.1 48.1 17.8 6q.1 35.7
5 llB,/ -36,5 5,/ 23,2 25./ -48.8 26.1 -30.7 47.1 -34,1
6 22,1 68,6 4.1 -48.4 3./ -2Q,B 15./ -27.6 29.1 -87,9
7 84.1 58.5 17.I 67.6 42.1 63.1 22.1 -8.2 55.1 41.9
8 37.1 -12.8 8,1 -16,2 14,1 -I0,8 8,1 -86,0 21.I -46.5
9 28.1 -80.7 13./ 84.3 8.1 -61.8 9.I -47,3 11,1 Ii.I
10 37.1 56.8 12,1 71.0 9,1 13.7 _,I -58.4 5.1 -5k.5
II 9,I -69,3 14.1 -80.5 3.1 -34,I 6.1 -57,8 3,1 48.0
12 21,I -27.9 7,1 -3.1 7.1 -69.5 7,I =26.2 5,1 -34,4
PEAK-Tn-PFAK 1475, 608, 727, 917, 740.'
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DATA •
FLIGHT NO. 0oh AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 36606. N LOADED CG X- 5.03 M - 198,2 IN
RUN NO, 5 8230. LB Y= -.00 = -.0
TIME 42416.20 (SEC) Z= 1,83 , 72,1
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES, ,84 KPA • !7.5 PSF
STATIC PRES- I00.i KPA = 20qi, PSF
T. AIRSPEED= 73,0 KT TOTAL TEMP, 294,1 DEG K = 529.4 DEG R
AIC MACH NO= .lOg STATIC TEMP- 293,4 DEG K • 528,1 DEG R
BODY ALPHA= -2,8 DEG DENSITY, l,Ig KG/M3 = .0023I StUGIFT3
BODY BETA= .9 DEG DENSITY ALT, 308, M - 1012, FT
SONIC SPEED- 343.g MISEC • 1128, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- 27. M/MIN • 87. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VFL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN _FL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
[MIS) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G] |DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC2)
X 37.51 I23,1 -.031 37,51 l_B.I -.033 ROLL .8 -,OOi .081
Y .57 1,9 ,002 ,57 1,9 ,01g PITCH -2.2 -,001 ,012
Z -1,86 -6.1 -i,023 -1.86 -6.1 -I,023 YAW 101,g .OOO ,OIB
CONTROL ANGLES M.R, COLL= g,3 DEG HORIZ FIN- 6.8 bEG
AI= -.3 DEG T.R. COLL- 1.2 DEG
81- 1.6 DEG PEDAL POS- 1.7 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -2.B DFG
HOVER TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -4,5 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .77 DELTA PSI= -.g DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- ,55
,OR MAX-MACH- .70 ENGINE ROWER- 391. KW - 525, HP
.OR MIN-MACH- ,4g THRUST FACTOR= .86gE+07 _ = .195E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. g6 MU= .]65 TOTAL CO= ,000198 AMB TEMP- 20.2 C = 68,43 F
V- 73,0 KT MAST CO- ,000180 TEMP UEO- 28,6 C • 83,42 F
RUN NO. 5 CAN TEMP= 30,0 C - 86,00 F
NZ- 1o023 G OMEGA= 33.874 RADISEC
TIME 42416,05 CLP= .00432 RPMI324= ,998
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 {DEG) AO- 8.5 AI- -,Q BI- 2,4 PEAK-TO-PEAK, 5.1
TEETER ANG (DFG) AO= .3 AI- -,5 BI- ,I PEAK-TO-PEAK= i,O
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
{NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 41443. -2880, -6667, -2051. -685.
HARMONIC-I 4562,I -5,1 1008,I -5,4 261.1 -22.6 2008.1 -39.1 333.1 -66.0
2 465./ 76,4 157./ 21.7 85,/ -LE.1 276,1 -20,0 4.1 -51.7
3 743.1 6,g 196,1 13.0 47./ -30,6 2fi7,/ 17.0 60.1 74.6
4 225,1 -53,3 120,I 78.3 92,1 75,7 86,I 39.1 20,1 36,6
5 2910.! 23,6 49.I 73,3 38°! 4,5 83,1 37.3 25,1 -23.1
6 310ol 65.6 158.1 43.1 72,1 50.8 158.1 -57.9 27,1 -44.9
7 155.1 83.8 gB,/ 77,2 24.1 -69.9 40,I 69,5 4,1 -17,I
8 i.I -42.7 63,1 -77.6 33,1 -63,5 11,/ 37.7 6,1 -58.1
g 83.1 -27,8 52,1 -30.6 51.1 7.q 86./ 41,6 6,I -81.4
I0 52,I -79,4 12.1 22.6 5,1 -36.6 24,1 -79,g 11.1 76.5
11 2g.l 27.3 88.1 -55.6 50.I -72,9 27.1 20.4 7,1 -24,8
12 77.1 50.7 50.1 65.g 36,1 59.2 33./ -3.3 6.1 -10.9
PEAK-TO-PEAK 9996. 2574. 1139, 4414. 847.
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM .44q BEAM ,606 BEAM .803
(N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) {N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -239. 62. -32. -338, -i,
HARMDNIC-I 552.1 -43,9 28g. I -76,5 308,1 -75.1 300.I -66.6 93,1 -76.0
Z 125,1 -32,4 127,1 -38,1 163.1 -27,6 195,1 -23.4 I16,1 -29,8
3 115./ -2g.O 25./ -k.B 19.1 45.0 4q./ -40.2 114./ -19.3
141,/ 62.5 46.1 40,8 24,! 10.2 45.1 61.5 65,1 -79.q
5 104.1 -7.1 10./ 16.4 25.1 -17.9 32,1 4,1 25.1 26,7
6 11.1 ,g 5.1 -9.6 7.1 -3g.1 3.1 6.8 34./ -1B,9
7 47,1 -71,1 18,1 -30,9 27,1 -56,5 20.I 28.0 40,I 88,8
8 29,1 23,2 7,I 70,4 8,1 42,9 14,1 -35,1 22,1 8,6
9 42./ 16.8 2g./ 39,4 14./ 5.2 36./ 53.5 34.1 75.4
10 14,! -8.9 5,1 59,0 7.1 -4,2 B./ 63.8 11,1 66,9
II 3.1 -6.2 IB°/ -19,4 q,l 30.4 5,1 47.g 4,1 41,2
12 28,1 -43._ B,l -38,8 6,1 -68.9 6,1 -33°8 _,I -39,7
PFAK-TO-PFAK 1517, 761, 846. q74, 702,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT. DATA: _AH-1G ----:. PADS PCM:OATA' . : ' _
FLIGHT NO, 0g6 AIRCRAFT TOTAL,"WT • 36473, N LOADED CG X, 5,04 M k" 198';3_ IN
NO, 7 8200. L8 Y= -,00 = -.0
TIME 42638.20 (SEC) Z= 1,83 - 72.2
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 1.34 KPA • 27,9 PSF
STATIC PRES. I00,0 KPA • 2089. PSF
T. AIRSPEED- 92.0 KT TOTAL TEMP- 294.5 DEG K - 530.1 DEG R
A/C MACH NO- ,138 STATIC TEMP, 293,4 DEG K.- 528',1 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- -1.8 DEG DENSITY= 1.19 KG/M3 = °00231 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- .8 DEG DENSITY ALT- 320. M = '1049. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344,0 MISEC • 1128. FPS
RATE DF CLIMB= -63. M/MIN • -207. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CGLIN VEL CGLIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAD/SEC2)
X 47_32 155.2 -.044 47.31 155.2 -.044 ROLL ".4 .003 .001 '_
Y _70 2.3 .001 .70 2.3 .OOl PITCH -3.1 .DO2 .002
Z -1,50 -4,9 -1,021 -1,50 -4,9 -1,021 YAW 77,9 -,003 ,003
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. COLL= 9.5 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7.2 DEG
At• .I DEG T.R. COLL- 1.3 DEG
81- 2.5 DEG PEDAL POS- 1.8 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -1.8 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH• .66 CONTROL ALPHA. -4.3 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .BO DELTA PSI- -.g DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= °53
.BR MAX-MACH- .73 ENGINE POWER- 400. KW- 537. HP
.gR MIN-MACH- .46 THRUST FACTOR. .872E+07 N • .196E+07 L8
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. 96 MU- .208 TOTAL C0• .000202 AMB TEMP= 20.3 C • 68.46 F
V. 92.0 KT MAST C0- .000182 TEMP U60- 29.5 C - 95.05 F
RUN NO. 7 CAN TEMP= 29.2 C - 84.60 F
NZ= 1.021 G OMEGA= 33.970 RAD/SEC
TIME 42638,05 CLP= ,00427 RPM/324, 1,001
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 8.7 AI- -.6 81= 3.6 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 7.2
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO= .3 AI= -i.i BI= .0 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 1.9
ROTOR LnADS (AMP/PHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD .803 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (NIDEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 41542, -2857. -7057, -2317, -720,
HARMONIC-I 3683.1 -8.5 719./ -1%.5 211.1 -36.1 2732./ -48.7 451./ -65.1
2 623,1 57.5 174.1 37,0 37.1 24.9 1072.1 -60,3 94,1 -60.0
3 27_4,/ 25,7 664,/ 25.5 156,1 35,9 379./ -1.6 55,1 33,2
4 486,1 2,0 331,1 5,9 204,1 -1.3 436,1 73,2 68.1 41.6
5 401,1 -55,5 86.1 -75.3 22,1 30,5 257,1 4,4 67,1 26,3
6 781.1 -71.6 455°1 -72.7 193.1 -73.7 69,1 -75.4 19.1 -28.4
7 218./ -58.7 96.1 -20.7 60.1 -12.9 85./ -33.5 6.1 -37.8
8 128.1 -44.3 16.1 -42.9 20.1 81.7 38.1 -43.7 6.1 74.8
9 31,1 43,8 34,1 43,6 18,1 22,2 7q.I -75,2 2,1 -82,1
10 35./ -39.1 128.1 -53.5 97.1 -59.4 70.1 57.5 7.1 -74.4
11 I0.I -59.9 42.1 77.2 44.1 -85.6 44.1 -63.6 2.1 -3.7
12 21./ 13.9 20.1 20.3 39.1 37.4 36ol -21.2 3./ -76.6
PEAK-TO-_EAK 10544. 3114. 1206. 7436. 1017.
BEAM .174 BEAM .350 l BEAM .449 BEAM .606 BEAM .803 ._
(N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) {N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -326. 12. -67. -348. 71.
HARMONIC-1 696.1 -52.4 402.1 -68.0 434.1 -66.0 406.1 -66.9 134.1 -77.2
2 243.1 -71.5 165.1 -76.1 182.1 -67.8 171.I -63.2 69.! -52.8
l 3 114.1 -6,5 82.1 ll.q 70.1 25.2 56./ 70.3 75./ 83.6 -.
4 280,/ 34,7 80./ 20.0 42,1 22,9 55.1 33,8 102./ i1.7
5 95.1 -73.8 22./ 55.6 12.1 60.1 18°I 58.1 53.1 45.9
6 68.1 56.0 II.I -34.0 13.1 42.9 22.1 2.7 32.1 7.8
7 63.1 10.3 19.I 1.4 28.1 21.6 9.1 1.0 15.1 -84.3
8 22.1 -47.4 2.1 80.4 2.1 -40.0 5.1 -59.9 12.1 -14,4
q 32.1 -79.9 29.I -77.8 6.1 66.4 28oi -62,6 29.I -53.3
10 42.1 -10.2 17.1 18.3 13.1 -20,8 18.1 12.3 12.1 15.1
11 6.1 61.7 8.1 -53.8 4.1 2,9 8.1 -45.4 5.1 -7.8
12 28.1 -62,7 12.1 -55,2 10,1 87,2 11,/ -55,2 8,/ -62,5
PFAK-TO-PEAK 2152, 1152. 1178. 1093. 629.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATAAH-1G PADS PCM DATA
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT • 36431. N LOADED CG X• 5.04 M • 198.3 IN
8190. LB Y• -,OO • -,0
(SEC) Z- 1,83 = 72,2
FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES=" 1,60 KPA • 33,4 PSF
STATIC PRES• lO0,O KPA • 2089. PSF
100,7 KT TOTAL TEMP, 294,7 DEG K • 530,5 DEG R
,151 STATIC TEMP- 293,4 DEG K - 528,1 DEG R
-2,1 DEG DENSITY- 1,19 KGIM3 • ,00231 SLUGIFT3
-,I DEG DENSITY ALT- 319, M - 1047, FT
SONIC SPEED• 343,9 MISEC - 1128, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB' 3, MIMIN • 10, FPM
STATE
VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG PDS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G| (DEG] (RADISEC} (RAD/SEC2)
169,8 -,047 51,77 169,8 -,0_5 ROLL -,3 .OO_ -,016
-.4 ,006 -.10 -,3 ,003 PITCH -2°0 -°000 -,010
-6,1 -1,029 -1,86 -6,1 -I,029 YAW 72,8 -,DOT ,029
M,R, COLL= i0,0 DEG HORIZ FIN- 7,5 DEG
A1- ,1DEG T,R° COLt- I°5 DEG
BI- 3,2 DEG PEDAL POS- 2,1 DEG
SHAFT ALPHA- -2,1 bEG
HOVER TIP MACH, ,66 CONTROL ALPHA, -5,2 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- ,81 DELTA PSI- .I DEG
TIP MIN-MACH- ,51
,9R MAX-MACH= ,75 ENGINE POWER1 432, KW = 579, HP
•9R MIN-MACH• ,45 THRUST FACTOR" ,874E+07 N = .196E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
96 MU= ,227 TOTAL CQ= ,000217 AMB TEMP= 20,2 C • 68,40 F
V= 100,7 KT MAST CQ• ,000198 TEMP U60= 29,8 C • 85,70 F
8 CAN TEMP• 28,8 C • 83°90 F
NZ- 1,029 G OMEGA= 34,029 RADISEC
42717,05 CLP- .00429 RPMI324= 1,003
THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 9,i AI- -,5 BI• 4°3 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 8,9
TEETER ANG {DEG| AO= .3 AI= -1,4 B1 = -.1 PEAK-TO-PEAK• 2,6
(AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,949 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION ,449
(NIDEGI (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG} (NIDEG) |N-MIDEG)
41025, -2770, -7125, -2641. -755,
HARMONIC-I 3558,1 -15.7 699.1 -21,4 226,1 -40.0 3073,1 -49,4 498.1 -61,9
2 645,1 65,7 105,_ 34.8 36.1 -46.4 1853.1 -56.2 170,1 -48,5
3 2707,1 33.3 664,/ 32,8 162,1 41,1 361./ -16.4 63,1 15,6
4 780,1 39,8 460,1 37,4 249,1 23,5 576,1 87,9 I02,1 55,5
5 391.1 -16,8 57,1 -39,1 52,1 56,2 270,1 39,5 56.1 68.8
6 845,1 -78,2 470,I -81,3 210,I -81°2 99,I _6,2 12°11 -65°0
7 109,/ -62,5 16.1 -16,5 13.! 21.0 55.1 _6,9 3,1 -20,2
8 51.1 -74,7 ll,l 1,9 26,1 -44,8 72,1 -70.0 7,1 82.0
q 25,1 -54,8 104,1 -37.3 65,/ 156"12 69"1 67"2 5"/ 32"8
I0 113.1 18,0 108.1 56°4 79.I 63°2 49,1 55.2 i0,1 -37.3
II 79,1 64,0 27,I -63°0 24,1 -78,3 46,1 -71,6 5°I -13.3
12 16,/ -1.0 34./ 51.1 38,/ 34,3 28,1 -,6 2,1 -17.3
PEAK-TO-PEAK 11095, 2842. 1209, 9449, 1228.
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG} (N-M/DEG) (N-MIDEG| (N-MIDEG)
-313, 5, -74° -350, 90,
HARMONIC-I 803,1 -85,9 _54,1 168.0 479,1 -67.2 453.I -67.9 162,1 -78.7
2 421./ -66.1 269,1 -78.9 276.1 -76.1 230./ -74.7 59.1 -66.9
3 62.1 -71.9 64.1 5.2 59.1 29.9 7B./ 69.9 104.1 63.9
4 420,I 58.6 120.1 38.1 54,1 21,8 80,I 56,1 i18,I 32.3
5 93./ -29.0 20.1 -76.8 24./ 75.0 18.1 -31.0 56.1 64.2
6 75.1 20.6 2,1 72.3 28.1 -19,1 17,I -16,0 50.1 -30,0
7 45.1 10.3 20.1 31.1 28.1 36.9 13,/ -,2 23./ -72.7
8 22./ 82.3 k.I -36.2 12.1 -86.6 3.1 -34.6 16.1 -29.0
9 27.1 52,1 18.1 65.5 7.1 30.7 15.1 78.6 14,1 -66.0
iO 35,1 -26,3 20,1 19,2 13,1 -32.9 20,I 14,5 15,1 22,0
11 i0,I -43,2 14,1 -51,5 2.1 26°2 11,1 -65.5 5,1 -35.6
12 27.1 -49,9 Ii,I -31,5 12,1 88.2 12.1 -57,_ 5,1 -51.4
PEAK-TO-PEAK 2836. 1387. 1418. 1324. 784,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PeR DATA
FLIGHT NO, 096 AIRCRAFT T_TAL WT = 36391° N LOADED CG X- 5.04 M • 196o3 IN
NO, 9 8182, LB Y• -,DO = -.0
42851,70 (SEC) Z= 1.83 • 72.2
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRESI 1.87 KPA - 39.i PSF
STATIC PRES- IO0,1 KPA = 2090. PSF _i_
AIRSPEED- 108,q KT TOTAL TEMP- 295.1DEG K = 531.1 DEG R
AID MACH NO= ,163 STATIC TEMP= 293,5 DEG K = 528,3 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- -2.9 DEG DENSITY- 1.19 KGIM3 = ,00231 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- ,8 DEG DENSITY ALT= 318. M = 1044. FT
SnNIC SPEED- 344.0 M/SEC - 1129. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -43. M/MIN = -143. FPM
INERTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ADC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS) (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RAD/SEC2)
55,92 183,5 -.054 55.ql 183,4 -.055 ROLL -.5 -.002 -,021
.76 2.5 -,OO0 .76 2.5 -.DO5 PITCH -3.6 .005 .004
-2,82 -q.3 -1,023 -2,82 -9.3 -1,023 YAW 250°5 -,OOg .005
CONTROL ANGLES M.R. CDLL= i0,7 OEG HORIZ FIN= 7,8 DEG
AI= .2 DEG T.R, DOLL= 2.1 DEG
B1= 3,7 DEG PEDAL POS= 2,6 DEG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA= -2,q DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- ,66 CONTROL ALPHA, -6.6 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= ,83 DELTA PSI- -.8 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= .50
.OR MAX-MACH- ,76 ENGINE POWER• 478. KW = 642° HP
•9R MIN-MACH= .43 THRUST FACTOR- .873E+07 N = ,196E+07 LB
NASA LANSLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO. q6 MU- .246 TOTAL C0= .000241 AMB TEMP= 20,3 C • 68.62 F
V= 108,9 KT MAST C0= .000217 _ TENP U60= 29,9 C = 85.80 F
RUN NO, q CAN TEMP= 28.8 C - 83.90 F
NZ= 1,023 G OMEGA- 33.990 RAD/SEC
TIME 42881.60 CLP- .00427 RPMIB24= 1.002
ANGLES THETA 314 (DEG) AO- q,8 A1- -°2 81- 5,1 PEAK-TO-PEAK= I0,4
TEETER ANG (DEG) AO- ,2 AI= -1,6 B1= -.2 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 3.1
LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION .44q
(NIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N-M/DEG) (NIOEG) (N-MIDEG)
MEAN 40113, -2642° -7243. -2988. -7q2.
HARMONIC-I 3036.1 -23,8 653,1 -28,5 215.1 -46,1 3364,1 -54°3 545,1 -63,5
2 264,/ 12,3 123.1 -66,5 64.1 22.4 2546,/ -56,5 244,1 -48,1
3 2387.1 18.8 595.1 23,3 171,1 28,0 375,/ -34,9 72.1 2,8
4 568,1 26,8 328.1 24.5 214,I 14,2 625,1 7q,6 Ii0,/ 47,8
5 334.1 -6,7 51,I -84,0 87,1 80,5 363.1 50,0 76,1 76,0
6 838,1 75,8 466,1 73,4 _25.1 68,4 150,I -13,0 12,1 38.8
7 30./ -16.5 84,1 -80,2 50,/ -75,5 48,1 -41.3 2,1 3.5
8 72,1 23.1 32.1 -86,7 45,1 80,8 I13,1 -86,4 8.1 -84,g
9 55.1 -25°8 78.1 133,5 37,/ -88.8 gS,/ -1.5 8,1 11,3
I0 87,1 -I0,2 124.1 30,5 95,1 22.6 43,1 18.2 IO,l -78,0
11 42.1 55,3 33./ -13,8 27./ -27.4 61,/ 44.2 q.I -11,6
12 128,1 -87.9 49./ 37.8 49./ 42,6 3t.I -44,8 4.1 -13,6
PEAK-TO-PEAK 10540, 2994. 1325, 11297. 1449,
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803 ~
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG|
MEAN -277, 12, -73, -347. I08,
HARMONIC-1 90q,l -62.1 509.1 -71.6 519,1 -71,6 485,1 -72.7 180.1 -84,5
2 541.1 -65.4 336.1 -83.9 364,1 -82,4 298./ -82,7 75.1 -74.3
3 170.1 59.6 41,1 -39.8 46,1 23,8 g6,/ 54.2 130,/ 46,8
4 425,1 50,5 120,/ 29.3 58,1 1B,O g4,1 49,2 133ol 26,9
5 108,1 7°8 8./ -59,3 38,/ 46,8 lB./ -25,1 70./ 38,2
6 61.1 -41,0 7.I -40,7 25,I -55.0 16.1 -63,4 48,1 -61.8
7 38,1 14,5 20,I 1g,7 25,1 25,4 13,1 -13,5 32,1 -86.1
8 47,/ 69,9 7.1 -76,2 18.1 60,2 2,/ 38.4 20.t -62,7
q 33,/ -9,0 29.1 -6,3 9.1 -22,2 27,1 10,5 19,/ 22,0
i0 24.1 -63,q 19,I -36.8 11,1 -86,8 19,I -21,1 16,1 110,8
Ii 5,1 83,3 12,1 -89,2 6°1 -78,2 6,1 89,7 2,1 -51.9
12 25,/ -54,8 12,1 -37.7 4,1 -64,4 11,1 -56,3 4.1 -7°7
PEAK-TO-PEAK 3358, 1544, 1605. 1548. 887,
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-IG PADS PCM DAT_
FLIGHT Nn, 0q6 AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 36209. N LOADED CG X= 5.04 H • 198.5 IN
NO, ii B141. LB Y, -,OO • -.0
TIME 43047,20 (SEC) Z, 1.83 = 72,2
AERODYNAMIC FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PRES- 2.62 KPA = 54.6 PSF
STATIC PRES- 100,2 KPA = 2093. PSF
T, AIRSPEED- 128.5 KT TOTAL TEMPt 295,9 DIG K - 532.6 DEG R
A/C MACH NO- ,192 STATIC TEMP- 293.7 DEG K - 528,7 DEG R
BODY ALPHA- -2°9 DEG DENSITY- 1,19 KGIM3 - .00231 SLUG/FT3
BODY BETA- .B DIG DENSITY ALT- 311. M - 1022. FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.1MISEC - 1129. FPS
RATE OF CLIMB- -26, M/MI_ - -84_ FPM
INEPTIAL FLIGHT STATE
AXIS CG LIN VEL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(M/S) (FPS) (G) (MIS) (FPS| (G) (DEG) (RADISEC) (RAD/SEC2)
X 66,02 216,6 -,076 66.01 216.6 -,078 ROLL .0 ,009 ,028
Y ,34 1.1 .001 ,36 1.2 .007 PITCH -3.3 ,005 ,010
7 -3°33 -10,9 -i,072 -3,33 -10,9 -1.072 YAW 273,7 -,001 ,001
CONTROL ANGLES M.R, COLL- 12,0 DEG HORIZ FIN- 8.7 DEG
AI= .3 DEG T.R, COLL= 2.7 DEG
BI= 5.1 DEG PEDAL POS, 3.3 DIG
ROTOR PARAMETERS SHAFT ALPHA- -2,9 DEG
HOVER TIP MACH- .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -7,9 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH- .85 DELTA PSI- -,3 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= ,47
•gR MAX-MACH- .79 ENGINE POWER" 580. KW - 778, HP
•qR MTN-MACH- .40 THRUST FACTOR- ,8721.07 _ • .1961+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
FLIGHT NO, 96 MU- ,290 TOTAL CO= ,000292 AMB TEMP= 20.6 C " 69,00 F
V- 128.5 KT MAST CQ" ,000268 TEMP U60- 31,5 C • 88,70 F
RUN NO, 11 CAN TEMP- 28.8 C - 83,90 F
NZ- 1.072 G OMEGA- 33.953 RADISEC
TIME 48047,05 CLP= ,00446 RPMIB24- 1.001
ROTOR ANGLES THETA 314 (DEGI AO= 11.0 AI= -.I 81= 6,8 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 14,3
TEETER ANG (DIG) AO, .3 _i- -2.1 BI- -.5 PEAK-TO-PEAK- 4.2
ROTOR LOADS (AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD .449 CHORD ,808 PITCH LINK TORSION .449
(NIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-M/DEG) (N/BEG) (N-M/DEG)
MEAN B8254. -2337. -7221. -3768. -884.
HARMONIC-I 2972,1 -64°6 632.1 -73.7 259,1 -69.7 4364.1 -57.6 669.1 -61.9
2 107,1 -55.3 227,1 61.0 120.I 37,0 3798.I -50,2 358,1 -44,4
3 3702,1 18,0 942,/ 19,3 294.1 28.8 388.1 -43.7 67.1 -i,0
4 I120.1 -1.2 586.1 -6.0 365.1 -21.0 826,1 68.2 121.1 37.6
5 480,I 20,3 187.1 -84.0 134 1 BO,6 393,I 34,3 95.1 68,7
6 1297,1 -19,0 700,1 -19,5 291 / -29.9 266.1 -,q 20,1 15,4
7 417,1 -37,5 224.1 -II,I 96 1 -_.8 59,I -81.2 8,/ 25,3
8 227,1 -69.B 90,1 -71,8 15 I -45.7 I08,1 -79.5 12,1 77.0
9 166.1 52.0 278.1 19.2 130 1 11.3 145,/ -18.0 IO./ -39.2
IO 227.1 -66°5 i26,/ lO.i - II5 / -20.2 I00./ -50,6 5.1 -I4,g
11 168,I 82.3 107,/ ii.9 103,1 18.1 53.1 22,0 6,1 -45.8
12 203.1 -20.1 113,1 10.6 98.1 -2.8 30.I -41,9 4. / 35,4
BEAK-TO-PEAK 14942, 4738, 2256. 15875. 1772.
BEAM ,174 BEAM ,350 BEAM ,449 BEAM ,606 BEAM ,803
(N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG} (N-MIDEG)
MEAN -183. 30. -48. -325. 161.
HARMONIC-I 1264,/ -72,6 670.1 -72.3 671.1 --70,5 597,1 -73,2 223,1 -89,5
2 797,1 -58,5 459,1 -87,3 477.1 -88.9 405.1 -86.4 137.1 -70.9
3 398,1 48,3 69,1 180,5 7%,1 8,_ 19_,1 _,7 241,1 _,_
4 572.1 30.5 165.1 ,8 83,1 -23.8 i14./ 22.8 181,/ -,q
5 155,1 -16.1 7.I 88.2 44,1 6,8 26.1 -25,6 86,1 13o9
6 62,1 -47,8 18.1 61.2 20.1 -59.9 22.1 82.1 47,1 80.4
7 26,1 65.6 15.1 18.9 B,I 39,7 13,/ -35,2 40,1 85.8
8 64,1 70,3 6,1 81,7 28,/ 67.9 13,1-87,I 47,/ -81.8
9 52.1 -41.0 34,1 -7.0 20,I -57,5 32.1 6,8 26.1 41,I
iO 48.1 83,1 29,I -69.4 16,1 48.8 30.1 -60.9 27.1 -44,1
11 12,1 61,3 14,1 44,4 7./ 34.6 9.1 39.1 6,1 -86,5
12 29,1 71,7 14,1 77.5 8.1 -II,6 9,1 69,B 0.I 63,1
PEAK-TFI-PFAK 4841, 2116, 2060, 1979, [220.
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NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT OAT_ AH-1G .... PADS PCM DATA
AIRCRAFT TOTAL WT = 36138, _ LOADED CG X= 5,04 M • 198.5 _N
8125. LB Y- -.DO = -.0
(SEC) Z- 1,83 , 72,2
FLIGHT STATE DYNAMIC PROS= 2.89 KPA = 60,4 PSF
STATIC RRES= I00,2 KPA • 2092. PSF
1_5.0 KT TOTAL TEMP= 296,1DEG K = 532,9 DEG R
,202 STATIC TEMP- 293,7 DEG K = 528.6 DEG
-5.0 DEG DENSITY, 1.19 KG/M3 , ,00231 SIUGIFT3
-,6 DEG DENSIrY ALT: 313, M = i021, FT
SONIC SPEED- 344.1 MISEC = t129, FPS
RATE OF CLIMB= 84, MIMIN - 277. FPM
STATE
VFL CG LIN ACC HUB LIN VEL HUB LIN ACC AXIS ANG POS ANG RATES ANG ACC
(FRS) (G) (M/S) (FPS) (G) |DEG) (RAD/SEC) (RAD/_BC2)
226,9 -.078 69.17 226,9 -°074 ROLL .I .023 ,003
-2°6 ,023 -.74 -2.4 ,023 PITCH -3,g .002 -.021
-20,1 -.gq5 -6.11 -20.I -,995 YAW 266.6 ,001 .022
M,R, C_LL= 13,3 DEG HDRIZ FIN1 9,2 DEG
AI= -.3 DEG T,R, CDLL= 2,9 DEG
BI= 5.7 DEG PEDAL POS= 3,6 OFG
SHAFT ALPHA= -5,0 OEG
HOVER TI ° MACH= .66 CONTROL ALPHA- -I0,7 DEG
TIP MAX-MACH= ,86 DELTA PSI= ,6 DEG
TIP MIN-MACH= ,66
,gR MAX-MACH- ,80 ENGINE POWER= 688. KW = 923, HP
,OR MIN-MACH- ,39 THRUST FACTOR- .870E+07 N = .196E+07 LB
NASA LANGLEY FLIGHT DATA AH-1G .... ROTOR PERFORMANCE AND LOADS
96 MU= ,305 TOTAL CO, .000348 AMB TEMP= 20,5 C = 68,91 F
V= 135.0 KT MAST CO- ,00031? TEMR U60= 31,7 C = 89,07 F
12 CAN TEMP= 28.8 C = 83,90 F
NZ- ,995 G OMEGA= 33.927 RADISEK
43120,10 CLP= .00414 RPMI3241 1,000
THETA 314 (DEG) AO= 12.2 AI= -,6 81, 7,9 PEAK-TO-PEAK= 16.0
TEETFR ANG (DEG) AO= .2 AI- -2,5 BI- -l.l PEAK-TO-PEAK= 5.2
(AMPIPHASE) DRAG BRACE CHORD ,449 CHORD ,803 PITCH LINK TORSION .4kg
(N/OEG) (N-M/OFG) (N-M/DEG) (N/DEG) (N-M/DEG)
35986. -1913, -7203. -4389. -963,
IC-I 5037,1 -64o7 1186.1 -66°5 364oI -66.6 4g16,1 -_6.9 708.1 -99°5
2 847°I -28)4 374,1 6,3 186,1 2,4 4092,1 -45,6 3B6,1 -45,6
3 4142,1 24,5 1031,I 24,0 327,1 30,3 393.1 158,0 103.1 -.9
781,I -9.4 kBl,l -4,6 313,1 -18,4 87_,I 77,9 i12,I 49,0
5 797,/ 63,3 345,1 -81,2 164,1 87,1 686,/ 40,0 93.1 62,0
6 991,I 8,6 559.1 15,9 212,1 9.0 386,1 20,4 38,1 39,4
7 201.I -44°0 129,I -21,4 58,1 -24,3 79,I 70,8 8,1 i0,I
8 237,1 63,2 201.I 84,5 123,1 84,8 79,I -48,1 3,1 86,9
9 123,1 -22.4 122,1 50,2 89.I 64,7 72,1 -24.0 4.1 ,3
10 107,1 -25.6 155,1 36,3 144,! 14,1 95,/ -25.7 9.1 -1,1
11 lOO./ 56.2 91,/ 63.4 72,/ 58,4 33,/ 13,6 5,/ -34,5
12 63,1 12_,6 28,I 20,8 33,1 11.2 26,1 --12,7 _.I -86,8
PEAK-TO-PEAK I9416, 5810, 2326, 1768q, 1858.
BEAM ,174 8EAH ,350 BEAM ,449 REAM .606 BEAM ,_03
(N-M/OEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDEG) (N-MIDF3) (N-MIOEG)
-i04, 57, -15, -281 206,
HARMnNIC-1 1616,1 -71,2 710.1 -70.q 702.1 -68.9 630 1 -70,5 230,1 -85,4
2 928,1 -51,k 677,1 -85,2 _79,I -89,3 397 I -88,3 123,1 -67.9
3 472,1 33.5 44,1 76,3 72.1 25.5 214 I 44.7 266,1 46.3 _,
4 584,1 47.2 154.1 16.6 70, I -17.0 10B I 40.2 160.I 11,5
5 158.1 -Ii.I 2.1 11.4 39.I 7,1 22 1 -2.2 _I.I 10.6
6 80,1 -25.6 17,1 53.2 23.1 -27,4 2] I -83.7 31,I -61.1
7 38.1 -_O,q 9.I 17.1 16,1 14.3 5 I -33.7 26,1 64.7
8 28,/ 72,7 19,I -82,3 21,1 74,1 4 / 82,6 76.1 -78.2
9 37,I -22,7 21.1 -14,6 15,1 -42,0 19,1 5,0 8.1 59,6
I0 49.I -74,8 2_,1 -68.1 i0.1 -87.3 28,1 -37.8 25,1 -22.7
II 6,1 83,3 8,1 86.7 3,1 54.9 5.1 77.7 5.1 88.4
12 36,1 -82,6 12,1 P9.4 15.1 86.8 13,1 88,I 9.1 -79,I
PFAK-T_-PFA_ 5722, 2119, 2086, 1987, 1312,
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TABLEI.- BASICAIRCRAFTCHARACTERISTICS
Empty weight, N (lb.) .................. 28,260 (6354)
Fuel capacity, N (lb.) ................ 7,250 (1630)
Powerplant ............. Lycoming T53-L-13B




Tip . • ........... NACA0024
Semispan" ipanel'only_i m ift) ............. i.09 (3.56)
Area (panels only), m (ft) ............... 1.63 (17.6)Chord:
Root, m (ft) ..................... 0.88 (2.89)Tip, m (ft) .
Incidence angle ichord'line)i deg ......... 0.162 (2.04.).... 1 0
Leading-edge sweep, deg .................... 15.2
Dihedral angle, deg ..................... 0.0
Horizontal tail:
Airfoil
Semispan' ipanel'only)_ m _ft)i ........... inverted Clark Y
......... 0.78 (2.54)
Area (panels only), m2 (ft z) ............ 0.95 (10.2)Chord:
Root, m (ft) ................... 0.75 (2.45)
Tip, m (ft) .............. 0,54 (1.78)
Leading-edge sweep, deg ................ 19.9
Dihedral angle, deg ................... 0.0
Vertical tail:
Airfoil
Root .................. cambered, 14%thick
Tip .................. cambered, 15% thick
Span (above tail'boom)i m (ft) ...... _ i _ _ _.73 (18.6)Area, mz (ft z) ..... " .... 64 (5.38)Chord: ........
Root, m (ft) .................. 1.42 (4.67)
Tip, m (ft) ..................... 0.69 (2.25)
Leading-edge sweep, deg ................. 50.0




_ Number of blades ..................... 2
Airfoil ....................... RC-'SC2
Radius iRi, m (fti ................ 6.706 (22.0)
_ Chord, m (ft) ..................... 0.686 (2.25)
Taper .......................... . _ I:ISol i di ty .................... 0651
................ i6Twist, deg . . . _ (slug-ft 2) .......... 2 2 (1560)Flapwise inertia, k 2" -IO/R
Lock number ..................... 5.05
Nominal tip speed_ m/sac (ft/sec) .......... 227.5 (746.6)
Hub precone angle, deg ................... 2.75
Pitch-flap coupling, deg . . 0.0
Blade pitch range at .75 R, deg ........... -10.5, +39.5
Trim tab:
Width, m (ft) ................... 0.191 (0.75)
Overhang length, m (ft) .............. 0.042 (0.138)
Inboard edge ..................... 0.761 R
Blade weight, kN (Ib)* ....... 1.274 (286.4), 1.255 (282.1)
Blade static center of gravity*
Chordwise, c ..................... 244, .246
Spanwise, R ........... 538, .533
Blade measured torsionai naturai frequency,'Hz* . • • 16.7, 17.0
Tail rotor:
Number of blades ........................ 2
Airfoil
0.25 tail_rotor radius .... , ........... NACA0018
Tip ..................... cambered, 8% thick
Radius, m (ft) ................... 1.295 (4.25)
Chord, m (ft) ..................... 0.2.92 (0.96)
Taper ............................ I: I
Solidity ........................ 0.144
Twist, _leg ...... 0.0
Equivalent root cut-out ................... 0.35 R
Nominal tip speed, m/sec (ft/sec) .......... 227.5 (746.4)
" Blade pitch range, deg .............. -14.7, +15.3
Hub precone angle, deg ..................... I
Pitch-flap coupling, deg ................... 30













































Parameter System (a) Channel Filter (b)
_ Accuracy Precision Frequency
i . ,, ,
Aerodynamic Flight State:
dynamic pressure - regular 70 Pa 14 Pa i Hz
- sensitive 14 Pa 3 Pa
static pressure - regular 500 Pa 200 Pa
- sensitive 70 Pa 40 Pa
angle of attack .I o .18o I0 Hz
angle of sideslip .1o .18o I0 Hz
total temperature .06 .I
Inertial Flight State: \
roll attitude .5o .36o
pitch attitude .5o .18o
heading 3.0o .72o
angular rates .01 rad/sec .044 rad/sec I0 Hz
longitudinal acceleration .001 g .004 g I0 Hz
lateral acceleration .001 g .003 g i0 Hz
normal acceleration .005 g .009 g I0 Hz
Control Positions:
lateral servo .I o .04o I0 Hz
longitudinal servo .I o .07o I0 Hz
Collective servo .I o .05o I0 Hz
horizontal fin .I o .02o I0 Hz
pedal position .16o .07o I0 Hz
tail-rotor collective .i ° .07o I0 Hz
Rotor/Engine Parameters:
main-rotor speed - regular .5% .23%
- sensitive .1% .05%
main-rotor azimuth I o 22.5o
_ engine torque pressure 3 kPa 1.3 kPa
fuel quantity 60 N 40 N
Notes: a - accuracy of analog signal before digitization
b - frequency at 3 db roll-off for constantdelay, 4 pole Bessel Filters
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TABLE IV.- CHARACTERISTICSOF ROTOR.DATASENSORSANDCHANNELS
(a) Data reduction paramaters (b)
Maximum
Parameter Analog system Digital channel final-data mI Am2xl05 AV° Ap°
accuracy precision error (I/mV) mY/count-C) (mY/C) (N-m/C)
_s -I° .II° .3 o .102 13.4 -.009
8s "1° -25° .8 o .45 14.0 -.006
__ 1.410 .3o
Fdb 70 N 546. N 1.4kN -5430.0N 9.2 -.016
Fpl 36 N 123.4N .31 kN 1244. N 7.8 -.009
Mb17 48.5 N-m .12 kN-m 397. N-_ 9.5 -.011 7.5
Mb35 -- 27.0 N-m .07 kN-m 348. N-m 12.6 -.009 7.3
Mb45 26.9 N-m .07 kN-m 215. N-m 10.3 -.012 6.9
Mb61 19.9 N-m .05 kN-m 201. N-n 7.1 -.008 5.5
Mb80 18.4N-m .05 kN-m 122. N-_ 12.0 -.018 22.0
Mc45 135.1N-m .34 kN-m 1820. N-m 6.0 -.005 2.9
Mc80 52.4 N-m .13 kN-m 1630. N-m 2.7 -.003 87.5
Mt45 15.8 N-m .04 kN-m 320. N-m 3.9 -.004 0.2




Notes: (a) conservative accuracy bound for absolute value of single digital-data value
(b) constants used in the data-reduction equations of reference 7.
Af = (mI (Am2 6 + AVo)) ATce + APoATb
TABLEV,- TEST POINT/TESTCONDITIONCATALOG
Flight condition Test Point p V CL'
(Flight no,-run no,) (knots)
Hover 92-2 0 0 0,0043
93-43 0 0 0,0039
94-2 0 0 0,0043
_ 95-2 0 0 0.0042
-32* 0 0 0.0040
96-2 0 0 0.0043
Level flight 93-3 0,176 77 0,0043
-5 ,218 96 0,0045
-6 ,241 106 0,0043
-9 .303 133 0,0042
-I0" ,330 144 0,0045
94-3 ,168 74 0,0051
-4 ,182 80 0,0051
-5 ,208 92 0,0051
-6 ,225 98 0,0051
-7 ,247 109 0,0052
-8 ,268 118 0,0051
-9 .296 130 0,0052
-I0 ,316 138 0,0051
-11 ,345 151 0,0053
96-3 ,147 65 0,0043
-4 ,148 66 0,0042
-5 ,165 73 0,0043
-7 .208 92 0,0043
-8 ,227 I01 0,0043
-9 ,246 109 0,0043
-il ,290 129 0,0045
-12 .305 135 0,0041
Climb 92-35 .232 I01 0,0046
-37 .234 102 0,0045
-39 .231 I01 0,0045
Descent 92-36 ,235 104 0,0045
_ -38 ,229 102 0.0045
-40 ,249 110 0.0049
L...... ,,,,
Right turn 92-28 ,246 109 0,0057
-29 .243 108 0.0063
95-16 ,249 112 0,0068
-17 .241 109 0,.0072
*Multiple data sets
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TABLE V.- TEST POINT/TESTCONDITIONCATALOGConcluded)
Flight condition Test Point _ V CL'(FI ight no.-run no.) (knots)
Left turn 92-13 .242 107 0.0053
-14 .244 108 0.0059
-17 .240 107 0.0080
-33 .244 108 0.0065 _
95-14 .244 110 0.0070
Pull-up 92-22 .252 112 0.0061
-23 .247 110 0.0065
-25 .246 109 0.0057
-27 .243 109 0.0070




Figure 1.- Aircraft schematic and conventions used to define senses of
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Figure 2.- Three-viewscale drawingof aircraft. All dimensionsare given in meters.
(a) Vehicle with RC-SC2 blades.
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Figure 5. - Power (torque) coefficient as a function of tip-speed ratio f_r a series of test conditions.
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(a) Vehicle load and mast torque coefficients•
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Figure 6. - Continued.
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(c) Aircraft control positions.
Figure6. - Continued.
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(d) Rotor-blade pitch and teeter angles.
Figure 6. - Continued.
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Figure 6. - Continued.
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(f) Chordwise peak-to-peak rotor loads.
Figure 6. - Continued.
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(g) Blade torsion and pitch-link loads.
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(a) Beamwise loads
Figure 7. - Rotor-load histories for typical level-flight condition
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Figure 7. - {oncluded.
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Figure 8. - Harmonic content of rotor loads for level flight. C-_-= 0.0052.
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Figure I0. - Effect of rate of climb on rotor angles, loads
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(b) Rotor torque and torsional loads.
Figure lO. - Concluded.
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(a) Beamwise loads.
Figure II. - Rotor-load histories for typical descending left turn
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(c) Torsional loads.
Figure 11. - Concluded.
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(a) Beamwise loads
Figure 15. - Rotor-load histories for typical symmetrical pull-up
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(b) Chordwise loads.
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(a) Beamwise loads
Figure 18. - Effect of vehicle load coefficient on peak-to-peak
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'_ (b) Chordwise loads
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(c) Torsionalloads
Figure 18. - Concluded.
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